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Executive Summary
The Inman River Catchment sits within a well-defined geomorphological feature on the
southern part of Fleurieu Peninsula, a relict of an ancient glaciation, which eroded a large
east-west trending bedrock depression across Fleurieu Peninsula known as the ‘Inman Trough’.
The Inman Catchment contains a unique geology and distinctive landforms, some of which
have been recognised as being of international scientific significance. The key land-forming
processes responsible for the location and setting of the catchment were related to a glaciation
of Antarctic proportions, which occurred about 300 million years ago, during Permian times,
when Antarctica was welded onto southern Australia. As the ice melted great thicknesses of
sediments were deposited onto the glaciated bedrock floor. These glacigene sediments are
currently being eroded by running water, re-exposing parts of the ancient glacial landscape,
and moulding the present landscape.
A long geological history, which established the ancient bedrock floor of the peninsula,
preceded the Permian glaciation. The oldest rocks that occur on the northern boundary of the
catchment are part of the 2 billion year-old core of the region. The remaining hard rocks forming
the floor and sides of the catchment were originally sediments more than 24 km thick, deposited
in ocean basins during Proterozoic and Cambrian times (more than 500 million years ago).
These sediments were transformed by heat and pressure, and folded about 500 million years ago
to form a huge mountain range of Himalayan magnitude, into the base of which granites were
intruded. Over the ensuing 200 million years this mountain range was so severely eroded that
during the Permian ice age the oldest, deepest rocks in the mountains were exposed at the surface.
After the retreat of the Permian ice sheet the catchment was subjected to prolonged
weathering and erosion over many millions of years, producing a landscape of low relief that
was intensely weathered to depths exceeding 70 m. The progressive uplift of this surface of low
relief and its ongoing weathering and erosion has produced the high plateau surface on the
margins of the catchment such as at Spring Mount. Throughout this early geological history
Australia and Antarctica were joined together as part of the ancient super-continent Gondwana:
they were the last of the continents to separate about 43 million years ago, following which
there were tectonic movements and incursions of the sea.
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The sea inundated parts of the southern Australian coastline several times from about
40 million years ago and tectonic activity formed the marine St Vincent and Murray Basins.
Marine incursions onto Fleurieu Peninsula deposited fossiliferous limestones, remnants of
which occur at high levels in the Myponga, Upper Hindmarsh Valley and Waitpinga areas.
Ongoing earth movements progressively uplifted the Mount Lofty Ranges following the rifting
of Australia and Antarctica, elevating the fossiliferous limestones up to 240 m above sea level as
they did so. Throughout the tectonic uplift, rivers, streams and weathering processes continued
to mould the landforms in the catchment.
Over the past 2.6 million years of the Pleistocene, global sea level fluctuated dramatically
with sea level falling to about 125 m below present sea level and returning to near present sea
level about 30 times. Only the last major sea level fluctuation (125,000 years ago) is recorded
in the catchment, producing river terraces and stranded shorelines in the lower reaches of the
Inman River. During the Holocene, the last 11,500 years of Earth history, alluvial sediments
accumulated in channel bottoms forming floodplains and swamps.
The arrival of humans witnessed some major changes in the landscape. Over many
thousands of years Aboriginal occupants actively managed the landscape, particularly through
the use of fire. This had significant impacts, with plants and animals adapting to the mosaicburning regime, which produced open parkland environments in places. These landscapes
were very attractive to the first European settlers in the early 1840s but the practices that
were implemented to establish settlements supported by agriculture, albeit initially on a
comparatively small scale, severely disrupted the pre-existing landscape ‘equilibrium’. Clearing
of vegetation, cessation of burning practices, single-furrow ploughing of land areas, and
the introduction of livestock, rabbits and weeds triggered significant changes. Thus, new
landforms were generated as the landscapes adapted. Some obvious expressions of change were
soil nutrient depletion, various forms of erosion (slumping, gullying, stream incision, stream
bank collapse) and alluviation. Changes to hydrology and water quality in the catchment were
additional consequences.
The last few decades have witnessed progressive changes in landuse, with current land
management strategies being focused on soil and land conservation, erosion repair through
revegetation and watercourse controls, and the eradication of feral animals and plants. Thus,
the agricultural regime which triggered the disruption of pre-European settlement landscapes
throughout the catchment has, over more than 100 years or so, progressively changed to a
new agricultural landuse regime under which the dramatic earlier erosional features have been
progressively stabilising and ‘healing’.
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1. Introduction
The Inman River Catchment lies on the southern part of Fleurieu Peninsula, inland from
Victor Harbor and extends northwestwards to Bald Hills Road, which forms a watershed with
westward-draining streams at an elevation of about 230 m. The catchment contains a complex
of farmlands, homes and villages, conservation areas and sporting facilities, streams and springs,
with a major town, Victor Harbor, where the River Inman discharges into Encounter Bay. The
current land use is built upon a relatively short history of European settlement since the 1840s,
which supplanted a much longer Aboriginal occupation that had utilised the catchment and
its landscapes in quite different ways (e.g. Donovan & Associates 1997; Gammage 2010). The
initial phases of European settlement involved pioneer subsistence agricultural pursuits based
on mixed farming. Commercial grain farming, which dominated between 1860 and 1900,
was subsequently replaced by sheep, dairy and beef cattle, with associated pasture development
that included hay harvesting (Bourman 1969a). Minor orchard and vegetable production also
occurred. Today there are many small hobby farms in the region.
This project was initiated and supported by the Inman River Catchment Landcare
Group (IRCLG), which has, for 20 years or more, focused on protecting and improving the
environment by promoting sustainable farming and land management by providing requisite
information to landowners and the general community. The Regional Landcare Facilitator
Programme, an initiative of the Australian Government’s National Landcare Programme
provided financial support for the project, while Bob Bourman and Tony Milnes undertook
the study in voluntary capacities.
IRCLG Projects relevant to this report, which deals with the geological and geomorpho
logical foundations of the catchment in the context of erosional land degradation, have included
restoration of riparian vegetation, combating gully and headward erosion, enhancement of
natural vegetation and fencing of waterways to exclude stock, thereby assisting in stabilising
eroding banks. Our objective in this project is to report on aspects of the geology, landscape
and soil features of this ancient valley, including changes that have taken place after European
settlement, in order to generate, in collaboration with the IRCLG, an overview of the origins
and special character of the catchment. A brochure explaining the purpose of this study was
prepared (Appendix 1) and posted out to all landholders in the catchment.

1.1 Aims of the study
The general aim of this study was to present a report on the geology and geomorphology of
the Inman River Catchment in order to improve the knowledge base of landowners, increasing
awareness of the sensitivity of the landscape to artificially-induced changes, and to provide
a background for land use management in the catchment. The Inman Catchment is rich in
natural beauty, landscape history, human occupancy and human-induced landscape change.
It is an area of great geological and geomorphic interest and is of national and international
significance. The report could form the basis of a community-generated and endorsed approach
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for future land use and contribute to caring for the environment, protecting natural assets, and
managing landscapes for sustainable long-term economic and social benefits, all of which form
part of Australia’s key international environmental obligations.
More detailed aims of the project were:
1. To heighten awareness, interest, understanding and appreciation of this fascinating
part of the world so that it may be best cared for during the present and into the
future. Knowledge about landscape evolution adds a dimension to the experience of
living and working in such a special place and should provide people with the tools to
‘read’ and understand their environment, giving them greater affinity with it. Being
able to recognise the distinctive features of the catchment and to understand how it has
developed should focus their powers of observation and give them the tools to interpret
these observations.
2. To provide as complete a record as possible of what is known about the geological and
geomorphological evolution of the Inman Catchment, including the impacts of human
activities, in order to develop an understanding of the way in which the catchment has
evolved and functions so that it can be managed in the most appropriate manner. There is
much information known about the catchment but it is widely scattered and this project
will partly redress that problem.
3. To identify features of special merit, which may require some form of protection in the
future, and to attract tourists to the region.
4. To involve members of the community in achieving these aims by providing information
about the catchment and to impart feedback to them about the outcomes of the project.
5. To provide an educational resource for future students and researchers.
To achieve these aims we have prepared a compendium of information about the physical
characteristics of the Inman Catchment, drawing together scattered information from
published and unpublished works that are relevant to understanding the ways in which the
Inman Catchment has evolved. The project is similar to a cross between a detective story,
a crossword puzzle and a jigsaw puzzle, in which scattered pieces of information are pieced
together to explain why the catchment has become the way that it is.
After presenting a general overview of the catchment, there will be more detailed sections
on the ancient rocks of the catchment, the impacts of an extensive Permian glaciation some
300 million years ago, the major land surfaces and their weathering histories, the tectonic
history of the area, inundations by the sea, the drainage systems of the catchment, the river
terraces of the lower Inman River and the alluvial sequences upstream of the terraces. These
items will be followed by discussions of the impacts of European settlement in the catchment
and adaptations to both natural and human-induced changes, preserving and improving
the landscape where possible to maintain production, and repairing/rehabilitating/restoring
where appropriate to restore or improve amenity, thereby improving sustainability in the
catchment.
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1.2

Project methodology

Methods used in executing the project were as follows:
• We reviewed all known research on the geology and geomorphology of the catchment and
its surrounds, which had been undertaken over many years. We conducted field trips
and inspections to examine new sites and gather additional data. This work was assessed
in the light of the latest geological and geomorphological thinking for the report.
• We reviewed a number of important and comprehensive reports, publications and
management plans written about particular aspects of the catchment. These substantial
works have reported on the outcomes of soil and soil landscape studies that included
the impacts of European settlement, salinity and water quality, groundwater and water
resources, vegetation studies focusing on pre-European settlement vegetation, natural
resources assessments of animals and plants, erosion and landslips, wetlands and swamps,
and historical information. As far as possible, all relevant reports have been referenced in
appropriate parts of the text.
• We undertook considerable historical research including searches for early photographs,
maps, documents, books and articles in order to establish the original character of the
area.
• Current and past landowners were engaged through a formal questionnaire/survey
(Appendix 2), and individual discussions, in relation to past, current and proposed future
land uses, philosophies of landcare, successful and unsuccessful landcare strategies, and
general concerns about sustainability.
• Two field days were run for the IRCLG and interested landowners to sites that show
evidence of the geological and geomorphological evolution of the catchment, highlighting
the vulnerability of the catchment to artificially accelerated landscape change.
A summary of responses to the questionnaire is provided in Appendix 3. Some results
set out in the following Table are significant in the context of our report, which focuses on
landscapes from the perspective of geology, geomorphology and soils. The overwhelming
number of respondents registered concerns about pest animals (~93%) and pest plants
(~82%) and, less so, about kangaroos (~63%). A much smaller number of respondents (~37%)
registered issues associated with erosion, and this was an important outcome. These issues were
pursued during field days and site inspections. Finally, a preliminary vision for a sustainable
future, occupation and use of the Inman Catchment has been drafted on the basis of scientific
overview and community engagement, with support for this vision being derived via the
IRCLG. Landowners were encouraged to make submissions to the final report.
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Issue

Response

Do you have (or have you had) any problems with gullies,
landslips, bank erosion or other forms of soil or land
degradation on your property?

22 of 60 respondents answered YES

Are kangaroos causing any property management, vegetation
damage or land degradation issues on your property?

37 of 59 respondents answered YES

Have you seen any pest animals on your property including
deer, rabbits, hares, feral cats or pigs?

56 of 60 respondents replied YES

Do you have (or have you had) a problem with pest plants?
They could include Gorse, Blackberry, Broom, Willow,
Arum lily, Watsonia, Boxthorn or any other weed species.

45 of 55 respondents replied YES

2. Setting
The Inman River Catchment lies on Fleurieu Peninsula in the Mount Lofty Ranges, ~70 km
south of Adelaide (Figure 2.1). The catchment drains about 195.3 km2. The Inman River rises
approximately 29 km from the sea at about 230 m and flows into Encounter Bay at Victor
Harbor. The catchment occupies a former bedrock valley (the ‘Inman Trough’) containing
unconsolidated glacial sands and clays of Permian age (~300 million years old). Large granite
boulders, which are glacial erratics transported by glacial ice from the granite outcrops of
Encounter Bay and other places to the south and east, occur in profusion. Erosion by the
modern creeks and rivers are re-exposing parts of this ancient bedrock valley and its associated
glacial landforms, which were scraped, gouged and polished by a westerly moving ice mass.
High points on the drainage divides include Wilson Hill (233 m), Mt Desert (295 m), Bald
Hills (230 m) and Spring Mount (419 m), which occurs on a high level plateau surface
underlain by deeply bleached and weathered bedrock now consisting of white kaolinitic clays
capped by ironstone.
The Inman River and Back Valley Creek have formed in relatively soft, unconsolidated
glacial sediments and have low stream gradients, but Strangways Creek, Boundy River,

Figure 2.1. Map showing location of the Inman Catchment on southern Fleurieu Peninsula in relation to
general features. (Source: Fig. 1 in Liddicoat et al. 2004)
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Ducknest Creek and Sawpit Gully have eroded into bedrock and form precipitous falls and
slopes. About 2.5 km inland from the coast, the Inman River has cut the Inman Gorge, over
30 m deep, in bedrock. Since European settlement, sediments eroded from higher in the
valley have been deposited downstream of the gorge, in places burying buildings and fences.
Upstream of the gorge, pre-settlement floodplain and swamp deposits have been stranded by
human-induced stream incision.
The surface water hydrology and the complex of soil types in the catchment have reacted
to a changed set of conditions following European settlement and the initiation of agriculture,
land-clearing, sand mining and the establishment of farm dams. A new set of geomorphic
features formed in response to these changes include washouts, landslips, slope failures,
gullying on the steeper slopes, stream channel incision and migration through bank erosion,
headward erosion and sedimentation in the valley bottoms. All such changes were initially
very disruptive to sustainable agriculture but subsequently there has been some restoration of
landscape stability with changed agricultural practices in combination with rehabilitation and
conservation strategies. Current landuses in the catchment are wide and varied (Figure 2.2).

INMAN RIVER CATCHMENT REPORT

Figure 2.2. Map. (Source: Fig. 4 in Liddicoat et al. 2004) showing land-use and vegetation in the Inman,
Waitpinga, Coolawang and Newland Cliffs Catchments. Also shown are cadastral boundaries, drainage lines,
farm dams and native vegetation cover (dark green). Land uses include: dairying (stippled green), field crops
(pale yellow), improved pasture and livestock grazing (pale green), forest plantations (mid-green); horses and
recreation/culture (pink); and mining (red).

7

3. Geology of the catchment
Throughout this report there are numerous references to various aspects of geological time. As
well as using terms from the geological time scale we also provide ages in years. An explanation
of the way in which the geological time scale was developed is presented in Appendix 4.

3.1. The oldest part of the catchment: the Archaean and early Proterozoic rocks
Geological maps of Fleurieu Peninsula, the Inman Catchment and its immediate surrounds
are shown in Figures 3.1 and 3.2 (see also Appendix 4; Figure 3.3). The watershed in the
northwest is formed partly on the oldest rocks in the region, usually referred to as ‘basement

Figure 3.1. Generalised geological map of Fleurieu Peninsula (Department of State Development, Government
of South Australia, geoscientific data sourced 2016, https://sarig.pir.sa.gov.au/) showing the major geological
features, which give context to the Inman Catchment and its surrounds. Basement Archaean rocks (dark green);
Proterozoic metasediments (brown colours); Cambrian metasediments (pink colours) and granites (red);
Permian glacial deposits (blue), which include the ‘Inman Trough’; and younger deposits (pale orange, yellow
and pale green). Faults are bold black lines. There is no evidence that faulting has disrupted the ‘Inman Trough’
in post-Permian times.
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Figure 3.2. Map of the geology of the Inman Catchment (dotted black line) and immediate surrounds
(Department of State Development, Government of South Australia, geoscientific data sourced 2016, https://
sarig.pir.sa.gov.au/). The main features are the sequence of bedrock outcrops including ‘basement’ Archaean
rocks (green) in the northwest, overlain unconformably and successively by Proterozoic metasediments (brown)
deposited in the Adelaide Geosyncline, and Cambrian Kanmantoo Group metasediments (pink) deposited in
the Kanmantoo Trough. Oriented E-W across the centre of the map are significantly younger Permian glacigene
sediments (blue), which underlie the centre of the catchment. Much younger deposits assigned to the Tertiary
and Quaternary periods are coloured orange, yellow and green. The orange coloured areas mark the high-level
summit surface, which caps deeply bleached and weathered profiles formed in bedrock.

rocks’, in a structure called the ‘Myponga Inlier’ (Preiss 1993). Approximately 2 billion years
old, it is one of five such structures, which stretch northwards to Williamstown and form the
ancient Precambrian core of the peninsula. These basement rocks are probably a disrupted
part of the Gawler Craton, an extensive crustal rock mass that underlies much of Eyre and
Yorke Peninsulas and is one of the foundation pieces of the Australian continent. Preiss et al.
(2002) described the Gawler Craton as ‘…a complex array of late Archaean, Palaeoproterozoic
and early Mesoproterozoic orogenic belts...’ formed essentially before 1,500 million years ago

9
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Figure 3.3. Geological time scale (Modified from Colorado Geological Survey: http://www.colorado
geologicalsurvey.org) consistent with internet links elsewhere in the report.
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Figure 3.4. Aeromagnetics map (Department of State Development, Government of South Australia, geoscientific
data sourced 2016, https://sarig.pir.sa.gov.au/) of the Inman Catchment (dotted black line) and surrounds,
showing the demarcation between the magnetic basement rocks of the Myponga Inlier in the northwestern part
of the Catchment (reddish colours) contrasted with the linear structure and lower magnetism (green and blue
colours) of the mainly Kanmantoo Group metasediments forming the bedrock south and eastwards. Note that
there are no specific features or patterns in the bedrock that might explain the location or east-west orientation
of the Inman Trough.

(‘Palaeo’ means old, and ‘Meso’ means middle). These rocks contain elevated concentrations
of magnetic minerals and appear as red-orange areas on the aeromagnetics map (Figure 3.4).
The rocks in the Myponga Inlier are mainly highly metamorphosed and structurally complex
gneisses and schists, which Daily et al. (1976) assigned to the Barossa Complex. Gneiss
(pronounced as in ‘nice’) is a high grade, coarse grained metamorphic rock with pronounced
layering of different minerals, while schist is a medium grade and finer grained metamorphic
rock which splits easily along the alignment of platy minerals.
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Figure 3.5. Airborne radiometric potassium (K) map (Department of State Development, Government of South
Australia, geoscientific data sourced 2016, https://sarig.pir.sa.gov.au/) of the Inman Catchment (dotted black
line) distinguishing near-surface materials that contain different concentrations of potassium. Comparison with
the geological map (Fig. 3.2) shows that potassium is abundant (red–orange colours) in all bedrock materials,
particularly around the margins of the catchment. In the central south and east of the catchment, which is
underlain by Permian glacigene sediments, there are low concentrations of potassium (blue-green colours).
However, the elevated levels of potassium in areas along parts of Hancock Road and near its intersection with
Parsons Road, and in the watershed along Bald Hills Road and Nosworthy Road, indicate that bedrock outcrops
or sediments other than Permian glacigenes are predominant here.

3.2. The younger basement rock sequences
3.2.1 Neoproterozoic and Cambrian rocks
Eastward from the watershed and underlying the majority of the Inman River Catchment are
sequences of Neoproterozoic (‘Neo’ means new, and ‘proterozoic’ refers to simple, single celled
organisms or protozoa) and Cambrian sedimentary rocks (1500 to 500 million years old) that
have been variously folded and metamorphosed as a consequence of heat and pressure generated
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Figure 3.6. Diagrammatic recreation of the former Delamerides mountain range. (Source: Talbot & Nesbitt
1968)

Photo 3.1 Steeply tilted, extensively bleached and weathered basal Adelaidean conglomerate, which marks
the transition between the Myponga Inlier rocks (Barossa Complex) of the ancient Gawler Craton and the
overlying rocks of Neoproterozoic age. The numerous, essentially unweathered, cobbles and pebbles, formed
mainly of quartzite, were originally rounded but were deformed and flattened by folding and faulting during
the Delamerian Orogeny. (Source: RPB)

by deep post-deposition burial in the earth’s crust. The Neoproterozoic rocks were deposited in a
complex of subsiding basins known collectively as the ‘Adelaide Geosyncline’ (Preiss et al. 2002).
Sediments up to 24 km accumulated in this subsiding basin. This extended well into the north
of South Australia and its sediments now constitute a major part of the Mt Lofty and Flinders
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Ranges. The Cambrian rocks were deposited in broad basin (‘Stansbury Basin’) and an adjacent
deeply subsiding trough (‘Kanmantoo Trough’), which extended to the east and south, beneath
the Murray Basin, into western Victoria. The sediments formed in the latter account for most
of metamorphosed sedimentary rocks (metasediments) in the Inman Catchment. The entire
sequence of Proterozoic and Cambrian rocks was folded and uplifted during a mountain building
episode approximately 500 million years ago (Figure 3.5). This mountain range, the ‘Delamerides’
(Figure 3.6), was named after the small township of Delamere on Fleurieu Peninsula. As a result
of this folding event, the beds which were originally horizontal are now essentially stacked like
a pack of cards dipping steeply towards the southeast. Where the beds intersect the landsurface
they appear as ‘seams’ traversing the landscape. Figure 3.4 shows the sense of this geological
arrangement.
The oldest of the Neoproterozoic and Cambrian rock sequence in the northwest is a
conspicuous and coarse conglomerate, which directly overlies the basement rocks of the Myponga
Inlier and can be seen at Grey Spur and northwest of Spring Mount (Photo 3.1). Overlying
rocks, younger than this basal conglomerate include dark-coloured, thinly-laminated siltstones
and shales (assigned to the Tapley Hill Formation) and limestones (assigned to the Brighton
Limestone). Both formations are well exposed in and adjacent to a quarry on the Mount Alma
road between Glacier Rock and Spring Mount (Photo 3.2). Faulted against the Proterozoic
Adelaide Geosyncline rocks and overlying them is a thick sequence of Cambrian Kanmantoo

Photo 3.2. Proterozoic rocks exposed in road cutting on the Mount Alma Road. (Source: RPB)
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Photo 3.3. Kanmantoo Group (Middleton Sandstone) as exposed in the coastal section. This formation is
essentially comprised of interlayered beds of metasandstones and metasiltsones, also steeply dipping as a result
of folding and faulting. The more resistant metasandstones are commonly cross-bedded as a result of deposition
by currents in the ocean basin. (Source: ARM)

Group metasediments, which extends towards the mouth of the Inman River at the coast
near Victor Harbor. Figure 3.4 shows the gross layering of this sequence of sandstones and
siltstones, which contains relatively low concentrations of magnetic minerals and are indicated
by green to blue colours oriented northeast to southwest, just as can be seen in outcrop (Figure
3.2). The youngest metasediments in this sequence are exposed at the coast at Middleton as
the Middleton Sandstone.

3.2.2 Kanmantoo Group of metasedimentary rocks
The type section of the Kanmantoo Group, where the metasediments can be examined and
characterised in great detail to establish the relationships between the various rock types and
the sequence in which they were deposited, is the coastal cliff section from near Cape Jervis
to Middleton, (Daily & Milnes 1971, 1972, 1973; Jago et al. 2003). Here, the very thick
sequence of rocks, which consists largely of interbedded, well-bedded (as well as cross-bedded
and slumped) sandstones, siltstones and shales, with minor conglomerates, is considered to be
typical of sediments deposited in a tectonically actively subsiding marine basin. These rocks are
referred to as metasediments because, although they have been affected by heat and pressure,
changing their characters, original sedimentary structures can still be seen. Only poorly
preserved fossils of trilobites have been found so far in these rocks (Jago & Haines 1997).
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Moreover, many faults and shear-zones have been recognized in the type section, which
complicates interpretations of the rock sequence.
The Kanmantoo Group of metasediments crop out poorly in the Inman Catchment
compared with the coastal cliff type section, and the assignment of any particular exposures to
the established stratigraphic sequence (Daily & Milnes 1971, 1972, 1973; Jago et al. 2003) is
not always clear. Table 3.1 sets out the sequence and main characteristics of the various rock
formations of the Kanmantoo Group, as observed in the Type Section (Photo 3.3). Figure 3.2
shows the current mapping in the Inman Catchment whereby the Carrickalinga Head
Formation is in apparent fault contact with the underlying Neoproterozoic rocks, whereas in
the type section it is underlain by fossiliferous limestones and shales. It is succeeded eastwards
by the progressively younger Backstairs Passage Formation, of which Strangways Hill is
formed, the Tapanappa Formation (Peeralilla Hill), the Balquhidder Formation (Brown Hill),
the Petrel Cove Formation (around the base of Rosetta Head), and the Middleton Sandstone
(at Middleton Beach). The Talisker Formation is not recognized in the catchment, although
it could be buried beneath younger deposits in the vicinity of the Hindmarsh Valley reservoir
and to the east of Mount Billy. The sulfide-rich Tunkalilla Formation is mapped as a very thin
but distinctive ‘seam’ running northeastwards on the eastern sides of Sheoak Hill (Back Valley)
and Peeralilla Hill (Hindmarsh Valley).

3.2.3 Encounter Bay Granites
At the coast, around Victor Harbor and Port Elliot, there are conspicuous coarsely crystalline
(‘megacrystic’) granites that form the headlands and islands of Encounter Bay (Photo 3.4).

Photo 3.4. Outcrops of the Encounter Bay Granite in Encounter Bay (Wright Island in the foreground and
Granite Island behind). The contact between the granite and the Kanmantoo Group (Petrel Cove Formation)
metasediments is indicated by the arrow. The granites appears to have intruded the bedrock along the steeply dipping
bedding planes and overlie it. These outcrops provided the source for many of the granite erratics transported by
Permian ice westwards through the Inman Catchment and beyond to Yorke Peninsula. (Source: ARM)
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Table 3.1. Summary of Kanmantoo Group rock formations and their main characteristics.
Rock
formations

General lithology

Main sedimentary structures

Fossils

Metamorphic
characteristics

Middleton
Sandstone

Light grey, well-bedded,
fine-grained metasandstones.
Generally more quartzrich than metasandstones
in older formations. Some
metasiltstone interbeds.

Fine bedding laminations,
cross-bedding. Some slump
structures.
Small-scale current ripple
marks.
Shale-chip conglomerates.

None observed.

Chlorite, actinolite in
metasiltstones. Irregular
zones of epidote-albite
alteration. Some quartzchlorite-feldspar pegmatites.

Petrel Cove
Formation

Fine-grained metasandstones
interbedded with welllaminated metasiltstones and
‘knotted’ phyllites (schists or
metashales).

Abundant fine-scale
sedimentary structures, in
placed deformed by folding
(see Talbot & Hobbs, 1969).

None observed.

Andalusite-cordierite
‘knots’ or porphyroblasts in
phyllites and schists. Some
metamorphosed calcareous
beds containing calc-silicate
minerals.

Balquhidder
Formation

Thick-bedded, medium- to
coarse-grained sometimes
‘flaggy’ metasandstones with
metasiltstone interbeds (some
to 3m thick). Interspersed
blue-black carbonaceous
and pyritic phyllites
(metashales). Small-scale
pebble conglomerates in some
intervals.

Bedding laminations,
cross-bedding, shale-chip
conglomerates, cut-andfill structures, pebble
conglomerates, load casts and
associated flame-structures,
ripple marks.

Bioturbation
structures.

‘Knots’ (porphyroblasts)
or chlorite and micas in
some metasiltstones. Calcsilicate rods and bands
(metamorphosed calcareous
beds) containing scapolite
and garnet.

Tunkalilla
Formation

Blue-black laminated
carbonaceous and pyritic
phyllites (metashales)
weathering to yellowbrown oxides mark the base
of the formation. Above
are medium- to coarsegrained metasandstones and
metasiltstones with additional
blue-black carbonaceous
and pyritic phyllites, some
with visible pyrite cubes
and typical yellow-brown
weathering patterns.

Fine bedding laminations.

Worm casts,
bioturbation
structures.
Trilobites and
brachiopods
(poorly preserved:
see Jago & Haines,
1997).

Porphyroblasts of micas
and chlorite common in
phyllites.
Quartz-feldspar-chloritemuscovite pegmatites.

Tapanappa
Formation

Thick sequence of darkcoloured, fine- to coarsegrained, thick-bedded (1–2m)
impure sandstones with
some finer interbeds. Two
significant bands of sulfiderich laminated calcareous
phyllites and metasiltstones
(in Type Section).

Flat bedding, cross-bedding,
scour channels, small-scale
current bedding, lenticular
conglomerates cut-and-fill
into underlying sediments.
Conglomerates have pebbles
of quartz, feldspar, quartzite,
gneiss, and abundant
limestone and dolomite.

Worm casts in
metasandstones.

Actinolite-garnet nodules
common in metasandstones.
Porphyroblasts of micas and
chlorite in phyllites.

Talisker
Formation

Strongly banded light and
dark grey calcareous phyllites.
Sulfide-rich horizons
clear from rust-coloured
weathering.

Bedding laminations.

None observed.

Marble bands. Quartzchlorite-muscovite
pegmatites.

Backstairs
Passage
Formation

Thick sequence of welllaminated and cross-bedded
grey metasandstones, with
some metasiltstone interbeds.

Bedding laminations,
small-scale cross-bedding,
small- and large-scale slump
structures.

Bioturbation
structures.

Carrickalinga
Head
Formation

3. Laminated phyllites
alternating with more
massive beds of impure
metasiltstone and fine-grained
metasandstone.
2. Grey laminated phyllites.
1. Grey phyllites alternating
with paler grey metasiltstones
and metasandstones.

3. Abundant small-scale
ripple marks, cross-bedding.
Occasional ovoid phosphatic
nodules and ‘stringers’.
2. Small-scale current
bedding and ripple marks.
1. Fine laminations.
Abundant small-scale
sedimentary structures.

3. Worm casts.
2. Worm casts.
1. Bioturbation
features.

3. Large actinolite-garnet
nodules. Quartz-chloritemuscovite-calcite-opaque
mineral pegmatites. Small
garnet porphyroblasts
in phyllites adjacent to
pegmatites.
2. Quartz-chlorite-biotite
pegmatites.
1.
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These are igneous rocks, formed at considerable depth in the crust, and at one stage were molten
and thus able to intrude and engulf the surrounding Kanmantoo Group metasediments. They
contain coarse crystals of pink to grey feldspar, blue-grey quartz, and black mica (biotite)
flakes, which slowly crystallised in the rock melt (magma) as it invaded the metasediments.
As far as the foundations of the Inman Catchment are concerned, these granites are amongst
the youngest of the bedrock formations and have been dated at around 500 million years old.

3.3. The Permian glaciation
The geological map of the Inman Catchment and its surrounds (Figure 3.2) shows that
there are sediments significantly younger than the rocks forming the foundations of Fleurieu
Peninsula. The most prominent of these sediments were deposited during the passage and
decay of an ice mass of continental proportions during Early Permian times, some 299 to
290 million years ago, when all of the southern continents and peninsular India were joined
together in the super-continent of Gondwana (Ludbrook 1967) (Figure 3.7). Every State in
Australia has evidence of this ancient ice age. These glacigene sediments have been assigned to
the Cape Jervis Formation (Alley & Bourman 1984), named after the type section in the cliffs

Figure 3.7. Gondwana showing the migration of major ice centres across the supercontinent of Gondwana
through Devonian, Carboniferous and Permian times. The ice-covered areas are shown in light grey, indicating
that all Australian states were impacted by this event. The South Pole during the Permian lay just south of
Tasmania. (Source: Alley et al. 1995)
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at Cape Jervis. Their distribution outlines what is now called the Troubridge Basin (Alley &
Bourman 1995; Preiss et al. 2002), which covers large parts of Fleurieu Peninsula and extends
to Kangaroo Island and Yorke Peninsula (Figure 3.8).
The Permian deposits are depicted on the geological map as a very extensive swathe of
sediments occupying a major part of the Inman Catchment (Figure 3.2). However, the outcrops
may not be as extensive as mapped here: there are few exposures of unequivocal glacigene
sediments (such as at Glacier Rock, and in some farm dam excavations, for example on Mt Alma
Station) because younger sediments and soils cover them. Airborne radiometric maps provide
a clear indication of the surface geology of the catchment and its surrounds. For example, a
radiometric potassium (K) map distinguishes the potassium-enriched oldest basement rocks
of the Barossa Complex and the younger Proterozoic and Cambrian metasediments from the

Figure 3.8. Area covered by the Troubridge Basin (dark grey) showing areas where Permian glacial sediments
occur in outcrop or in boreholes indicating that the entire Fleurieu Peninsula was over-ridden by a huge ice mass
approaching from the southeast. (Source: Alley & Bourman 1995). Boulders of granites, some of which are
assigned to the Encounter Bay Granites, have been located as far west as Yorke Peninsula revealing the general
northwesterly movement of the continental ice mass. Jurassic basalt about 150 million years old overlies the
Permian sediments at the Wisanger Hills and the Bluff and Government Quarries on Kangaroo Island. The
basalt was extruded during earth movements prior to the separation of Antarctica and Australia (Milnes et al.
1982).
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potassium-poor cover of Permian and younger sediments (Figure 3.5). When compared with
Figure 3.2, it is clear that the exposures of younger sediments (including Permian glacigene
deposits) are spatially intricate, with many areas throughout the catchment in which bedrock is
at or very near the surface contrasting with adjacent areas where there is no bedrock signature.
Our current interpretation is that these potassium-poor areas correspond largely with Permian
deposits that fill the ancient glaciated landscape. A map of radiometric thorium (Th) shows
a similar picture (Figure 3.9), somewhat more akin to the geological map in Figure 3.2,

Figure 3.9. Airborne radiometric thorium (Th) map of the Inman Catchment (Department of State Development,
Government of South Australia, geoscientific data sourced 2016, https://sarig.pir.sa.gov.au/) distinguishing
near-surface materials that contain different concentrations of thorium. Comparison with the geological map
(Fig. 3.2) shows that thorium is abundant (red-orange colours) in all bedrock materials around the margins
of the catchment, and also in the weathered (bleached, kaolinised and ferruginised) materials of the highlands
south of Spring Mount and around Mt Desert, which contain low potassium concentrations (Fig. 3.5). Within
the main part of the catchment, the pattern of elevated thorium concentrations appears to closely match the
mapped outcrops of bedrock shown in Figure 3.2. Thorium concentrations in the areas mapped as Permian
glacigenic sediments are low (blue-green colours).
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but whereas the weathered, bleached and ferruginised surfaces in the watershed areas of the
catchment do not contain potassium, they are enriched in thorium, as is the bedrock, and are
not therefore distinguished from it.
The most detailed information we have about the Cape Jervis Formation sediments,
which occur in the Inman Catchment comes from studies of the type section at Cape Jervis
and other good exposures, for example at Hallett Cove (Alley & Bourman 1984; Bourman &
Alley 1990) and on Kangaroo Island (Bourman & Alley 1999; Alley et al. 2013). There are also
boreholes throughout the Troubridge Basin that have intersected glacigene deposits (Barnett &
Rix 2006). The sediments in the Inman Catchment and elsewhere that are generally assigned
to the Cape Jervis Formation are sands and grits that contain, or are associated with, rock clasts
ranging in size from large rounded boulders to smaller cobbles and pebbles, sometimes faceted
and striated, that are often exotic or foreign types of bedrock. These are erratics that were gouged
out of bedrock over-ridden by the ice sheet advancing over the Permian landscape, tumbled and
rounded in the process, and transported far from their original sources (Photo 3.5). However,
not all sands and grits in the Inman Catchment are in fact glacigene sediments, but are rather
eroded and re-deposited materials that have probably been derived from them in intervening
periods from the end of the Permian ice-age ~290 million years ago.
Typical examples of unequivocal glacigene sediments, including large erratics, can be seen
in the banks of the Inman River at Glacier Rock, and in farm dam excavations on Mt Alma
Station. In many localities we can see remnants of the original ice-scoured, grooved and polished
bedrock surfaces over which the ice sheet moved in a general westerly direction (Bourman
& Milnes 1976). Furthermore, at several sites, large ‘fields’ of granite erratics occur, such as
between Glacier Rock and Mt Alma (Photo 3.6), and along the Strangways Hill Road south of

Photo 3.5. Typical sub-nosed facetted, polished and striated quartzite glacial erratic. Long axis ~ 7 cm.
(Source: RPB)
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Photo 3.6. Erratics of Encounter Bay Granite west of Mount Alma Road. (Source: ARM)

the Tower of Babel (Figure 3.10). Some of these erratics may have accumulated as lag deposits
following erosion of the glacigene sediments in which the erratics were originally contained.

3.3.1 How do we know that the Inman Catchment was glaciated?
The prime evidence for this ancient glaciation is provided by smoothed and polished bedrock
surfaces or glacial pavements scoured by rocks carried at the base of the glacier as it ground
its way across Fleurieu Peninsula. During the glaciation, great thicknesses of glacial sediments
were plastered onto the bedrock floor by the moving ice and deposited by meltwater streams
as the ice decayed, filling depressions in the bedrock floor. Further evidence is provided by the
presence of ice-carried boulders and cobbles (erratics) of rocks that are foreign or exotic to the
area, some of which were derived from Antarctica. Erosion over millennia has exposed parts of
the glaciated topography, resurrecting some of the Permian glacial topography, such as Glacier
Rock, for which the Inman Catchment is internationally renowned.
Additionally, erosion has exposed the sands, gravels and clays and erratics deposited by the
glacier, which enable us to reconstruct the past environments during the passage and decay of
this massive ice sheet. In the type section at Cape Jervis, and in other localities such as Hallett
Cove, sediments have been recognised as lodgement tills, flow tills, and various types of icecontact, fluvio-glacial, glacio-lacustrine and glacio-marine deposits (Alley & Bourman 1984;
Bourman & Alley 1990; Figure 3.11).
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Figure 3.10. Composite map of soils and topography (NatureMaps, Enviro Data SA 2016) for the Inman
Catchment and surrounds showing the distribution of glacial erratics. Red circles are the locations of erratics
recorded by Howchin (1926); purple circles are the locations of erratics recorded during fieldwork undertaken
for this project. In terms of soil types: yellow indicates the dominant soil type – ‘G3: Thick sand over clay’,
which corresponds closely to the distribution of Permian glacigene deposits. Red indicates areas of ‘L1: Shallow
soil on rock’ where bedrock is exposed or close to the surface on the steep slopes. Green indicates ‘K: shallow to
moderately deep acidic soils on rock’. Brown colours (for example around Waitpinga and the western part of the
Catchment) indicate: ‘F2: Sandy loam over poorly structured brown or dark clay’ soils, ‘E3: Brown or grey cracking
clay’ soils, and F1: Loam over brown or dark clay in the modern stream valleys.

3.3.2 In what direction did the ice move across the Inman Catchment?
Detailed, local information on the directions of ice flow is derived from striations (scratches)
on striated pavements, such as those at Glacier Rock and on Stone Hill (Bourman & Milnes
1976), and the measured orientation of the long axes of boulders and pebbles in sediments
plastered onto the bedrock (‘lodgement tills’) at the base of the ice mass (Figure 3.12). In such
deposits the long axes of individual rocks tend to have oriented in the direction of ice flow.
Plotting the compass directions of 300 pebbles from a lodgement till facilitates plotting the
direction of local ice flow where striated pavements are not available. The shapes of friction
cracks (crescentic gouges and lunate fractures) also reflect the direction of ice movement:
asymmetrical wedges of rock can be prised out by pebbles and boulders at the base of the ice,
typically but not universally resulting in a gentle leading slope and an abrupt distal slope in a
downflow direction (See Figure 3.13).
Although the overall direction of ice movement was SE-NW, across Fleurieu Peninsula preexisting bedrock valleys funnelled the basal part of the glacier in a westerly direction through
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Figure 3.11. Type section of the Permian glacial Cape Jervis Formation exposed in coastal cliffs north of the
Cape Jervis lighthouse. There are five major glacial units. Unit 1 consists of sediments deposited in streams
and lakes ahead of the advancing ice, Unit 2 is a glacial till (lodgement till) plastered onto an ice shattered rock
surface as it was overridden by the glacier, Unit 3 consists of fine grained sediments deposited in lakes alongside
the glacier as it melted (glacio-lacustrine sediments), Unit 4 comprises accumulated rocks and sediments, which
slid from the glacier into adjacent lakes as the ice melted out (flow tills), and Unit 5 accumulated in the sea as
the ice was finally disappearing (glacio-marine sediments). The top of the section is marked by a marine deposit
about 2.6 million years old. (Source: Alley & Bourman 1984)

both the Inman Valley (Inman Trough) and Backstairs Passage. The ice approached Fleurieu
Peninsula from the southeast, as suggested by the presence of erratics of granite derived from
Dergholm in Victoria, and continued in this direction towards Yorke Peninsula, where large
granite erratics also occur. The erratics give the best overall direction of ice movement, but
bedrock valleys and obstacles can impact on localised flows.

3.3.3 How do we know the age of the glaciation?
When evidence of this glaciation was first observed there was much debate about its age
(Bourman 1987). Selwyn (1860) was non-committal on this matter, but Tate (1879), who
discovered evidence of the glaciation at Hallett Cove initially correlated it with the Pleistocene
glaciations of the Northern Hemisphere, then thought to have occurred during the past
1 million years. Subsequently, excavations showed that the glacial beds were older than the
suspected Miocene limestone (about 20 million years old), which overlay them (Tate et al.
1895). We now know that this limestone, the Hallett Cove Sandstone is of Pliocene age (about
4 million years old).
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Figure 3.12. Map of Fleurieu Peninsula and part of Kangaroo Island showing the direction of ice flow derived
from striations on glaciated bedrock surfaces and from the orientation of elongate pebbles in glacial till deposits
(lodgement tills). Although the overall ice movement was from the southeast towards the northwest, ice was
channelled in a more westerly direction through the Inman Trough and Backstairs Passage, which were most
likely pre-glacial bedrock valleys. Note the cluster of areas of striated bedrock in the Inman Catchment generally
trending east-west. (Source: Alley & Bourman 1995)

Following this, Howchin (1895) correlated the glacial beds of South Australia with
fossiliferous glacial sediments of proven Permo-Carboniferous age at Bacchus Marsh. Although
the glaciation extended through Devonian, Carboniferous and Permian times over the ancient
super continent of Gondwana (See Figure 3.7) microfossils found in the glacial sediments of
South Australia (Ludbrook 1957, 1967; Foster 1972, 1974; Bourman & Alley 1995) suggest
that the glaciation only affected Fleurieu Peninsula in Early Permian times (299 to 290 million
years ago).

3.3.4 How big was the glacier?
Some geologists have argued that the Permian ice mass moving over Fleurieu Peninsula was
a valley glacier (sometimes also called a mountain glacier), or a plateau glacier. However,
it has been established that the ice mass was of super-continental proportions. It overrode remnants of the pre-existing Delameride mountain range formed of Precambrian and
Cambrian metasediments and granites, travelling from the southeast towards the northwest
(See Figure 3.12) as demonstrated by the presence of erratics in the glacial deposits derived
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from Antarctica. Thus, the ice mass at its source area near the then South Pole, is considered to
have probably been several kilometres thick, while locally, it could have been up to 2 km thick.
Some of the Permian topography can be recognised today, having been exhumed by
erosion of the overlying glacigene and younger sediments after tectonic uplift. The relief
amplitude displayed by the currently preserved Permian topography is about 540 m, while the
original relief was possibly of the order of 1500 m with perhaps a 2000 m maximum thickness
of ice in places. During the glaciation an extensive polar ice-cap affected all of the southern
hemisphere Gondwanan continents (Australia, Antarctica, South America, southern Africa)
which, together with India, were linked together (See Figure 3.7). Southern Australia and
Antarctica were contiguous at this time and the South Pole was probably not far from Fleurieu
Peninsula.
The ice mass was of continental extent, temperate and wet-based in character. Because
of the great weight of overlying ice, the base of the ice mass was near pressure melting point,
with meltwater at the base of the ice leading to relatively rapid and plastic movement of the ice
and high erosive potential. Any pre-existing soils, weathered materials, and unconsolidated or
poorly consolidated sediments, would have been swept aside by the ice, leaving a fresh bedrock
‘pavement’ over which the ice moved. Small-scale features in the pavement such as grooves,
striae, chattermarks, friction cracks (crescentic gouges and lunate fractures), polished bedrock
surfaces, stoss-and-lee features and small roches moutonnées (asymmetrical bedrock hills with
gentle leading sides and steeper lee sides) (Figure 3.13), leave clear evidence of ice erosion.
Small meandering bedrock channels, known as plastically-moulded surfaces or ‘p-forms’ on
some sloping bedrock surfaces. They probably formed by the erosive action of sub-glacial
meltwater containing rock debris moving at high velocity under great hydrostatic pressure.

3.3.5 How rugged was the topographic relief in the Permian?
Geological processes including prolonged erosion over 290 million years since the Permian
glaciation has changed and generally flattened the topography of the Inman Catchment and
surrounding parts of Fleurieu Peninsula so that the topographic relief at the time of glaciation
cannot be ascertained with certainty. However, it is possible to reconstruct, to some extent,
the relief following the melting of the ice sheet. For example, the highest elevation of erratics

Figure 3.13. Diagram showing asymmetrical roches moutonnées developed on hard bedrock. The slope facing
the oncoming ice is much gentler than the steep, downslope side. Note the greater deepening on the downslope
side.
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in the catchment (even if they are lags from the erosion of the encasing glacigene sediments),
in conjunction with borehole data, provides a minimum thickness of the ice. Drilling, during
exploration for coal in Back Valley near Wilkins Crossing (Section 415), penetrated 294 m of
glacigene sediments, indicating that the bedrock floor of the buried glacial valley here is more
than 200 m below present sea level (Figure 3.14). Given the highest known elevation of erratics
in the catchment at about 300 m, the ice thickness was therefore at least 500 m. At the time
of the maximum glaciation, there may have been between 1 and 2 km of ice and, if so, the
topographic relief was probably considerably greater than 500 m.

3.3.6 Were there multiple glaciations in the Inman Catchment during the Permian?
Some workers have suggested that there were multiple glaciations during the Permian in South
Australia (Bowen 1958; Crowell & Frakes 1971; Toteff 1983), but studies at the type section
for the Cape Jervis Formation at Cape Jervis (Alley & Bourman 1984) have established that
there was just one glaciation. Here the section records ice fractured rock at the base of the
sequence overlain by a lodgement till that was plastered onto the frozen bedrock by actively
moving ice. Pebbles in the till are aligned in the direction of ice flow. Progressively the till
was overlain by sediments transported from the ice by meltwater streams, sediments (with
dropstones) deposited in lakes near the melting ice front, flow tills formed by sediments sliding
from the surface of the melting ice, and finally melt-out sediments deposited in a rising sea
(glacio-marine deposits). This interpretation has been supported by investigations at Hallett
Cove, King Point, on Kangaroo Island and Yorke Peninsula (Alley & Bourman 1984, 1995;
Bourman & Alley 1999). Two of the sedimentary units are present at Glacier Rock, a relatively
thin blue/grey basal lodgement till, which is overlain by sands and clays containing a large

Figure 3.14. Generalised cross section through Back Valley to the Hindmarsh Tiers showing the large glacial
bedrock basin, which extends for more than 200 m below sea level beneath Back Valley (Modified from Howchin
1918).
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erratic of Encounter Bay Granite, a dropstone that was released from a floating iceberg as it
melted, causing the underlying beds to be depressed.
So far no Permian glacial deposits either in outcrop or encountered in boreholes have been
observed that are separated by interglacial deposits; there is only one genuine lodgement till at
the base of the sequence. There were probably minor fluctuations in the position of the ice front
as it advanced, but not total melt out of the ice mass and its later reformation. Some workers
have identified several tills in the glacial sequences and have argued for multiple glacial events,
but these are flow tills that have slid from the ice during the decay of the ice mass (Bourman
& Alley 1990). Unlike the pebbles in a lodgement till, which are oriented in a dominant
direction and contain mainly local erratics, those in flow tills display a chaotic orientation and
include many more erratics from distant foreign sources. Thus the two types of till are easily
distinguished. To date all of the evidence of the glaciation can be explained by the passage and
progressive decay of a single ice mass, despite some claims for multiple glaciation in the area.
Even though there is no convincing evidence for multiple glaciations during the Permian
ice age in South Australia it is possible that the glaciation, which we have evidence for, destroyed
any pre-existing glacial deposits as it ground its way across the Australian continent.

3.3.7 How do we know that the granite intruded into the base of the Delameride
mountains about 500 Ma ago, was exposed during Permian times
(300 Ma ago)?
We know that by the time of the Permian glaciation 299 to 290 million years (Ma) ago, erosion
of the fold mountain chain of the Delamerides had exposed the granite pluton in the core of
the mountains, parts of which now form the granite islands and headlands of Encounter Bay.
These Encounter Bay Granites, which may have formed up to 10 km below the folded rocks of
the mountain range near its base, were exposed either during, or just before the glaciation. The
evidence for this conclusion comes from two main sources; glacial striations or scratches, which
occur on the granite at Port Elliot, and the proliferation of erratics of Encounter Bay Granite
throughout the Fleurieu Peninsula and beyond, as far as the west coast of Yorke Peninsula.
The glaciation was also responsible for determining the general location of the granite
masses, which today form Rosetta Head (The Bluff), other granite headlands and the granite
islands of Encounter Bay. Weaker areas in the granite mass, where joint blocks in the granite mass
were closer together, favoured their removal while more resistant blocks survived. It should be
noted that these features have been considerably modified in detail by weathering and erosion,
especially by the sea, in the 290 Ma since the Permian ice age.
Not only was the granite exposed when the glacial ice retreated, but so were the oldest rocks
in the catchment, the ancient crystalline basement rocks, ~2 billion years old, which underlie
all of Fleurieu Peninsula at depth. Near Little Gorge on the western side of Fleurieu Peninsula
the basement rocks have been exposed and they have also been glaciated (see section on ‘Harris
Rock’ in descriptions of glaciated pavements) (Bourman & Alley 1988). Sediments more than
a 20 km thick had been deposited above the basement rocks in the Adelaide Geosyncline prior
to folding and formation of the Delamerides, and this was eroded sufficiently to expose the
basement rocks over a period of about 200 million years.
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3.3.8 Glacially striated bedrock surfaces
There are many exposures of glaciated bedrock throughout Fleurieu Peninsula in general, and
the Inman River Catchment, in particular. Some of the sites described here have not previously
been reported in the literature. These glaciated surfaces have survived for at least 290 million
years, largely because they were buried by sediments shed from the melting ice, and have
only been recently re-exposed by erosion of the soft glacial deposits. The character of glacially
smoothed and striated bedrock can be highlighted by brushing with a hand broom, washing
with water and positioning to get reflection from the sun.
Descriptions of the main exposures in the Inman Catchment follow as well as some from
just outside of the catchment because they provide important information on the geological
evolution of the catchment area. In particular, as more sites are discovered, they allow for a
more detailed reconstruction of the Permian glacial topography.
The glaciated surfaces also show that steep topography was over-ridden by the ice such
as at Strangways Hill and Bald Hills, revealing information about the ice thickness and ice
dynamics required to achieve these feats. Many of the pavements have different microforms
on them such as lunate fractures, needle striae and crescentic gouges, which reveal information
about the ice-bedrock contact. Finally, the pavements provide important information about
the long-term geological evolution of the landscape. For example, pavements on granite (Port
Elliot) and basement rocks (‘Harris Rock’) show that by the time of the Permian glaciation
(299 to 290 million years ago) the massive mountain range of the Delamerides, which had
formed about 500 million years ago, had been so severely eroded that the basement rocks and
the granitic roots of the mountains had been exposed.
3.3.8.1 Selwyn Rock (Glacier Rock) (Willunga 2743/60688)3
Although there are numerous other examples of striated bedrock in the Inman Catchment,
Selwyn Rock is by far the best known, the largest, the most accessible and, possibly, the most
informative single site to visit in the Inman Catchment. The site of Selwyn Rock is clearly
marked by the Glacier Rock Restaurant about 12 km upstream from Victor Harbor.
It is rather interesting to note that the Victorian Government geologist A. R. C. Selwyn
made the first recognition of glacial action anywhere in Australia at this site on Friday, 13 May
1859. Selwyn, the Government Geologist of Victoria, made the discovery on a geological
reconnaissance from Cape Jervis to Mount Serle in the Flinders Ranges on behalf of the South
Australian Government. Selwyn (1860) wrote:
“At one point in the bed of the Inman I observed a smooth, striated and grooved rock surface, presenting
every indication of glacial action. The bank of the creek showed a section of clay and coarse gravel or drift
composed of fragments of all sizes, irregularly imbedded through the clay. The direction of the grooves and
scratches is east-west in parallel lines or nearly at right angles to the strike of the rocks; and though they
follow the course of the stream I do not think that they could have been formed by the action of water,
forcing pebbles and boulders detached from the drift, along the bed of the stream. This is the first and only
instance of the kind I have met in Australia, and it at once attracted my attention, strongly reminding
me of the similar markings I had so frequently observed in the mountain valleys of North Wales”.
3

Locations of the pavements are given using map references from 1:50,000 topographic maps.
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The area was not re-visited by geologists for another 38 years, until David & Howchin
(1897) carried out a search for Selwyn Rock. They discovered a glaciated pavement in the bed
of the Inman River, which they assumed was the original Selwyn Rock (David & Howchin,
1897). Later, however, Howchin (1926) demonstrated that this could not have been the
original Selwyn Rock as at the time of Selwyn’s visit local residents confirmed that the rock was
covered by river alluvium. Thus Selwyn Rock was almost certainly about 2 km upstream from
the one located in 1897.
Selwyn Rock is composed of dense, blue-grey coloured, finely laminated, cross bedded and
slumped metasandstone (quartzite) rock of the Backstairs Passage Formation of the Cambrian
Kanmantoo Group of metasedimentary rocks, a rock type which, by virtue of its hardness
and fineness has proved ideal for recording and preserving glacial action. The vast majority of
glaciated surfaces on Fleurieu Peninsula occur on rocks of this formation. Striae and grooves,
some of them quite large, gouges, chatter marks, friction cracks and lunate fractures cover an
area of several tens of square metres (Photo 3.7; Figure 3.15). A prominent quartz vein on
Selwyn Rock, protrudes slightly above the general level of the glaciated surface, and displays a
bevelled and polished upflow edge and a plucked downflow side, indicating ice flow broadly
from east to west (Crowell & Frakes 1971). Other small quartz veins occur and often stand
slightly above the surrounding metasandstone indicating greater resistance to erosion.
A vertical rock wall, which forms part of the present valley side, south of the main outcrop,
is also strongly striated. Bearings of striae on the horizontal surface vary between 273° to 280°
(broadly east-west), and ice movement in this direction is further indicated by a large boulder

Photo 3.7. View of Selwyn Rock showing glaciated bedrock valley floor and sidewall downstream along with
Permian glacial sediments containing a large erratic of Encounter Bay Granite. (Source: RPB)
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Figure 3.15. Diagrammatic cross section of the Inman River at Selwyn Rock showing glaciated bedrock,
Permian glacial sediments which includes a large granite erratic, and alluvial sediments, which in pre-European
times probably covered the glaciated rock surface. (Source: Talbot & Nesbitt 1968)

of Encounter Bay Granite, resting in deposits of sand and clay, at a distance of at least 10 km
west from the nearest outcrops at the coast. Tracing distinctive foreign rocks and boulders
(exotic erratics) back to their source areas provides the most reliable indicator of overall ice
movement.
A layer of blue/grey clay at the base of the sequence rests directly on the glaciated
bedrock and appears to be a lodgement till, plastered onto the bedrock floor during active
glacial advance, whereas the bulk of the sediments accumulated during decay of the ice mass.
Distorted sediments underlying the granite erratic indicate that the boulder was a dropstone
dumped from floating ice as it melted (Photo 3.8). Hamilton & Krinsley (1967) interpreted
the sediments as kame deposits (alluvial sediments deposited between the edge of an ice mass
and a bedrock valley wall), while the boulder was thought to have tumbled from nearby
ice. Most of the glacial sediments are unconsolidated, but in places more lithified sediments
occur, plastered onto the glaciated surface. Guppy (1934) noted that pieces broken from the
consolidated sediments carried impressions of the underlying polished and striated surface. An
interesting description of Selwyn Rock is provided by Crawford (1960).
Grooves and striations trend ESE to WNW following the direction of ice movement,
which is the opposite to the flow direction of the present stream. People often question this
apparent anomaly of ice flowing upslope but it must be borne in mind that the ice was probably
more than a kilometre thick so that the height of the source area of the ice was far in excess of
the sub-glacial topography.
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Photo 3.8. Large granite erratic set in finer-grained glacial sediments. The boulder has deformed the underlying
sediments, indicating that it was dropped from melting ice or an iceberg as a ‘dropstone’. (Source: RPB)

3.3.8.2 Pavement 2 km downstream from Selwyn Rock
This pavement, which is about 3 m by 2.5 m, consists of the same blue quartzite of the
Backstairs Passage Formation as Selwyn Rock. The photograph of this pavement in David
& Howchin (1897) leaves no doubt that this is the pavement, which they had believed was
the original Selwyn Rock (Photo 3.9). This pavement displays a remarkably well preserved,
strongly glaciated and smoothed surface, which is quite astounding in view of its great age.
The direction of striae trends at 280°, but about 50 m north of this pavement, weakly striated
bedrock bedrock indicates a variation in local ice movement towards 290°. Immediately north
of this pavement a spectacular field of granite erratics occur. Crawford (1958) described a
detailed section of Permian sediments downstream from this pavement.
3.3.8.3 Pavements on ‘Stone Hill’ (M.R. Encounter 2806/60693)
‘Stone Hill’ (local name) is situated on the watershed between the Inman and Hindmarsh
Rivers about 0.5 km northeast of the ‘Green Hills’ homestead and about 7 km northwest of
Victor Harbor. It forms an isolated inlier (an isolated mass of older rock surrounded by younger
rocks) of Kanmantoo Group finely laminated quartzite of the Backstairs Passage Formation. On
this hill Howchin (1926) reported an area of glaciated bedrock with striae trending W 20° N
(290°). Bourman & Milnes (1976) subsequently located other striated surfaces on the hill with
striae directions varying between W 30° N (300°) and W 40° N (310°). The original glaciated
surface of Howchin (1926) was located but the surface is covered with lichen and severely
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Photo 3.9. Photograph of strongly grooved, polished and striated, finely laminated blue quartzite of the Backstairs
Passage Formation in the bed of the Inman River (MR Encounter 2762/60686) about 2 km downstream from
Selwyn Rock (Stephens Rock). David & Howchin (1897) initially thought that this was the original Selwyn
Rock, but a local resident, Mr Crossman later confirmed that at the time of Selwyn’s visit this rock was covered
with alluvium. Hammer provides a scale. (Source: RPB)

weathered, so that the striae are scarcely discernible. Other extensive areas of striated bedrock
occur on the extreme southeastern base of the outcrop. Striations extend over a distance of
more than 20 m. A series of crescentic gouges and crescentic fractures (Photo 3.10) faithfully
reflect the direction of known ice movement. In this area striation directions varied between
W 31° N (301°) and W 37° N (307°).
3.3.8.4 Section 28 Hundred of Encounter Bay (Torrensvale MR 2724/60685)
At this site, four separate exposures of finely laminated quartzite, extending over 20 m in an eastwest direction, are polished, striated or grooved revealing a local ice direction varying between
W 10° N (280°) and W 12° N (282°) (Photo 3.11). The largest of the exposures is several square
metres in extent. The most easterly exposure is grooved and polished, but striae have not been
preserved on it; the near vertical bedding may be confused with striations. The rock outcrop,
which extends over 150 m displays a series of asymmetrical stoss and lee features, on the lee side
of which are fields of large erratics. These are of the coarse grained Encounter Bay type, some of
which contain xenoliths of country rock, while others are foliated. They provide support for the
direction of ice movement indicated by striae. Small exotic erratics are also plentiful. The late
Mr. Allenby Parsons, the former property owner, drew our attention to these features.
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Photo 3.10. Striated and polished bedrock on ‘Stone Hill’ indicating ice movement from bottom right to top
left. Note the half-moon shaped crescentic gouges (right centre), lunate fractures (top right) and conchoidal
fractures (left of hammer). (Source: RPB)

Photo 3.11. Glacially polished, grooved and striated bedrock on Section 28 Hundred of Encounter Bay, east of
Prouse Road. (Source: RPB)
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3.3.8.5 Inman Valley Township (Yankalilla MR 2695/60693)
Near the bridge across the Inman River in the Inman Valley Township the river has exposed
a considerable area of Kanmantoo Group metasedimentary rocks. Several striated surfaces on
this outcrop occur immediately downstream from the bridge (Yankalilla MR 2695/60694), the
largest covering an area of 30 m2. The striae are on the leading side of a partly exhumed roche
moutonnée, which is disintegrating. Compass readings of striae and groove directions varied
between due west (270°) and W 10° N (280°). The bedding of the finely laminated quartzite is
very contorted and, as slump structures are very common, it is not possible to recognise smallscale glacial features such as crescentic fractures and gouges with certainty. Howchin (1926)
first described this locality.
Several hundred metres downstream from the Inman Valley Bridge, behind the church
(Yankalilla MR 2695/60694), several excellent striated surfaces occur on the left bank. Striae
directions vary between due west (270°) and W 10° N (280°) (Photo 3.12) as there are crossing
striae, although the majority trend northerly. The constant direction of ice movement is quite
remarkable as the striated surfaces vary considerably in attitude. One surface is near horizontal
while another dips at 35°, almost at right angles the striae. A large groove more than 1 m wide
occurs on the downstream side of the exposure, while small scale features include a series of
crescentic gouges and fractures together with needle striations, the sharper ends of which point
in the direction of ice movement.
An erratic field, which includes local Kanmantoo Group metasedimentary rocks and
numerous Encounter Bay Granites with characteristic opalescent blue quartz and porphyritic

Photo 3.12. Striated bedrock surface in the Inman Valley Township. Ice movement was diagonally upwards
across the sloping bedrock surface. (Source: RPB)
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feldspars, occurs northwest of the pavements. These erratics support the general direction of
ice movement indicated by the striated pavements.
3.3.8.6 Welch’s Washout (Willunga MR 2764/60690)
At this locality a series of parallel gullies eroded into Permian glacial sediments exposed striated
Kanmantoo Group metasediments of the Backstairs Passage Formation indicating an eastwest (270°) movement of ice. Howchin (1926) reported that a torrential summer downpour
in 1901 had eroded a gully exposing a glacial pavement about 100 m long (Photos 3.13,
3.14). Bourman (1969b) noted that between 1901 and 1968 the steep sides of the gully were
flattened and the pavement became largely covered with sediment from the gully walls. In
1968 here were at least ten exposures of striated bedrock, the largest being several square metres
in extent. In 2016 only one small patch of striated bedrock remains.
3.3.8.7 Base of Strangways Hill (Willunga MR 2765/60706)
Southeast of the Strangways Hill summit at an elevation of approximately 140 m there are at
least 4 known exposures of glacial striae (Photo 3.15) varying between W 10° N (280°) and
W 20° N (290°) developed on finely laminated blue quartzite, which dips steeply to the west.
Howchin (1926) was the first to describe glaciated bedrock in this area. Two areas of striated
bedrock, each about 1 m2, occur in a small gully and exhibit small chattermarks, crescentic
gouges and lunate fractures in addition to polishing, grooving and crossing striae. West of
this main exposure several smaller glaciated surfaces with similar striae directions occur. The
striae direction at the base of Strangways Hill indicate that glacial ice was directed up the steep
southeastern face of Strangways Hill, which rises from 140 m to 290 m over a distance of 1 km.
3.3.8.8 Ducknest Creek (Section 120) (MR Willunga 2748/60715)
At this location on a prominent outcrop of quartzite, at an elevation of about 150 m, Howchin
(1926) discovered a small area of striated bedrock near the eastern end of the outcrop with striae
direction bearing W 20° N (290°). Subsequently, there were further discoveries of two small areas
of flat lying glaciated bedrock each about half a metre square near the east centre of the outcrop
(Bourman 1969b). One of these may be that originally found by Howchin (1926), but this is not
clear as his striae direction differs from that measured on the more recently discovered exposures.
The surfaces are polished, but very faint striae are only visible after being swept, wetted and
viewed so that the sun reflects from the wet surfaces. Directions of striae varied from W 10° N
(280°) to due west (270°). Weathered larger grooves trend through the outcrop in a similar
direction. Numerous erratics of the Encounter Bay suite rest on the western end of the outcrop,
3.3.8.9 At the head of Ducknest Creek (Willunga MR 2758/60718) Elevation ~210 m
A deeply grooved and striated pavement on laminated quartzite at the head of Ducknest Creek
was described by Howchin (1926) with striae direction W 5° S (265°). The dimensions of the
exposure were 10 m by 2 m, but in 1968, during land clearance the creek in which it occurred
was filled with timber and earth. It was a very fine example of a glaciated surface as indicated
by photograph of it in Howchin (1926). This pavement is one of the highest recorded in the
Inman Catchment.
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Photo 3.13. Glacially polished, striated and scalloped bedrock in Welch’s Washout in 1968. (Source: RPB)
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Photo 3.14. Glaciated bedrock in Welch’s Washout displaying examples of small-scale glacial erosion. Ice
movement was from the bottom left to the top right. (Source: RPB)

Photo 3.15. Glaciated bedrock at the base of Strangways Hill. Hammer provides a scale. (Source: RPB)
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3.3.9.0 Mount Alma Property (Willunga MR 2743/6072)
Small areas of polished and striated bedrock probably on the Backstairs Passage Formation
occur at a farm dam site on the Mount Alma property trending in a westerly direction (270°)
(Photo 3.16). Nearby on the ground surface are at least 4 large erratics of Encounter Bay
Granites.
3.3.9.1 Southern wall of Back Valley
Crawford (1958) reported that glacially smoothed bedrock occurs on the southern wall of
Back Valley indicating a local WSW (247.5°) ice movement. Unfortunately, he did not give a
precise position for this locality.
3.3.9.2 Bald Hills summit (MR Torrens Vale 2645/60676)
This locality lies on the interfluve between the Inman River and the headwaters of the westflowing Bungala River. It was discovered during a search for the pavement further west, reported
by Howchin (1926). It is of significance because it demonstrates that the Permian ice over-rode
this high point of about 220 m as it transgressed Fleurieu Peninsula. The striae direction on
this pavement was W 10° N (280°).
3.3.9.3 West side of Bald Hills
This exposure, which shows a local ice movement of W 24° N (294°), was reported by Howchin
(1926) and Bourman (1969b). It indicates a more northerly ice flow as the ice exited the
Inman Catchment.

Photo 3.16. High-level erratics on the Mount Alma property. Glacial pavements occur on the bedrock exposed
near the water’s edge. The dam and the erratics are visible from the Mount Alma Road. (Source: RPB)
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3.3.9.4 “The Basin” (MR Torrens Vale 2652/60644)
Although this locality does not fall within the Inman Catchment, it is very adjacent, and it is
significant in that it is the highest recorded pavement on Fleurieu Peninsula at about 240 m. It
is also of significance in that the striae demonstrate ice movement up a very steep slope. One
of the glaciated bedrock surfaces at “The Basin” was described by Brock (1964) with striae
trending W 39° N (309°). A series of grooves up to a metre wide and 5 to 10 cm deep score
finely laminated cross-bedded and slumped metasandstone, which forms massive outcrops
on the valley side of a Yankalilla River tributary. More than six separate striae directions were
recorded at this site, varying between W 28° N (298°) and W 31° N (301°) (Bourman 1973).
Well-developed crescentic gouges and lunate fractures occur on the pavement. The area over
which striae occur is about 75 m2.
Several hundreds of metres southeast of the surfaces described by Brock (1964) further
extensive outcrops of quartzite have been also strongly glaciated and form one of the largest
areas of exposed glaciated bedrock on Fleurieu Peninsula. Although many of the striations are
on steep slopes, they fall within the range of directions noted above, apparently not significantly
deviated by local topographic irregularities, suggesting a thick and extensive ice cover.
3.3.9.5 Little Gorge area (MR Torrens Vale 2532/60672)
This pavement lies outside of the Inman Catchment but is important in reconstructing the
geological evolution of the Fleurieu Peninsula and the Inman Catchment. It is the only known
striated pavement on the ancient basement rocks, which underlie Fleurieu Peninsula and which
are 1 to 2 billion years old. The presence of glacial striations of Early Permian age (299-290)
on these ancient rocks reveals that a thickness of some 24 km of Proterozoic and Cambrian
rocks, that were folded in the Delamerian Orogeny 500 and 470 million years ago, have been
sufficiently eroded to expose the basement rocks on which they rest over a period of about
200 million years.
The late Mr R. Harris of the University of Adelaide discovered these striated and polished
surfaces on a small outcrop of Archaean basement gneiss (Harris 1971). Several areas of striated
bedrock around the periphery of the outcrop have been exposed, revealing local ice movements
between W. 15° N (285°) and W 26° N (296°). Nearby, a boulder of granite, similar to outcrops
at Tintinara (Murray Bridge Suite), indicates a similar direction for the overall direction of ice
movement (Bourman & Alley 1988). A much larger asymmetrical bedrock hill occurs nearby,
but no evidence of ice action was found on it.
3.3.9.6 Port Elliot
Another pavement, which lies outside of the Inman Catchment, but which is critical in
understanding the geological evolution of the catchment occurs at Port Elliot, where there
is the only known exposure of glaciated granite bedrock on Fleurieu Peninsula (Milnes &
Bourman 1972; Photo 3.17). This unique local evidence of glacial activity occurs at Port Elliot
on the granite promontory flanked by Knights Beach and Green Bay. The striated, smoothed
and polished surface occurs spasmodically over a distance of some 30 m, but is best expressed
at the eastern most exposure where polishing, grooving striae and probable crescent shaped
gouges occur. The striae direction on the glaciated granite surface is almost due east-west, and
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Photo 3.17. Glaciated, polished, smoothed, grooved and striated granite bedrock at Port Elliot.

looking along this line from the glaciated surface, the large whale-back shape of Crozier Hill
can be seen on the horizon.
The exposed rock sections in this locality reveal a very complex geological history. Initially
the granite was intruded at depths of up to 10 km, approximately 500 million years ago during
the Delamerian Orogeny. The next major event recorded here is the glaciation of Permian times
about 300 million years ago. During the time gap of 200 million years, the great thicknesses
of overlying Kanmantoo Group rocks were eroded until the granites were close to or at the
surface. The granites were either exposed prior to or by the Permian glaciation because of the
presence of the striated granite surface and because of the profusion of the distinctive Port
Elliot granite, which is small grained with opalescent blue quartz crystals, as erratics over
Fleurieu Peninsula. Subsequently, with the waning of the Permian ice sheet the granite was
masked by glacial debris, remnants of which still remain and have been described above. At a
later stage the majority of the glacigene sediments were stripped off, thereby resurrecting the
pre-Permian granite dome.

3.4. Sediments and soils much younger than the Permian
Significantly younger geological materials also occur within the catchment. They include
complex and often hardened iron-rich soils, sediments and gravels on parts of the watershed
such as north of Strangways Hill, on Spring Mount and around Mt Desert. Here there are
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also great thicknesses of bedrock that has transformed into kaolinite during long periods
of weathering dating, possibly, from more than 200 million years ago in the Mesozoic and
extending to present times (see Figure 3.3). There are also sands of possible Pliocene age
(about 4 million years old) around Newland Hill, sediments covering the valley floors of the
catchment and filling current and former stream valleys, and complexes of soils at all levels in
the topography. These younger sediments and soils are considered in succeeding sections of the
report on the erosional and depositional landforms of the catchment

4. Landforms in the Catchment
The landforms which make up the topography of the Inman Catchment have developed by
the processes of weathering, erosion and sedimentation over many millions of years, extending
from Permian times some 300 million years ago, through to the present. It is remarkable
that some ancient glacial landforms have been preserved in the catchment by burial and only
recently exhumed.
In contrast, the high plateau surface of the catchment has been exposed to weathering and
erosion for perhaps 200 million years and is continuing to evolve. A lower landsurface, which
makes up the secondary hills of the catchment, formed about 5 million years ago following
which the present day valleys developed.
Fluctuations in sea level and climate over the past 200,000 years caused the development
of river terraces downstream of the Inman Gorge. The most recent phases of erosion and
sedimentation are related to the impacts of human activities since European settlement.

4.1. Permian glacial landforms
4.1.1 Are there any Permian glacial landforms present in the Inman River
Catchment?
The widespread presence of striated bedrock surfaces, erratics and glacial sediments throughout
the Inman Catchment provides compelling evidence for a severe glaciation in Permian times.
It is understandable that early workers on the Permian glaciation in the Inman Catchment
would have had their judgements coloured by the realisation that here was an outstanding and
magnificent record of a spectacular ancient glaciation, and that landforms related to it would
occur in the area. Often the attribution of glacial origins to some landforms in the catchment
was based primarily on the shape or morphology of the landform.
Galloway (1963) working on Pleistocene glacial features, only thousands of years old, in
the Snowy Mountains clearly demonstrated that landforms, which were originally considered
to be of glacial origin, could in reality be interpreted in a variety of ways. The situation in the
Inman Catchment is further complicated by the great antiquity of the glaciation, posing the
problem of how landforms, 290 million years old, could be maintained in their original form
through to the present.
The shape of a landform may provide clues to its origin, but sometimes landforms of
similar appearance can have formed in different ways. For example, faulting or landslides
can form features resembling glacial striations. Such landforms may be called multigenetic or
convergent landforms and it is necessary to look for evidence other than just morphology or
shape in explaining their genesis.
Various landforms such as U-shaped valleys, hanging valleys, cirques, kettle holes and
roches moutonnées have been described from the Fleurieu Peninsula (see, for example Howchin
1926; Campana & Wilson 1953). However, the occurrence of some of these features cannot
be definitely demonstrated (Bourman 1969b, 1973). Some landforms have, no doubt, been
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preserved for 290 million years by burial and subsequent exhumation (Bourman & Milnes
1976), while some glacial basins or valleys, such as Back Valley and the Myponga Basin, remain
in such a buried condition, thereby currently preserving Permian glacial features more than
200 m below sea level.
U-shaped valleys have the profile of an open U and contrast with river valleys, which are
more commonly V-shaped. The U-shape is attributed to the erosive power of very thick glacial
ice, which tends to deepen the valley, steepen the valley side slopes and straighten the course
of a former river valley. U-shaped valleys sometimes have flat valley floors due to sediment
accumulation after the ice has melted. Smaller glaciers tributary to the main valley glacier do
not erode as deeply as the main glacier so that when the ice melts the tributary glacial valleys
are left high above the main glacial valley as hanging valleys and produce waterfalls.
Cirques are armchair shaped hollows surrounded by sharp ridges on three sides, high on
the sides of mountains that have been glaciated. They are the source of the tributary glaciers
feeding the main glacier. The rotational movement of ice in the cirque scoops out a depression
in the base of the cirque, which, when the ice melts, becomes occupied by a small round lake
known as a tarn.
During decay of glaciers isolated blocks of ice become buried by melt water deposits.
Kettle holes are the bowl-shaped depressions in glacial sediments, formed when the buried ice
melts. Lakes occupying these depressions are called kettle hole lakes.
A roche moutonnée is a glaciated asymmetrical bedrock hill or prominence of rock, typically
with a gentle abraded leading or stoss side and a steeper plucked slope on the downstream, lee
side (see Figure 3.13).
Some of these landforms are present essentially in unmodified form in the modern landscape
due to their preservation by burial under glacial sediments and only recent exhumation. On
the other hand some landforms attributed to glacial action have been formed by non-glacial
processes in post-Permian time or have been so modified since exhumation that it is impossible
to reconstruct their forms with any degree of certainty, especially when there is no direct
evidence of glacial action on them. The possibilities of glacial landforms still being present in
the Inman Catchment will now be assessed.
4.1.1.1 U-shaped valleys
There have been several examples of U-shaped valley cited in the Inman Catchment area.
Campana & Wilson (1953, p. 11) stated that Back Valley has the ‘profile of an open U-shape’,
while Howchin (1926, pp. 99, 108) maintained that Ducknest Creek and several valleys on the
eastern side of Hindmarsh Valley ‘carry the features of U-shaped valleys’.
The present day valleys of the Inman River and Back Valley Creek have sometimes been
described as glacial valleys, but in reality they are river valleys carved largely out of glacial
sediments that still bury large parts of a much bigger Permian glacial valley, the ‘Inman Trough’.
From the air, or from high points above the Inman Valley Township, a huge glacial depression
up to 16 km wide (Photo 4.1), the Inman Trough stands out as a major morphological feature
of Fleurieu Peninsula; steep bedrock slopes on Archaean, Proterozoic and Cambrian bedrock
border it. These steep slopes occur on Brown Hill, Mount Billy, Peeralilla Hill, the Tower of
Babel, Strangways Hill, Inman Hill, Barn Hill, Sugarloaf Hill and Moon Hill on the north and
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Photo 4.1. View across the Inman Trough from the west, showing the steep eastern edge of the trough.
The high-level plateau surface (the Spring Mount Surface) occurs on the horizon, while a lower surface (the
Green Hills Surface) occupies the central part of the trough, cut mainly across thick Permian glacial deposits.
(Source: RPB)

east of the trough, while on the western side it is marked by the ridge followed by the Mount
Robinson Road to Mount Desert, and the Range Road from Mount Desert to Wilson Hill.
The Permian ice would have initiated these steep bordering slopes about 300 million years ago,
as it ground its way across the peninsula, although these bedrock slopes have been modified
by subsequent erosion. The formation of an extensive, deeply weathered plateau surface (the
Spring Mount Surface) during Mesozoic to present times has produced prominent shoulders
on the hills, where it intersects the steep, glacially initiated, bedrock slopes.
Much of the bedrock floor of the Inman Trough lies buried beneath variable thicknesses
of Permian glacial sediments, while in places there are outcrops of bedrock poking through the
glacial deposits. The River Inman and its tributaries flow in this former glacial valley, which is
still largely choked with Permian glacial sediments. The present streams, such as the Inman and
Hindmarsh Rivers, and Back Valley Creek, in reopening this ancient valley, are exhuming parts
of the Permian glacial landscape. The bedrock Inman Trough is up to 16 km wide and some
200 m below sea level at Back Valley; in its eastern section the trough encompasses the lower
reaches of the Inman and Hindmarsh Rivers as well as Back Valley Creek.
Is Back Valley a U-shaped valley?
Back Valley is the major right bank tributary of the Inman River, joining the Inman some 8 km
from the coast. Although some workers have stated that Back Valley has the ‘profile of an open
U-shape’, and is aligned with the direction of ice movement (Campana & Wilson 1953), it
should not be implied that Back Valley has formed through glacial erosion. Rather it is a river
valley eroded into sediments deposited by a glacier. Consequently the term ‘U-shaped valley’
should not be applied to Back Valley as this term strongly implies a valley glacially eroded out of
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bedrock. Nevertheless, there is a glacially eroded bedrock valley choked with glacial sediments
and preserved beneath the present Back Valley (Figure 3.14). Few erratics occur in Back Valley
and no striae are known, although Crawford (1958) claimed that glacially smoothed bedrock
occurs on the southern wall of Back Valley indicating a local WSW ice movement.
Ducknest Creek
The examples of Howchin (1926) of U-shaped valleys are somewhat dubious given the extensive
erosional modification and formation of the Spring Mount Surface since the Permian. Howchin
(1926) considered Ducknest Creek (Photo 4.2) to exemplify the characteristics of a U-shaped
valley. Bourman (1969b) agreed that it is the nearest example of a U-shaped valley in the
catchment as it is steep sided and contains glacial sediments as well as two striated pavements.
Nevertheless it is important to note that this valley has been considerably modified especially
during the formation of the plateau surface.
4.1.1.2

Hanging valleys

Howchin (1926, p. 108) stated that the valley of a tributary of Sawpit Gully is ‘strongly
suggestive of the hung up valley left by a tributary glacier, and now retreating by a waterfall’.
This tributary of Sawpit Gully descends precipitously from the plateau surface in a series of falls
known as Strangways Falls within a deep and steep sided bedrock gorge between Strangways
Hill and the Tower of Babel. However, it is most unlikely that this waterfall is associated with
a former tributary glacier.

Photo 4.2. View down Ducknest Creek, which is occupied by Permian glacial sediments. Note the steep bedrock
slope on the left. Martins Hill, centre top, which is underlain by bedrock, was exhumed from beneath a cover
of glacial sediments. (Source: RPB)
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This area contains a large number of exposures of glaciated bedrock. Despite the facts that
tributary glaciers may join the main glacier at a variety of angles, the striae trend in almost
the opposite direction for Strangways Falls to have been related to a tributary glacier. The
striations suggest that the main glacier actually flowed up the steep slope of Strangways Hill.
For Strangways Falls to have been related to a tributary glacier would require that the glaciation
was valley type glacier, whereas it has been well established that it was a continental ice cap.
Furthermore, the present day relief of the area does not relate to Permian times as during a long
period of erosion during Mesozoic and Cenozoic times (the past 250 million years), exposed
Permian glacial features would have been destroyed. Moreover, during this time, the whole
area was reduced to a region of low relief, which has now been uplifted to form the plateau
surface of Fleurieu Peninsula. It is the drainage of this post-Permian plateau surface, which
produces the runoff for Strangways Falls.
Waterfalls may be the result of things other than former tributary glaciers. It is most
likely that Strangways Falls and the many other streams, which descend precipitously from the
plateau surface are a consequence of structural influences (outcrops of resistant bedrock), steep
slopes inherited from Permian glacial times and renewed erosion or rejuvenation following the
tectonic uplift of the plateau surface.
4.1.1.3 Cirques
Campana & Wilson (1953) maintained that the fossil glacial valleys of Fleurieu Peninsula
show clear evidence of cirques, the largest of which has been preserved in Kanmantoo
metasediments of Cambrian age on the southern slope of Back Valley, while its base, covered
with sand and clays, joins the main valley bottom near the three bore sites in Back Valley
Creek, viz near Wilkins Crossing. Bourman (1969b) reported that nothing of possible cirque
morphology occurs at this site, which could not be interpreted in terms other than glacial, such
as valley heads developing by headward erosion into hard metamorphic rocks from the softer
Permian deposits. Following failure to find anything approximating a cirque in Back Valley
Dr B. Campana was corresponded with. The following is an excerpt from his reply:
“The morphological expression is, in my view, clearly present on the southern wall of the Back
Valley: but of course it is not more complete in its planimetric or altimetric extension. The Mesozoic
and tertiary erosion has lowered the old relief (and the original cirque, as a result) a great deal,
perhaps 3,000 feet (915 m) so that you see only a remnant, at present, a relic at the bottom of
the original cirque. Most of the upper topography is gone, truncated by the Tertiary land surface.
Also part of the lower portion that has escaped erosion due to its position beneath the tertiary base
level of erosion due to its position beneath the Tertiary base level of erosion, is now covered by later
deposits.”

Thus, although there is possibly a remnant of a feature that might be a remnant of former
cirque morphology in Back Valley, but there is no conclusive proof of this; much subsurface
investigation would be required to verify the presence of a cirque here with certainty.
Another possible cirque occurs on Cockatoo Hill (MR Yankalilla 2628/60687), just
beyond the catchment of the Inman, ~2 km west of Bald Hills (Photo 4.3). Howchin (1926)
described it as a large almost circular and rounded hill with a precipitous slope to the west,
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Photo 4.3. View of Cockatoo Hill on the western side of the Bald Hills divide. The upper part of the hill
comprises a semi-circular depression, while a rock bar forms its lower portion, superficially resembling a cirque,
according to Howchin (1926). (Source: RPB)

while the opposite, gentle sloping side, is obscured by Permian deposits; the scarp face was
described as a remarkable excavation of semi-circular outline that is strongly suggestive of
a cirque. He concluded that Cockatoo Hill is a glacial features cause by the plucking and
sapping produced by ice movement acting on a high steep ridge, probably in the later stages
of glaciation. Striated bedrock surfaces immediately east of Cockatoo Hill and at a higher
elevation than the hill indicate that the hill was completely covered by the thick ice mass as
it moved in a westerly direction; it is highly unlikely that there were steep high ridges in the
vicinity at this time, but the glacially abraded hill may have been slightly modified in deglacial
stages to superficially resemble a cirque.
Cirques are typically associated with mountain or valley type glaciations and Campana &
Wilson (1953) maintained that the over-deepening of valleys and the presence of glacial bars
in the Inman Catchment were indicative of such a glaciation.
However, the occurrences of overdeepening and irregular bedrock topography are not
restricted to areas affected by valley glaciations. Furthermore, the recognition of cirques as
providing evidence for a valley glaciation is questionable, especially in light of the evidence of
extensive erosion following the glaciation. The direction of glacial movement is relevant to the
nature of the glaciation; if the site of the present Mount Lofty Ranges (or the Delamerides) had
been the source of the ice-mass then there should be evidence of glacial movement radiating
from this area, but the evidence indicated general ice flow from the southeast towards the
northwest, completely overriding a former dissected fold mountain chain (Bourman 1987).
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Glaessner (1962) proposed that discrete areas of Permian glaciation could have resulted
from individually glaciated highlands rather than as parts of a huge circumpolar ice cap.
Wopfner (1970) followed this interpretation, suggesting that the glaciers might have originated
as localised plateau type glaciers, formed on uplifted highlands. He pointed to the abundance
of local erratics in the Troubridge Basin to support the view of a plateau style of glaciation
on the Fleurieu Peninsula. However, it has been demonstrated that local bedrock types only
dominate the basal lodgement tills of the Fleurieu Peninsula (Alley and Bourman 1984, 1995;
Bourman & Alley 1990, 1999; Alley et al. 2013), while many of the erratics of the Troubridge
Basin are exotic. Some have no known sources in Australia and some have been derived from
Antarctica (Harris 1971). There is little doubt that the Permian glaciation affecting the Inman
Catchment was of continental proportions and up to 2 km thick. However, in the deglacial
stages smaller plateau and valley glaciers may have existed.
4.1.1.4 Kettle holes
Howchin (1926) described features at the head of Ducknest Creek as being ‘.. strikingly suggestive
of the “kettle holes” left by retreating glaciers, and as ‘curious mounds and depressions, which have
a difference of levels from six (15 cm) to twelve (30 cm) inches ..’ (Photo 4.4). It is difficult to
conceive of how forms as fragile as kettle holes could possibly survive the great period of time
since the Permian as they form in relatively unconsolidated glacial deposits. Furthermore, their
nature renders the possibility of them being exhumed landforms untenable; it would have been
extremely fortuitous for kettle holes to have survived the prolonged erosion of Mesozoic times,
which reduced considerable relief on variable bedrock to the extensive planation surface of the
present plateau surface.

Photo 4.4. Puffs and shelves of melon-hole gilgai in the foreground at the head of Ducknest Creek, mistakenly
interpreted by Howchin (1926) as kettle holes formed by the melting of ice incorporated into melt water
sediments during glacial retreat. (Source: RPB)
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These depressions, which vary in diameter between 2 m and 4 m, are surrounded by
polygonal cracks, and are actually gilgai forms caused by wetting and drying and the associated
expansion and contraction of the clays in which the depressions have developed. As the
difference in the level of the ‘shelf ’ (depressed or lower portion of the soils surface) and the ‘puff’
(hummock or raised part) is quite abrupt and of the order of 15 to 23 cm, and the diameters of
the depressions these features are about 3 m, they bear close affinities with the melon-hole gilgai
of Hallsworth et al. (1955). These authors note that gilgai or ‘Bay of Biscay’ soils are invariably
associated with high summer temperatures such as are experienced on Fleurieu Peninsula.
Identical forms occur on Fleurieu Peninsula on soils developed a wide range of sediments and
rocks ranging in age from Holocene to Cambrian. Moreover, Hallsworth et al. (1955) have
demonstrated that gilgai can form in as short a time as 2 to 11 years. Consequently, it is highly
likely that the forms described by Howchin (1926) are neither kettle holes nor of Permian age.
4.1.1.5 Roches moutonnées
Roches moutonnées (stoss-and-lee topography) are asymmetrical bedrock hills with gentle
glacially abraded leading or stoss sides, which face into the approaching ice, and steeper broken
and plucked lee sides. In addition there is commonly glacially deepening of the bedrock floor
on the lee side (Figure 3.13). Roches moutonnées with reversed asymmetry with respect to the
direction of ice movement are known (Demorest 1937, cited in Embleton & King 1968)
but the asymmetry of the vast majority reliably reflects the direction of glacial flow. The best
example of a roche moutonnée is provided by Stone Hill on the watershed between the Inman
and Hindmarsh Rivers (Bourman & Milnes 1976).
Stone Hill
‘Stone Hill’ (local name) lies on the water divide between the Inman and Hindmarsh Rivers at a
maximum elevation of about 150 m on an isolated inlier of Kanmantoo Group metasedimentary
rocks of the Backstairs Passage Formation. This rock type is ideal for recording and preserving
the striations produced by glacial ice. Many areas of glaciated bedrock (Figure 4.1) occur on
its southern and southeastern side, displaying minor stoss-and-lee features, polish, striations
(some of which are crossing), chattermarks and friction cracks, including crescentic gouges and
fractures.
The hill is slightly asymmetrical with a gentler slope on its southeastern side; the steep
southeasterly dip of the bedrock has some influence on its asymmetry, but the extensive
presence of glaciated bedrock, with striae trending W 30° N (300°) also reveals the influence
of glacial ice in shaping it. The lee side by contrast is steeper and broken, while the summit of
the hill carries much broken bedrock, a felsenmeer (a sea of rocks) that may indicate plucking
by ice or the products of freeze-thaw processes, but are equally explicable in terms of present
day weathering processes exploiting bedrock weaknesses.
Stone Hill lies on the Green Hills surface, which developed during Pliocene times about
4 to 5 million years ago, and before that time had been buried by considerable thicknesses of
glacial sediments since the end of the Permian glaciation 290 million years ago. Hence the
hill was preserved through burial and it has only been recently exhumed from beneath this
shielding cover, explaining the preservation of and ancient landform in the modern landscape
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Figure 4.1. ‘Stone Hill’ a resurrected roche moutonnée. It has several areas of glaciated bedrock on its gentler
eastern stoss side and a steeper slope on its western lee side. (Source: Bourman & Milnes 1976)

(Bourman & Milnes 1976). Minor modern modifications to the hill include the impacts of
weathering processes, soil formation, rainwash and minor slumping. Nevertheless, despite
these effects Stone Hill may reasonably be regarded as a resurrected glacial landform, a roche
moutonnée of Permian age.
Crozier Hill
Crozier Hill (Figure 4.2), a prominent whale-backed hill (Photo 4.5) in the lower Inman Valley
near Victor Harbor in South Australia, was named after Captain Crozier, who was struck by
its distinctive form when he sailed into Encounter Bay in 1837. Howchin (1926) was the first
to describe the geomorphology of Crozier Hill, regarding it as a huge roche moutonnée nearly
1.6 km long and 158 m high (Bourman 2007). The evidence put forward by Howchin (1926)
to support a glacial origin for the hill was its pronounced asymmetry, adjacent glacial deposits,
and an erratic located northwest of the hill resembling the bedrock of Crozier Hill, from which
he deduced it had been plucked.
The majority of subsequent workers, including Guppy (1943), Campana & Wilson
(1953) and Crawford (1958) supported this interpretation of Howchin (1926). Campana
& Wilson (1953) described Crozier Hill as a glacial rockbar, closing off the Back Valley and
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Figure 4.2. Contour map of Crozier Hill illustrating its east-west and south-north asymmetries. Note the
abandoned channels of the Inman River on the Holocene floodplain of the river, and the various mass movements
on the hill as well as the pronounced bench on its southern flank. This is a slip-off slope probably eroded as the
river cut down to form the Inman Gorge. A quarry cut into a fossil desert sand dune is likely to be related to
the arid, cold and windy phase of the Last Glacial Maximum about 20,000 years ago. (Source: Bourman 2007)

the Inman Valley glacial basins to the east, the presence of which was verified by bores, which
penetrated to considerable depths, and where geophysical data also confirmed the existence
of a glacial basin (Morony 1971). Crawford (1958) regarded the steep, broken and craggy
northwestern face of Crozier Hill to be the result of glacial plucking and contrasted it with
its gentle southeastern or stoss side. Browne & Vallance (1957) used Crozier Hill as a classic
example of a roche moutonnée, with which they compared apparently similar but smaller forms
in the Australian Alps.
An alternative explanation of the morphology of the hill was tendered by Twidale (1968),
who conjectured that the gently south-dipping underlying bedrock structures could have given
rise to an asymmetrical south-north oriented structural cuesta-like feature under conditions
of non-glacial weathering and erosion. However, none of the above discussions explicitly
demonstrates either a glacial or non-glacial origin for Crozier Hill.
The most compelling evidence for a glacial origin for Crozier Hill would be to find
indications of direct glacial action on it. Extensive searches have been made but, unlike Stone
Hill, no direct imprints of glacial action such as striated pavements or glacial erratics have so far
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Photo 4.5. View of the smooth whaleback form of Crozier Hill from the east. The people are standing on the
Green Hills Surface, which is littered with fragments of ironstone. (Source: RPB)

been located on Crozier Hill. It is not surprising that no striated surfaces or remnants of deeper
scorings such as grooves or crescentic gouges have been found on Crozier Hill, because of the
characteristics of the underlying bedrock, which is easily broken down; any former striations
could have easily been obliterated by weathering and erosion. The Balquhidder Formation of
the Cambrian Kanmantoo Group of metasedimentary rocks, which underlies Crozier Hill
is of variable composition, is quite easily weathered and thus is unsuitable for recording and
preserving glacial striae. This rock type is also insufficiently distinctive to use it as a source
for indicator erratics. The suggestion of Howchin (1926) that a boulder northwest of Crozier
Hill had been plucked from the hill, thereby demonstrating ice movement over the hill is not
valid, as similar bedrock crops out over vast surrounding areas. In any case, as explained below,
local ice flow near Crozier Hill was due west and not northwesterly as required for Howchin’s
hypothesis.
Most workers had assumed that Crozier Hill has a south-north asymmetry, which is
clear when viewed from the Inman Valley road; however, it also has an east-west asymmetry.
Furthermore, it appears that the local direction of ice movement was westerly, as large erratics
of Middleton Sandstone and Port Elliot granite derived from these easterly locations, lie
immediately east of the hill (Photo 4.6). It is interesting that when viewed from the east, the
direction of local ice approach, that bedrock structures are vertical and would have had little
influence on the shape of the hill, but when viewed from the west the structures dip to the
south, which might impact on the south-north asymmetry of the hill. Thus it appears that the
shape of Crozier Hill cannot simply be explained in terms of rock structures as proposed by
Twidale (1968), as the prominent east-west asymmetry, the direction of local ice movement, is
independent of rock structures.
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Photo 4.6. Large glacial erratics of Middleton Sandstone and distinctive Port Elliot granite due east of Crozier
Hill and derived from sources further to the east, demonstrating the direction of ice approach to Crozier Hill.
The geology hammer provides a scale. (Source: RPB)

Roches moutonnées (stoss-and-lee topographies) typically display downstream glacial overdeepening, so that if Crozier Hill had been originally formed by ice action there should be a
bedrock basin on its western side; the steep west-facing slope should continue below the present
alluvial flats of the Inman River. The presence of such a bedrock basin has been established. A
bore 36 m deep at a site 27 m above sea level (see Figure 4.2), did not reach bedrock, which
thus lies more than 9 m below present sea level. The sediments at the base of the bore are most
likely Permian glacial deposits (Bourman 2007). The bedrock depression is closed off from
the sea by higher outcrops of basement rocks so that it is most unlikely that the Inman River
excavated this depression. Consequently, the most acceptable explanation for the excavation of
this basin is a glacial one.
Permian glacial sediments abut the northern end of Crozier Hill, and given the distribution
of similar sediments in the catchment, together with the previously discussed evidence that
all of Fleurieu Peninsula was engulfed by a continental ice mass more than 1 km thick, it is
highly likely that Crozier Hill was completely buried by glacial sediments as the ice melted out
some 290 million years ago. The ancestral Inman River would have played a role in exhuming
Crozier Hill of its postulated cover of Permian sediments and modifying it as it did so. The
Inman Gorge downstream of Crozier Hill was eroded as the Inman cut down through the
softer Permian rocks, superimposing the river’s course into the harder underlying Kanmantoo
bedrock. It is likely that an erosional bench at about 86 m above sea level was eroded on
the southern side of Crozier hill when the erosion of the Inman Gorge was initiated (see
Figure 4.2).
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It is also possible that the Inman River has influenced the steepness of the western and
northwestern side of the hill during and since its exhumation from beneath the glacial deposits.
Land slumps along this section of the hill are probably a consequence of undercutting and slope
steepening by the Inman River, which most other workers have attributed simply to glacial
action. Former stream courses of the Inman River flowing close to the bedrock slope support
the view of steepening by the river (Figure 4.2). Other recent modifications to Crozier Hill
include mass movements, gullying, weathering and soil formation making it is impossible to
accurately reconstruct the original outline of what may have been a glacial landform of erosion.
There is no direct evidence for a glacial origin for Crozier Hill, but there is little doubt that
the hill was submerged under continental ice and buried by glacial sediments that extend up
to 300 m above sea level in places. The east-west asymmetry of the hill accordant with local ice
movement, independent of structural influences, in keeping with roche moutonnée morphology
and the presence of a predicted bedrock basin on the western side of the hill also suggest that
it may have originally been a glacial landform preserved for many millions of years by burial
and later re-exposed and modified by fluvial erosion. However, there is clear evidence of an
unknown amount of non-glacial weathering and erosion of Crozier Hill, it cannot be regarded
simply as a resurrected roche moutonnée of Permian age (Bourman 2007).
Other possible roches moutonnées
There are numerous bedrock outcrops throughout the Inman Catchment, which may be
glaciated rock knobs or roches moutonnées (Howchin 1926). Several roches moutonnées occur
in the valley of Ducknest Creek, as for example in Section 120 where the bedrock carries
striations and the bedrock outcrop, which is about 60 m long, is surmounted by a large granite
erratic (Howchin 1926, p 109).
“Stony Hill” (local name), which is about 200 m high and 0.5 km north of Glacier Rock,
was described as being ‘rounded in front and ice plucked on its north-eastern side’. Stony Hill
was named after the broken rocks on its surface (Howchin 1926, p 110). Glacial sediments
including some large erratics occur about 30 m below the summit of the hill.
Martins Hill, which is the hill south of Polwarth Drive, has a maximum elevation of 255 m
and is about 1.5 km long, trending in an east-west direction. Howchin (1926, p. 111) described
the summit of the hill as being strongly glaciated, with rounding and smoothing on the upper
portions of the hill, although no clear striations could be found. On his map, Howchin (1926)
shows an erratic perched near the top of the hill, and west of Martins Hill shows another area
of bedrock with numerous erratics on it. Permian sediments occur in a 2 m high road cut on
Polwarth Drive. The sediments are a massively bedded deposit. The top of the section is a crossbedded sandstone with pebbles and grit that were deposited in a position close to the ice front
as it was melting out. The glacial sediments contain rounded, smoothed, polished and facetted
pebbles, as well as numerous larger erratics of granites and porphyry similar to that at Mt Monster
in the southeast of South Australia). These sediments suggest deposition in lakes close to the ice
front. As the area is constrained by outcrops of bedrock this would have led to the development
of numerous glacial lakes that were rapidly infilled with deglacial sediments. Bedrock obstacles
in the area are probably also responsible for the vast numbers of granite erratics, which occur in
this area and are easily viewed driving from Selwyn Rock along the Mount Alma Road.
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Various bedrock outcrops of the Archaean Barossa Complex basement rocks, which are
some 2 billion years old, occur about 0.5 km from the Spring Mount Road at an elevation of
~390 m. The shapes of the outcrop are asymmetrical and are suggestive of glacial smoothing.
So far no striations have been found on them, but they warrant further investigation. If it can
be demonstrated that these rocks have been glaciated they would be the highest known areas
affected by glaciation on the Fleurieu Peninsula, and it would confirm that the basement rocks
of the Adelaide Geosyncline were exposed from beneath a cover of >20 kilometres of rocks
with a minimum age of ~500 million years by the time of the Permian glaciation ~300 million
years ago.

4.1.2 Summary and conclusions
From the above discussions it can be seen that the Inman Catchment contains a spectacular
record of the Permian glaciation, which affected much of Australia about 300 million years ago.
It is remarkable that such a record of the advance of a continental ice sheet and its progressive
decay should be so completely recorded here, and that due to deep burial protecting the
sediments, glaciated surfaces and some glacial landforms they have only recently brought to
the surface as relicts of this time.

4.2

Post-Permian land surfaces

4.2.1 Introduction
Following the Permian glaciation there is a prolonged period of about 280 million years, for
which there is no sedimentary record in the Inman Catchment. Over this time, the region was
subjected to the terrestrial processes of weathering and erosion, resulting in the development of
three major, high-level, near horizontal land surfaces (Photo 4.7). Dissected remnants of these
surfaces, which have evolved over different time periods and occur at various elevations in the
Inman Catchment, are the Spring Mount Surface, the Brown Hill Etch Surface and the Green
Hills Surface. Conspicuous steep scarps, such as on Inman Hill, often form the breakaway
between the Spring Mount Surface and the Green Hills Surface whereas perched swamps have
typically developed on the Brown Hill Etch Surface.
The Spring Mount Surface is an extensive, high-level summit surface up to 440 m high,
which is weathered to depths of up to 70 m below the surface. The Brown Hill Etch Surface,
which occurs about 70 m below the Spring Mount Surface, has formed by the erosion or
etching away of the underlying weathered rocks, forming a bedrock-controlled break in slope
at the contact between weathered and fresh rock. The Green Hills Surface, the lowest of the
three surfaces, dominantly ranges in height between 150 m and 100 m above sea level. It is
eroded primarily across Permian glacial sediments and carries sporadic cappings of former river
gravels cemented by iron oxides (ferricrete). This surface, which is quite widespread in the
catchment, forms the drainage divide between the Inman and Hindmarsh Rivers.
Despite the absence of a sedimentary record in the catchment itself, in the nearby catchments
of Waitpinga Creek, the Myponga River, the upper Hindmarsh River and the upper Currency
Creek, Cenozoic marine limestones roughly between 42 and 10 million years old occur at high
elevations, and help to explain the evolutionary history of the Inman Catchment.
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Photo 4.7. View across the Inman Catchment from the west, showing the high-level Spring Mount Surface on
the horizon and the lower Green Hills Surface in the foreground. (Source: RPB)

4.2.2 The high-level plateau – the Spring Mount Surface
Much of the Inman Catchment is bounded by a high-level plateau surface. The name Spring
Mount Surface was applied to this summit surface because of its extensive development in the
Spring Mount area about 16 km northwest of the Victor Harbor Township (Bourman 1969b,
1973, 1989). This, the highest and longest exposed planation surface on Fleurieu Peninsula
is correlative with the Parawa High Plain to the west described by Brock (1964, 1971) on the
spine of Fleurieu Peninsula. The Spring Mount Surface, which from a distance appears to be
remarkably flat, has developed by weathering and erosion (denudation) over millions of years,
and continues to be modified today. We know that it has formed by denudation because it
truncates or cuts across steeply dipping rocks of varying degrees of hardness. Hence, the flatness
of the surface cannot be explained simply by the presence of a resistant layer of horizontal rock
or by layers of sedimentary deposits.
Spring Mount Surface localities in the Inman Catchment include Spring Mount (412 m)
itself, Clarke Hill (438 m), the ridge between Clarke Hill and Moon Hill (350 m), Mount
Desert (291 m) and Wilson Hill (230 m). Most of the deeply weathered profiles are restricted
to the high plateau summits within a range of 210 m, between 435 m and 234 m above sea
level. Regional slopes on the reconstructed Spring Mount Surface are very slight. For example
the slope from Spring Mount to Wilson Hill is only about 1°; local slopes such as those on
the flanks of Wilson Hill may be up to 3° to 5° in places but these are very gentle when one
considers that the difference in height between the highest and lowest points exceeds 210 m.
Some of the slopes on the surface relate to tectonic tilting of the land to the south, with uplift
occurring along the Willunga Fault.
As well as being characterised by its high elevation, the Spring Mount Surface is underlain
by an extensively bleached, kaolinised and ferruginised regolith or weathered bedrock. A bore
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drilled into the high plateau surface at an elevation of 390 m above sea1evel, 2 km west of Spring
Mount, has demonstrated weathering to a depth of 69 m. The profile revealed from the bore log
displays a gradual transition from weathered to fresh bedrock in the lower part of the bore log. No
iron stone crust is recorded at the top of the profile, but weakly magnetic pisoliths (spherical, peasized iron-rich gravels) occur at the surface.
In southern Australia, Stephens (1946) believed that such deep and intensive weathering
occurred under seasonally dry, tropical climatic conditions, on extensive, near level plains (peneplains)
and he described the deeply weathered profile as an ideal or ‘normal laterite profile’. The so-called
‘normal lateritic profile’ is illustrated in Figure 4.3, which shows a leached sandy soil A-horizon
at the surface underlain progressively underlain by an iron-rich ‘laterite horizon’, a zone of iron
mottles in white, weathered clays, a pallid zone consisting of bleached, kaolinised bedrock, and
finally fresh, unweathered bedrock. Bedrock structures present in all but the top two zones indicate
that the profile developed by the in place (in situ) weathering of the original bedrock during seasonal
fluctuations of the water table. It was assumed that this entire ‘normal’ profile completely blanketed
the landsurface, and that the present distribution of parts of the profile could be explained by
varying degrees of erosion of the profile after uplift of the ‘peneplain’. Wherever any part of this
profile occurs it was assumed that previously the complete profile had previously existed.
On the Spring Mount Surface no complete ideal profile has been observed. However, there
are exposures in which there is clear evidence of bedrock structures in all but the uppermost
horizons in the regolith profile, indicating that it had developed essentially by bleaching and

Figure 4.3. Diagram of the ‘normal lateritic’ profile of Stephens (1946). In describing the ‘laterite’, ‘massive’
means that it is cement-like, ‘vesicular’ means that it possesses voids, ‘vermicular’ means that it has worm-like
trails through it, and ‘pisolitic’ indicates that it consists of masses of pea-sized, iron-rich spheres, cemented
together. (Source: RPB)
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weathering in place in a saturated groundwater environment. As the water table dropped in
response to seasonal and longer-term climate changes, together with falling sea levels, tectonic
uplift and associated progressive dissection and erosion of the landscape, the bleaching and
weathering progressed more deeply into the landscape.
It is also of note that there is no uniform ‘crust’ of ferruginous material over large areas
of the summit surface, as in the traditional so-called ‘laterite’, but rather a variety of hardened
ferricretes and iron-mottled horizons, some developed in situ (Photo 4.8), others formed as
sedimentary in fills of small creeks and valleys, or surface gravel lags, and all in response to local
environmental conditions. These features point to complex, long-term processes of formation
in terrestrial environments. It is important to note that geological processes continue to mould
both the summit surface and the valley landscapes today.
Thus there is an irregular distribution of ferricretes (‘laterite’ of the ‘normal profile’), mottled
and pallid zones resulting from preferential weathering depending on local topography, and
lateral water movement. Soils and weathered rocks and sediments are collectively referred to as
‘regolith’ (Eggleton 2001). White kaolinite, which can be used in ceramics, paint and cosmetics
production, is the main clay mineral in the weathered bedrock, and quartz is common. The
major iron minerals are goethite and hematite. Goethite is a yellow coloured iron oxide named
after its discoverer the German mineralogist and poet, Goethe. In contrast, hematite is blood
coloured, i.e. dark red to purple in colour. Most of the strong mottles in weathered zones
consist of hematite.

Photo 4.8. Road cutting on James Track exposing part of the iron mottled weathered zone beneath the high-level
Spring Mount Surface. Large, dense mottles of iron oxides, consisting primarily of blood-coloured hematite,
are surrounded by white clays (mainly kaolinite). Original bedrock structures can be discerned in the cutting.
(Source: RPB)
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In many places, there is a lag gravel of rounded ironstone pebbles across the landscape.
The ironstone, pea-sized pebbles (called ‘pisoliths’), when split, sometimes display onion-like
concentric layers, and consist mostly of hematite, goethite and quartz. Occasionally, they contain
the mineral maghemite, which can be identified because of its strong attraction to a magnet. The
consensus is that the maghemite has formed by heating of goethite in the nodules in the presence
of organic matter during bushfires at temperatures of 300° to 500°C (Schwertmann 1985).
Bourman (1989), who referred to the iron-rich crusts as ‘ferricretes’ to avoid the genetic
implications of the term ‘laterite’, demonstrated the untenability of the model of the ‘standard
laterite profile’ in southern South Australia widely used to explain the current distribution
of ferruginous, iron mottled and pallid zones. It was also suggested that it is not necessary
to presume the prior existence of a near level surface or ‘peneplain’ prior to ‘lateritisation’
(Bourman 1989), because some ferricretes actually developed during, and as a result of,
landscape downwasting, a process that is still proceeding in parts of the current landscape.
Furthermore, there was not the development of a uniform blanket of ‘laterite’ over large areas,
but rather different types of ferricretes, mottled and bleached zones developed sporadically
in response to local environmental conditions, and formed over long time periods, possibly
throughout the Mesozoic to present times.
Ferricrete crusts are relatively rare on the plateau areas, and are often absent above pallid
and/or mottles zones, which have been interpreted by many workers as the erosional truncation
of former complete ‘laterite profiles’. But in the great number of cases the crusts had never
developed. Wherever ferricrete crusts do occur, the evidence suggests that they did not develop
as horizons in a monogenetic ‘laterite’ profile’, but are everywhere younger than the underlying
weathered zones, having formed by the preferential physical and/or chemical accumulation of
iron and aluminium oxides in locally favourable situations such as depressions. The distribution
of ferricretes cannot simply be regarded as fossil features related to humid tropical climates,
‘peneplains’ and varying degrees of dissection.
Exposures of the weathered plateau surface occur in road cuttings between Wilson Hill
and Mount Desert. These exposures display both mottled and pallid zones, and in one locality
(1 km east of Wilson Hill) the contact between the pallid zone and the unweathered Kanmantoo
Group metasedimentary rocks is clearly visible, revealing a weathering depth of 15 m to 30 m.
The complex development of the summit surface of Fleurieu Peninsula is indicated near Mount
Desert where a road cut at about 250 m a.s.l. has exposed infilled channels (Photo 4.9). The
channels have been cut into kaolinised and iron-mottled Kanmantoo Group metasedimentary
rocks of Cambrian age, and are infilled with detritus that includes fragments of the bedrock
mottles and pisoliths with multiple rinds. These weathered cut and fill structures are remnants
of streams, which once flowed across the summit surface.
There is contention about the age of this landsurface with some claims that it has been
preserved for the last 200 Ma and has been essentially unchanged over this time since the
Mesozoic (Twidale 1983). However, dating techniques using palaeomagnetism and oxygen
isotopes suggest that it is likely to be a complex landscape feature (or series of features) shaped
and altered by weathering throughout this long period. The latest recorded major phase of
weathering is of Pliocene age, about 5-6 million years ago, although present-day weathering
and erosion are clearly still shaping this landform.
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Photo 4.9. Palaeochannel (former stream channel) on summit surface near Mount Desert cut into weathered
and iron mottled Kanmantoo Group metasedimentary rocks (K) exposed during road construction. The
irregular base of the channel is marked with a dashed line, and the location of some of the ferruginous and
variably magnetic pisoliths that occur at the base of the channel indicated by (P). Clasts of hematite mottles
derived from the adjacent bedrock also occur in the channel fill. Post is approximately 1 m high. (Source: RPB)

4.2.3 Brown Hill Etch Surface
In many areas fringing the Spring Mount surface the deeply weathered bedrock (mottled and
pallid zones) beneath the surface has been removed, leading to the development of bedrock
benches or surfaces roughly accordant with the base of the weathering profile (‘etch surfaces’).
Their formation clearly post-dates the formation of the summit Spring Mount Surface and
is probably a response to the ongoing evolution of the palaeo-landscape, particularly the
dismemberment and progressive back wearing of the of the summit surface as regional baselevel has fallen.
There is a particularly good example of these etch surfaces on Brown Hill, east of the
Inman Catchment, and from which the name is derived (Bourman 1973). In the Inman
Catchment there are remnants of the Brown Hill Etch Surface occur on Strangways Hill, the
Tower of Babel and fringing Wilson Hill. It is on these etch surfaces that the perched swamps
of the highlands have developed (Photo 4.10).

4.2.4 Green Hills Surface
An extensive lower erosion surface, named the Green Hills Surface because of its marked
development near the ‘Green Hills’ homestead some 6.4 km NNW of Victor Harbor, forms
the drainage divide between the Inman and Hindmarsh Rivers and occupies large areas of the
Inman Catchment (Figure 4.4). The Green Hills Surface stands well below both the levels of
both the Spring Mount Surface and the Brown Hill Etch Surface. It varies in elevation from
about 195 m inland to 70 m near the coast, with the majority of remnants occurring between
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Photo 4.10. Perched swamp developed below the level of the deeply weathered summit surface on a remnant of
the Brown Hill Etch Surface. (Source: RPB)

90 m and 150 m a.s.1. Using stranded river gravels and river profiles Bourman (1973) suggested
that base level (sea level) during the formation of the Green Hills Surface was approximately
70 m above sea level.
Apart from its distinctive elevational range, the surface is also distinguishable on the
basis of sporadic occurrences of iron-cemented cappings (ferricretes), the most extensive and
massive of which appear in three prominent outcrops east of Crozier Hill. These occurrences
of ironstone differ from the ferruginous cappings of the Spring Mount Surface in that they
overlie bleached and shallowly weathered glacigene sediments, and they consist of iron oxide
cemented conglomerates containing small and well-rounded quartz pebbles.
The conglomerates represent stream sediments originally deposited in valleys cut into
Permian deposits and later cemented by iron oxides presumably deposited from incoming
groundwater seepages. Although the largest remnants of the Green Hills Surface occur on
Permian deposits, an extremely pronounced surface truncates steeply Kanmantoo Group
metasediments on Porters Hill at elevations of about 90 m to 120 m and carries traces of
ferricrete. Originally a valley floor environment, the Green Hills Surface was subsequently
dissected and eroded, much like the Spring Mount Surface at an earlier time, as a consequence
of falling sea level (base level) in the region. Once a valley floor environment, the Green Hills
Surface now occurs on ridges and high points, demonstrating relief inversion. Fluctuating sea
level, uplift of the land and downcutting by the Inman and Hindmarsh Rivers stranded the
former valley bottom sediments on hilltops.
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Figure 4.4. Simplified cross-section from Spring Mount to Granite Island showing the relationships between
the summit Spring Mount Surface and the lower Green Hills Surface. (Source: Bourman 1969b)

4.2.5 How old are these land surfaces?
It is extremely difficult to put precise ages on landforms that have developed by erosion, but
some progress has been made in this respect. Many investigators in South Australia have
favoured the view that ‘laterite’ was the outcome of intense chemical weathering under a
seasonally dry tropical climatic regime on a ‘peneplain’ (almost a plain) close to sea level,
mainly during Pliocene times (5 to 2.6 million years ago) (see summary in Bourman 1995). A
fluctuating water table beneath the surface was deemed to put iron into solution at depth and
bring it towards the surface where it was precipitated as the water table fell, forming an iron
crust (laterite) at the surface with mottles immediately below it.
However, Twidale (1983) has long argued that ‘laterite’ on the summit surface is of
Mesozoic age because deeply weathered, downfaulted Permian sediments on Kangaroo Island
that were regarded as the pallid zone of a truncated laterite profile are overlain by a basalt flow
of Jurassic age ~170 million years old (Daily et al. 1974). This buried pallid zone was equated
with the weathering on the summit surface on Kangaroo Island, from where a Mesozoic age
was extended to all areas of ‘lateritic’ weathering in South Australia. It was argued that this
capping on the summit surface had been preserved unchanged for to past 200 million years.
Subsequently it has been demonstrated, using oxygen isotope and palaeomagnetic dating, that
while the clays beneath the basalt were weathered during the Mesozoic, those on the plateau
surface were of Pliocene age, both on Kangaroo Island and Fleurieu Peninsula (Bourman 1993).
There is no evidence for the summit plateau surface ever having been submerged beneath the
sea or being covered with other sediments. Hence the landsurface has been most likely exposed
to continual weathering over the past 200 million years. A high sea level in the Miocene, 20 to
16 million years ago, did extend across the Fleurieu Peninsula through the Myponga, Upper
Hindmarsh Valley and Upper Currency Creek areas (Pledge et al. 2015). The Myponga Basin
and the Upper Hindmarsh Valley are two intramontane basins (Figure 4.5) that were originally
formed by glacial erosion during Permian times and invaded by the sea during the Miocene after
which Fleurieu Peninsula was tectonically uplifted. At Sellicks Beach the Miocene limestone of
the Port Willunga Formation occurs below sea level, but only 12 km away at Myponga the same
limestone outcrops at some 240 m.
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Figure 4.5. Cross-sections showing Permian glacial basins infilled with Permian sediments, Oligo-Miocene
limestone and Pleistocene alluvium. Note the weathered plateau surface and the uplifted (Myponga Plain) and
offset (Sellicks Beach) Miocene limestone. The high plateau surface stands well above the level of the uplifted
limestone. (Source: Campana & Wilson 1953)

This high sea level would have submerged much of the Inman Catchment including the
site of the Green Hills Surface so that the surface and its cappings of ferricrete could not have
developed until the sea level fell and the land was uplifted and exposed, placing the formation
of the Green Hills Surface in the Pliocene. Developments in oxygen isotope dating of kaolinite
and palaeomagnetic dating on hematite rich mottles have established Pliocene 5.33 to 2.6
million years) ages for the weathering preserved beneath both the Green Hills Surface and the
Spring Mount Surface (Bird & Chivas 1993; Bird, cited in Bourman 1989; B. Pillans – pers.
comm.) Hence, despite the enormous period of time that the summit surface has been exposed
to weathering, remnants of that early weathering have not been preserved, demonstrating the
ongoing nature of the development of the summit surface, which is still being modified.

4.2.6 Weathered sandy sediments of the southwestern watershed area
The drainage divide between Hall Creek in the Inman Catchment and the Waitpinga Creek is
formed on sandy sediments much younger than the Permian. Prior to the discovery of marine
limestone at depth below the Waitpinga drainage basin it had long been considered that the
unconsolidated sediments in that basin were Permian glacial deposits. Bourman & Lindsay
(1973) reported on the discovery of marine fossiliferous limestone of Eocene age (~40 million
years old) about 36 m below the landsurface and 70 m above sea level on a property on the
Victor Harbor-Waitpinga Road, about 0.5 km from the drainage divide. The bore was collared
at 100 m above sea level. Consequently, the 36 m of sediments above the Eocene limestone are
neither of Permian age nor of glacial origin.
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These sediments are also exposed in quarries on Newland Hill, Ridgeway Hill and in road
cuttings on the Victor Harbor to Cape Jervis Road (Photo 4.11) and form the drainage divide only
0.5 km north of the bore site. Grain size analysis of these sediments suggests that they are former
aeolian or dune sands (Bourman 1973). Given the elevation of the limestone and its proximity to
the drainage divide, these aeolian sediments must extend into the catchment of the Inman River,
specifically into Hall Creek. Some local residents have reported very sandy soils in parts of the
upper reaches of Hall Creek, and they may have derived from these very old sand dunes.
How old are these aeolian sediments? We know from the elevation of Miocene limestone
lying in the Myponga Basin and the Upper Hindmarsh Valley, which crop out at heights of
up the 240 m, that the Waitpinga area and much of the Inman Catchment must have been
submerged beneath these seas some 16 million years ago (Figure 4.6). Therefore, it is most
likely that the dune sands were deposited after the sea level fell and earth movements uplifted
the land. This would put the deposition of these dune sands into Pliocene times about 5 to
3 million years ago. In the road cutting the dune sands have been ferruginised or cemented
together by iron oxides, which is typical of Pliocene sediments in the area, as demonstrated
by the ferricretes developed on the Green Hills Surface in the Inman Catchment. Ferruginous
pisoliths, or pea-shaped balls of iron oxide that resemble ball bearings, occur in the aeolian
sediments. The main iron oxide forming the pisoliths is goethite. However, in the overlying

Photo 4.11. Road cutting exposing a pisolith-rich horizon (at hammer head) at a depth of ~1 m, formed in
ferruginous aeolian sandy sediments of probable Pliocene age. These pisoliths probably formed in situ. A second
layer of pisoliths occur at the ground surface and in the upper soil mantle. The pisoliths at depth contain
only goethite, whereas those at the surface have higher iron contents comprised dominantly of hematite and
maghemite. (Source: RPB)
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Figure 4.6. Cross section from Waitpinga Beach to the Upper Hindmarsh Valley. The high-level Oligo-Miocene
limestone in the Upper Hindmarsh Valley suggests that during this time the area of the Green hills Surface was
below sea level so that the surface and its ferricrete cappings could not have formed until after the sea retreated.

soil the pisoliths also contain maghemite, which is a darker colour and it is also magnetic. It is
highly likely that the mineralogy of the surface pisoliths were transformed from goethite into
hematite and maghemite (Schwertmann 1985) following heating by bushfires.

4.2.7 Discussion on the nature of the weathered materials on the landsurfaces
In the past, the weathering history of the Mount Lofty Ranges has been related to the
development of the ‘normal laterite profile’ in Mesozoic to Tertiary times on ‘peneplained’
topography under humid tropical conditions and fluctuating water tables. The ‘normal laterite
profile’ hypothesis presumes that the landscape was more or less uniformly blanketed with a
ferruginous horizon (‘laterite’), successively underlain by mottled and pallid bedrock zones
resting on unweathered bedrock, and that the iron and aluminium in the ferruginous crust
were derived from below the surface through upward movement by water table fluctuations
and capillarity. Some iron may have also derived from above by leaching from the overlying
soil horizon. The present distributions of ferricretes, iron mottled and bleached bedrock were
explained by differential erosion of presumed formerly completed ‘laterite profiles.’
Thus the term ‘laterite’ conveys with it connotations of a particular mode of formation
and the term ‘ferricrete’ is preferred. Three major types of ferricretes have been identified,
namely ferruginised bedrock, iron oxide-impregnated sediments, which include both clastic
quartzose sediments and organic materials (vesicular ferricrete), and ferricretes of complex
sedimentary and pedogenic origins. Among the complex types several varieties have been
noted that include pisolitic, nodular, slabby and vermiform ferricretes. Laboratory analyses of
these different varieties of ferricretes allowed them to be distinguished on the combined bases
of their bulk chemical and mineralogical compositions and degrees of aluminium substitution
in the crystal structure of goethite. These factors probably reflect environmental conditions
during their formation and subsequent transformations.
Ferricretes all appear to be younger than underlying ‘companion materials’, rather than
being of the same age and monogenetically related to them. Diverse forms of ferricrete appear to
have developed in different palaeo-environments through the operation of a range of processes.
For example, some ferricretes developed as a result of the accumulation and cementation
of iron-rich materials such as pisoliths and fragments of mottles transported into relatively
low topographic points. Other types have formed by the precipitation of ferrous iron from
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solutions, filling voids or replacing interclast clays in pre-existing porous clastic and/or organic
sediments. Such ferricretes formed in localities such as low angle valley sides, valley bottoms
and swamp or lacustrine environments.
So-called ‘laterite profiles’ are typically incomplete vertically and there is no convincing
evidence for the former existence of extensive and continuous ferricretes over ‘peneplained’
surfaces. Weathering and erosion appear to have affected a landscape of greater relief than the
equivalent modern landscape, with salients of resistant bedrock protruding above differentially
weathered and ferruginised undulating landsurfaces. Some profiles are actually sedimentary
sequences, which might simulate the ‘normal laterite profile’, and some include calcareous
horizons and channel fill deposits that demonstrate multigenetic origins for the profiles. Many
profiles lack ferricrete crusts, widely interpreted in the past as evidence for truncation of the
profile, but the view expressed here is that the crust was rarely, if ever, present. Under some
conditions, lags of hardened mottles may have accumulated at the surface during landscape
downwasting and have been indurated to form a ferricrete younger than the underlying
weathered and mottled material. Many alleged fossil bleached sandy ‘lateritic’ A-horizons are
actually modern soils or the result of aeolian activity.
Chemical analyses of both surface and sub-surface samples of mottled zone materials
suggest that the mottles developed by the weathering of bedrock under the influence of
ground water. This released iron from the bedrock and concentrated it in hematitic mottles,
probably via the mineral, ferrihydrite. Some borehole data suggest that weathering has altered
the mineralogy of the bedrock but that it has only led to the detailed and local concentration
of iron oxides, rather than massive vertical translocations of iron oxides.
There is limited evidence for the in situ formation of pisoliths in the area, the majority having
developed by the breakdown, transport and pedogenetic modification of former ferricretes and/or
ferruginous mottles. Even where there is evidence of sub-surface in situ pisolith formation, pisoliths
at the surface have distinctively different physical, mineralogical and chemical characteristics,
suggesting modification of the pisoliths at the surface, especially by burning.
Weathered zones and ferricretes as complex polygenetic features that cannot simply
be interpreted in terms of inheritance from ancient weathering events. Consequently it is
impossible to generalise on a particular time of ‘lateritisation’ or to associate ferricretes
unequivocally with humid tropical climates. The character of any ferricrete reflects the effects
of continuous weathering and erosional processes so that the preservation of ancient, pristine
ferricretes in the current landscape is unlikely.

4.3

Drainage of the Inman River Catchment

4.3.1 Introduction
T.B. Strangways and Y.B. Hutchinson, who first explored the district in December 1837,
named the Inman River after the first superintendent of the Police in the colony of South
Australia. The Inman River and its tributaries drain an area of 195.3 km2, much of which
is occupied by relatively unconsolidated Permian glacigene sediments, which largely infill a
large bedrock glacial valley, the Inman Trough (Bourman 1987; Alley & Bourman 1995). The
present Inman River in eroding into the Permian sediments is exhuming parts of a Permian
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glacial landscape. Rainfall in the catchment varies from 520 mm at Victor Harbor to 950 mm
at Spring Mount (Figure 4.7) (Liddicoat et al 2004) so that, not surprisingly, there is a long
history of accelerated erosion, sedimentation and channel change within the valley.
The present drainage and valleys of the Inman Catchment developed over the past
4 million years or so as Fleurieu Peninsula was tectonically uplifted, the streams cut down, and
the old valley floor of the region, with its associated river gravels, was stranded, forming the
Green Hills Surface.
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4.3.2 Drainage pattern of the Inman Catchment and stream proﬁles
The Inman River displays a dendritic drainage pattern, in which the tributaries successively
join larger channels at various angles (Figure 4.8). The smaller streams show no predominant
flow direction, and this pattern has been likened to the branching of an apple tree (Strahler,
1970). Where a dendritic drainage pattern prevails there is no strong structural control on
the drainage lines such as joints, bedding planes, faults or alternating rocks of varying degrees
of hardness. This pattern is common on areas of easily eroded rocks or sediments of uniform
resistance to erosion, such as the Permian glacial deposits.
Burston & Good (1995) established that the Inman is a sixth order stream using the stream
ordering technique of Strahler (1964), in which fingertip tributaries are first order streams;
beyond the junction of two first order streams the channel becomes a second order stream, and
beyond the junction of two second order streams the channel becomes a third order stream, and
so on. A lower order stream can flow into any higher order stream, so, for example, a first order

Figure 4.8. Drainage pattern of the Inman River showing a dendritic pattern developed largely on Permian
glacial sediments of little resistance to erosion. (Source: Bourman 1969b)
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stream can flow directly into a fourth order stream. Stream order can act as a surrogate for water
discharge as the channels have been fashioned by runoff, and stream ordering actually quantifies
differences between different drainage systems. For example, the Onkaparinga River, which has
a much bigger drainage basin, is a seventh order stream (Sprigg 1945).
The Bald Hills water divide separates the westerly flowing Bungala and Yankalilla rivers
from the easterly flowing Inman River, which rises some 29 km from the sea, at an elevation
of about 230 m, although parts of the watershed are higher than this. The highest points on
the watershed are Spring Mount (419 m) and Clarke Hill (436 m). The Inman River, after
an initially relatively steep gradient in its headwaters section, has an average gradient of 6 m
per km and has only minor rapids where resistant bedrock has been exposed from beneath its
sedimentary cover, such as at Glacier Rock and downstream at Stephens Rock. The long profile
of the Inman River is gentle and concave upwards, reflecting its development in the relatively
soft Permian glacial deposits, and indicating that it is a graded profile broadly in balance with
the runoff conditions and the underlying sediments (Figure 4.9).
There is a noticeable irregularity or nickpoint in the profile just upstream from the junction
of Back Valley Creek with the Inman River. Nickpoints mark points of abrupt changes in the
longitudinal profiles of streams, such as at rapids or waterfalls. In many instances nickpoints
are simply related to resistant bedrock outcrops such as in Strangways Creek, but they may also
occur without such a structural influence. Nickpoints may also be caused by rejuvenation or
renewed downcutting by streams due to changes in base level caused by a fall in sea level (the
ultimate base level of erosion), tectonic uplift of the land, the erosion of local hard outcrops
of resistant rock (local base levels) or near the junction of a major tributary due to increasing
discharge down the main channel. Although sea level has fluctuated during the erosion of

Figure 4.9. Longitudinal stream profiles of the Inman River and its tributaries. (Source: Bourman 1969b)
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the Inman Catchment, and the land has been uplifted due to earth movements, these two
possible regional causes of the nickpoint are unlikely explanations. If sea level fall and uplift
were responsible for the nickpoint then there should be an equivalent nickpoint in the nearby
Hindmarsh River, but this is not the case (Bourman, 1969b).
A long profile of the River Inman (Figure 4.9) shows that there is a nickpoint at about
45 m, while there is not a corresponding nickpoint in the River Hindmarsh. Although the
nickpoint in the River Inman occurs just above the confluence of its largest tributary, Back
Valley Creek, and despite the possibility that the equivalent nickpoint in the Hindmarsh River
could have worked its way back to the Hindmarsh Falls, a profile projected from the Inman
nickpoint grades into a bench on Crozier Hill and the top of the Inman Gorge. Moreover, a
profile projected from the nickpoint occurring in Back Valley Creek, joins the projected profile
of the Inman, accordantly.
The most likely explanation for the nickpoint is related to the erosion of the Inman Gorge.
A profile projected downstream from the nickpoint, which occurs at about 40 m above sea level,
broadly coincides with the top of the bedrock of the Inman Gorge, which at one time would
have been the local base level controlling the rate of downcutting upstream. It is interesting to
note that the stream is now graded through the gorge and the nickpoint would have migrated
slowly upstream as the river cut down forming the Inman Gorge. The second possible influence
relates to the inflow of Back Valley Creek, a major tributary; increased discharge provided by
the tributaries can accelerate downcutting in the main channel downstream of the junction.
Nickpoints also occur in relatively soft Permian sediments in Back Valley Creek, Robinson
Creek and Green Hills Creek (Figure 4.9) and they too may reflect the migrations of nickpoints
upstream from the Inman Gorge; the profile projected from the nickpoint occurring in Back
Valley joins the projected profile of the Inman at the same elevation.
The bedrock outcrops over which they flow have influenced the profiles of tributaries
such as Strangways Creek, Ducknest Creek, Boundy River and Hall Creek producing
water falls and rapids in places; consequently, they typically have much steeper profiles.
Both Boundy River and Ducknest Creek rise on the dissected Spring Mount Surface and
initially flow in V-shaped valleys, while a tributary of Sawpit Gully descends precipitously
from the plateau surface in a series of falls within a deep, steep-sided bedrock gorge. Hall
Creek appears to have originally flowed from near Wilson Hill directly to the coast, but was
subsequently captured by a tributary of the Inman River, which by initially exploiting soft
Permian deposits and later the strike of the Kanmantoo bedrock ate its way headwards to
abstract the headwaters of Hall Creek. Some points of evidence suggestive of river capture
are the sharp angle or elbow at the point of capture, an abandoned valley (wind gap) showing
the former course of the creek, silting in the beheaded stream and incision in the beheading
stream below the point of capture. The valley long profile of Hall Creek also supports the
view of capture with the profile upstream of the nickpoint indicating the original level at
which the stream once flowed.

4.3.3 The Inman Gorge
Only 2.5 km from the coast, a short distance downstream of Crozier Hill, the Inman River
has cut a gorge, the Inman Gorge, over 30 m deep in steeply dipping metasedimentary rocks
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of the Cambrian Kanmantoo Group (Photo 4.12). Two small but deep and V-shaped valleys
join the main stream within the gorge on the right bank, which is steeper than the left due to
erosion concentrated on the outer bend in the valley. Gorges are sometimes difficult landforms
to explain. However, in the case of the Inman, there is good evidence that the bedrock forming
the Inman Gorge was once covered by Permian glacial deposits across which the ancestral
Inman River originally flowed (Bourman 1969b). As the river cut down it eroded through
the overlying soft Permian glacigene deposits onto the underlying older harder rocks of the
Kanmantoo Group. Thus it is a gorge of superimposition, which slowly developed as the river
cut down through the hard rocks. There is also a spur and bench on the southwestern side of
Crozier Hill, which were probably eroded during the stream erosion that produced the gorge.
About 9 km upstream from the Inman Gorge there is an example of a small gorge, an early
stage in the development of a superposed gorge; on either side of it at short distances away
Permian glacial deposits outcrop above the incipient gorge.
The gorge is of significance in the geomorphic development of the river, particularly in
influencing the distribution of river terraces. Downstream of the gorge the river is flanked by
a staircase of three major river terraces, but these are absent upstream of the gorge. However,
upstream of the gorge there is extensive accumulation of alluvium and peat like swamp deposits,
held back by the obstacle of the gorge and explaining the widespread development of swamps
in the broad, open valleys of the catchment.

4.4

Quaternary to Recent alluvial sediments and soils

4.4.1 Introduction
During the time from the Pliocene to the Quaternary (5.3 to 2.6 million years ago) there
is minimal evidence of sedimentation in the Inman Catchment. Sands of possible Pliocene

Photo 4.12. View over the Inman Gorge (centre right) from Crozier Hill. (Source: RPB)
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age probably drifted from the adjacent Waitpinga Catchment into the upper reaches of Hall
Creek, but this was predominantly the time when erosion in the main streams of the Inman
and Hindmarsh Rivers cut down, stranding the ferricrete deposits on the Green Hills Surface
at elevations of about 100 m a.s.l. This erosion occurred as sea level fell and as the land was
uplifted, with the eroded materials being swept out to sea.
Throughout the Quaternary there is evidence of repeated dramatic changes in climate and
sea level as the continental ice sheets of the world episodically melted and reformed, roughly
on a 100,000-year cycle. Driven by changes in the elliptical orbit of the Earth around the Sun,
the tilt of the Earth’s axis and the wobbling or precession of the Earth’s axis, similar to that of
a spinning top, ice sheets waxed and waned (Shackleton 1987). Low sea levels, up to 125 m
lower than present sea level, were associated with glacial periods, while during interglacial
times sea level rose to approximately the same level as that of the present sea (Figure 4.10).
A record of these changing sea levels is superbly preserved in the southeast of the State
where the coastal plain between Robe and Naracoorte has been regularly uplifting sufficiently
quickly to separate each successive high sea level (Figure 4.11). The preserved coastal shoreline
barriers, similar to the modern Coorong Lagoon and Younghusband Peninsula, provide a record
of successive interglacial high sea levels over the past million years (Murray-Wallace et al. 2001).
During low sea levels the shoreline stood at the edge of the continental shelf, when it would have
been possible to walk to Kangaroo Island. As sea level rose, sediments on the exposed continental
shelf were reworked and carried landward to provide the materials for the next coastal barrier.
Some of these changes in sea level help to explain landscape evolution in the catchment,
particularly the formation of river terraces in the lower reaches of the Inman River. Erosion
during the low sea levels of glacial times excavated valleys, while alluvium accumulated in the
valleys during the high sea levels.

4.4.2 River terraces of the Inman River
River terraces are former riverine flood plains now stranded above the level of flooding through
the rejuvenation or renewed down cutting of streams. Flood plains may result from either

Figure 4.10. Marine oxygen-isotope records of interglacials (odd numbers) and glacials (even numbers) for
the past 1.8 million years. The last 1.25 million years display 100,000 cycles, while earlier cycles covered only
41,000 cycles. The palaeomagnetic time scale is shown along the base with the change from reversed magnetism
to the present day normal magnetism in the mid-Pleistocene 780,000 years ago. (Source: Lisiecki & Raymo
2005; Murray-Wallace & Woodroofe 2014)
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Figure 4.11. Section across the uplifting Southeast Coastal Plain, which has preserved a record of former
interglacial high sea levels. (Source: Ryan 2015)

erosion or deposition. Some flood plains are comprised of thin veneers of alluvium, which
mask near level surfaces cut in bedrock and are therefore essentially of erosional origin, while
others are made up of thick deposits of alluvium, which infill former valleys (depositional). The
alluvium on flood plains is deposited in two main ways:
1. by deposition during over bank flooding, which tends to build up levees or natural
embankments along the channel.
2. by deposition within the channel which, as it changes course, leaves behind its former
channel deposits.
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Through renewed downcutting the flood plains can be stranded above the level of inundation, but because of lack of information it is sometimes difficult to differentiate floodplains
and terraces. Some sections of the lowest valley flats of the Inman River are susceptible to
flooding, but the major parts are regarded as river terraces. The terraces of the lower Inman
River are unmistakably former floodplains, for they exhibit irregular terrain, exemplified in
bars and swales, abandoned channels, natural levees, meander scars and minor depositional
features.
Floodplains may be abandoned above the usual flood levels of the present stream, forming
terraces, due to streams rejuvenating and cutting down into the valley floor. The major causes of
stream rejuvenation are tectonic uplift of the land, a fall in sea level, and climatic changes, which
affect the runoff regime. Terraces that are formed on alluvial fill material where the original fill
surface has survived are paired or matching filltop terraces, whereas unpaired, unmatched fillstrath
terraces have formed by erosion into the alluvial fill during stream incision developing terraces
at lower levels and varying elevations.
River terraces have been mapped along the lower Inman River downstream of the Inman
Gorge, using both the nature of the sediments underlying the terraces and their elevations
above sea level (Bourman 1968, 1969b, 2007; Figures 4.12, 4.13). Geographic names are often
ascribed to the different terraces reflecting a location where each terrace type is well developed.
The terrace sequences in the Inman and Hindmarsh valleys are identical, and names from the
Hindmarsh River terraces have been applied to both river valleys as this was the first set of
terraces to be described and mapped (Bourman 1968).
A series of terraces, high, intermediate and low, flank both the Inman River and the
Hindmarsh River. The terraces in the Inman River only extend about 2.5 km upstream because
the narrow, bedrock Inman Gorge restricted their development. The highest terrace, the Adare
Filltop terrace, is underlain by red/brown alluvium of the Pooraka Formation, and it grades to
approximately 6 m above sea level in both the Inman and Hindmarsh Rivers, extending up to
a height of about 12 m inland along the Inman River. Because levels taken across the stream to
equivalent terraces generally match in height the Adare terraces have been interpreted as paired
terraces of filltop origin.
In the case of the Hindmarsh River the Adare Filltop Terrace can be traced directly to the
level of marine shell beds in the railway cutting east of the mouth of the Hindmarsh River at
6 m a.s.l. There is also extensive evidence of a sea level 6 m above present along the Encounter
Bay shoreline. Shell beds at 6 m a.s.l. occur at the back of the Newland Lowland and the
Victor Harbor Lowland in Oval Street, while an abandoned cliff line backs the Newland
and Victor Harbor Lowlands as well as following the railway line from the Hindmarsh River
mouth to Watson Gap (Figure 4.14). The shells associated with this former shoreline have been
determined to be of last interglacial age or 125,000 years old (Kimber & Milnes 1984; MurrayWallace & Belperio 1991).
Sea level was not at +6 m 125,000 years ago, but data from the stable Gawler Craton,
which underlies much of Eyre Peninsula, demonstrates that the regional sea level was 2 m
above present sea level at that time (Murray-Wallace & Woodroofe 2014). The extra elevation
of the +6 m shoreline at Victor Harbor is due to 4 m of tectonic uplift of Fleurieu Peninsula
over the past 125,000 years (Figure 4.15).
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Figure 4.12. Terraces of the lower Inman River. The Adare Filltop terrace extends from 6 m at the coast to 12 m
inland, the Hutchinson Fillstrath from 3.7 m to 8 m, and the Breckan Filltop Terrace from 2 m to 4 m inland.
The floodplain consists largely of sediments eroded from higher up the valley since European settlement. Note
the location of last interglacial shells on the Victor Harbor Lowland. (Source: Bourman 1969b)

Not only does the Adare terrace grade to the last interglacial shoreline, but last interglacial
shells including the sub-fossil shell Anadara trapezia, located by drilling and in deep drainage
cuts, extend upstream at the same 6 m elevation and up to 4 m below the surface (Figure 4.16).
Consequently, the shells and the alluvial sediments into which they were incorporated in a
former estuary are deemed to be of the same last interglacial age. Subsequently, equivalent
Pooraka Formation sediments in other river valley have been established as being 125,000 years
old using independent luminescence dating techniques (Bourman et al. 1997). The presence of
Anadara trapezia (the Sydney blood cockle) is very informative as it no longer lives locally. It
is a sub-fossil which has tropical affinities, indicating that conditions were warmer and wetter
125,000 years ago when compared with today.
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Figure 4.13. Surveyed levels along the lower Inman River used in distinguishing the three major terraces levels
along the river. (Source: Bourman 1969b)
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Figure 4.14. Geomorphology of the Victor Harbor coastline showing evidence of the +6 m high last interglacial
shoreline. The Yilki Terrace grades to this level and abandoned last interglacial sea cliffs occur at the landward
sides of both the Newland and Victor Harbor Lowlands, while a stranded 6 m high marine bench with associated
last interglacial shells, including the fossil estuarine mollusc Anadara trapezia, is followed by the railway line
between the River Hindmarsh mouth to Watson Gap. (Source: Bourman et al. 2016)

Figure 4.17 is an idealised cross section of the terrace sequences of the lower Hindmarsh
and Inman Rivers, which have developed due to alternating phases of river erosion and
sedimentation. Erosion occurred during low sea levels when the climate was colder and dryer
than today, which reduced the vegetation cover, thereby assisting erosion. Aggradation was
associated with high sea levels and warmer and wetter climatic conditions.
Large valleys about 1 km wide and up to 20 m deep were initially eroded into Permian
glacial sediments during the low sea level of Marine Isotope Stage 6 about 180,000 years ago
(see Figure 4.10). Following this, the valley was infilled with red/brown alluvium of the Pooraka
Formation as sea level rose to 2 m above present sea level. Over the ensuing 125,000 years the
shoreline was uplifted 4 m by tectonic activity to reach its present elevation of 6 m. During this
time the Pooraka Formation was incised, leaving the infill of the Pooraka Formation stranded
as the Adare Filltop Terrace, and eroding a smaller valley that extended below sea level at the
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Figure 4.15. Graph showing the varying elevations of the last interglacial shoreline around the South Australian
coastline. Note the consistent +2 m level on the stable Eyre Peninsula, the sinking areas of the Gulfs and the
Murray Estuary at Goolwa, and the uplift of the Mount Lofty Ranges at Victor Harbor and in the southeast of
the State. (Source: Ryan 2015)

coast. During the formation of this valley, terrace flats were eroded into the Pooraka Formation
at varying elevations on opposite sides of the valley forming an intermediate terrace, the
Hutchinson Fillstrath Terrace. Remnants of this fillstrath terraces have been preserved in the
River Inman, near the Victor Harbor Golf Club, and on the site of the Victor Harbor High
School, which has been built on one of these treads. At the maximum of this low sea level
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Figure 4.16. Section demonstrating the relationships between the alluvial Pooraka Formation and last interglacial
marine shells of the Glanville Formation, together with the last interglacial shoreline at +6 m in the lower
Hindmarsh River. The last interglacial sea level was 2 m higher than present, with the additional 4 m being the
result of tectonic uplift of Fleurieu Peninsula over the past 125,000 years. (Source: Bourman 2007)

Figure 4.17. Idealised section of the river terraces along the lower courses of the Inman and Hindmarsh Rivers.
(Source: Bourman 2007)

about 21,000 years ago the shoreline was up to 125 m lower than present and both the Inman
and Hindmarsh Rivers would have eroded valleys below present sea level and extended across
the exposed continental shelf (Figure 4.18).
As sea level returned to near its present level about 7,000 years ago estuaries formed in the
valleys eroded into the Pooraka Formation and they were infilled with grey/black coloured alluvial
sediments known as the Waldeila Formation, which incorporated estuarine shells 7,000 to 4,000
years old. The surface of this fill material was stranded as further incision ensued producing the
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Figure 4.18. Predicted former stream courses eroded across the exposed sea floor during the Last Glacial
Maximum about 21,000 years ago. The original soundings were in fathoms so that the submarine contours are
in feet. One fathom equals 6 feet or 1.83 m. (Source: Bourman 1969b)

paired Breckan Filltop Terrace. This, the lowest terrace in both the Inman and Hindmarsh Rivers
is so named because of its characteristic development in Mount Breckan Park, now occupied by
the Victor Harbor Primary School. The Breckan Filltop Terrace lies 3 m to 3.6 m below the level
of the Adare terrace in the lower reaches of the rivers, with an altitude varying between 2.1 m
and 2.6 m above sea level. The terrace treads roughly coincide in elevation on opposite sides of
the rivers, and as their levels correspond to a former sea level, the remnants have been interpreted
as paired terraces of filltop origin. In the lower reaches of the River Inman, the Victor Harbor
Caravan Park, the Inman Park Caravan Park (the site on the core of a large oxbow lake), the
Victor Harbor Oval and parts of the Victor Harbor Golf Course are situated on this terrace.
From this lowest terrace there are drops in excess of 1 m to the flood plain, which is
composed of similar grey black sands and clays of those underlying the Breckan terrace. At
present there is controversy over the behaviour of sea level during the last 6,000 years or so.
Some believe that during this time sea level has never been higher than at present, while others
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adhere to the view that sea level extended up to about 1 m above present sea level. In the Victor
Harbor area the evidence for a 1 m higher sea level some 4-5,000 years ago seems reasonable
as the Breckan Filltop terrace grades to a point at the coast 1 m above sea level. However, this
apparent higher sea level may have been caused by the uplift of the land rather than by a fall in
sea level to its present position.
Figure 4.10 shows a record of numerous sea level and climatic fluctuations over the past
million years and for each of these fluctuations there would have been associated changes in
erosion and aggradation, yet there is only a sedimentary record in the Inman and Hindmarsh
Rivers since the Last Interglacial 125,000 years ago. A rare remnant of an older interglacial
deposit dated at 227 ± 24 thousand years Before Present (BP) has been located near Currency
Creek and the Finniss River (Ryan 2015), but the vast majority of these older deposits have
been destroyed during erosional phases of glacial cycles before the Last Interglacial (Bourman
2006) especially in the narrow valleys of the Inman and Hindmarsh Valleys.
The three different sets of terraces, the Adare Filltop Terrace, the Hutchinson Fillstrath
Terrace and the Breckan Filltop Terrace formed at different levels as a result of alternating phases
of erosion and sedimentation. Erosion has been equated with low sea levels and relatively cold
and dry conditions, while aggradation is associated with high sea levels and warmer and wetter
climates. Figure 4.17 shows that each valley became progressively smaller and was infilled to lower
levels, probably an outcome of diminishing stream flows following a drying trend in the climate of
Australia over this time (Pillans & Bourman 2001). In summary, the Adare Filltop Terrace formed
during last interglacial times, the Hutchinson Fillstrath terrace during the Last Glacial Maximum
about 20,000 years ago and the Breckan Filltop Terrace between 7,000 and 4,000 years ago.

4.4.3 Alluvial deposits of the river ﬂats upstream of the Inman Gorge
Upstream of the Inman Gorge the terrace sequences of the lower Inman River are replaced
by alluvial flats. In their natural state these flats were floodplains and swamps, but due to the
impacts of European agricultural practices the streams incised into the flats and effectively turned
floodplains into terraces. Exposure of the underlying sediments has allowed investigations of
their age and characteristics, and thereby reconstructions of the environmental conditions
under which they developed. Bourman (1969b) reported the exposure of grey sandy clays with
zones of black, carbonaceous peaty material overlain by light-greyish, sandy soil in the channel
of the Inman River opposite Crozier Hill (Photo 4.13).
Samples of the carbonaceous, peaty material from the upper peaty layer were collected for pollen
analysis by Dr Wayne Harris then of the Geological Survey of South Australia. The following pollen
types were identified: Myrtaceae (trees and shrubs), Hepaticae (Liverwort – two types), Blechnum
(ferns), Acacia, Banksia, Polygonaceae (Knotweeds), Casuarina, Polypodiaceae (ferns) and Haloragis,
(wetland herbs and shrubs) with the first two types being most dominant. The sediments were
considered to be of Late Pleistocene age, and on the basis of the Liverwort (Hepaticae), a freshwater
swamp deposit, with the climate at the time of deposition being similar to the present.
During the early 1990s, following accelerated erosion in the Inman River channel due
to sand mining in the channel (Burston & Good 1995) a more detailed study of the alluvial
sediments beneath the former floodplain were undertaken (Bourman et al. unpublished). The
major findings of that study are presented here. The following is a detailed description of the
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Photo 4.13. Organic rich alluvial sediments in the channel of the Inman River opposite Crozier Hill. Samples
for pollen analysis were collected from near the base of the eroding bank. Photograph taken in 1968. (Source:
RPB)

sediments exposed in the channel wall of the Inman River at 35° 32’ 13.8” S 138° 34’ 23.1” E,
just upstream of Crozier Hill.
0 to 80 cm

Light coloured sands. Post European Settlement Aggradation (PESA) sediments

80 to 125 cm

Dark grey sandy clay. Small gravels and pebbles. Probably overbank deposits. Carbonate
extends up into this unit from calcareous material below

125 to 225 cm

Layers of grits in gritty sandy clay. Thin lenses of grits 2 cm thick laterally persistent for
metres. Angular pebbles of quartz, mica and feldspar. Two distinct calcrete layers in lower
50 cm. Upper part is an eluviated Bca horizon. Calcium penetrates down root channels.

225 to 237 cm

Lightly mottled sediments with dark lenses of organic material interspersed with layers
of sand and clay

237 to 277 cm

Sandy clay – darker mottled material with darker organic horizons associated with root
layers. Horizontally bedded and crudely stratified

277 to 317 cm

Lightly mottled grey/brown fine silty sand

Human-accelerated erosion also exposed an old meandering channel fill of organic swamp
materials containing large logs of Eucalyptus camaldulensis, Casuarina cones and freshwater
snails (Photo 4.14).
Many of the Casuarina cones had been compressed and flattened by the weight of the
overlying sediments. Samples were collected of the freshwater snails (Inman 1), a piece of Red
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Photo 4.14. Recent bank erosion in the Inman River exposed a fossil log of Red Gum (foreground) incorporated
into pre-European settlement swamp deposits near Crozier Hill. Radiocarbon dating found that the log was
about 8,000 old. A thick deposit of light coloured sands eroded from upstream landscapes post-European
settlement overlies the swamp deposits on the top right. (Source: RPB)

Gum wood from swamp material in the base of the channel (Inman 2), a sample of a large
Red Gum log recently exposed from within a cover of peat swamp (Inman 3), and casuarina
cones (Inman 4). Radiocarbon dating (results set out below) was carried out at the University
of Waikato, Radiocarbon Dating Laboratory and was funded by the then Department of the
Environment and Natural Resources.
Sample No

Lab. No

Description

Age

Inman 1

Wk – 5731

Freshwater snails (Isidorella Hainesii and Gyraulus)

6,480 + 100 years BP

Inman 2

Wk – 5372

Wood fragment from swamp material in base of
channel

7,710 + 70 years BP

Inman 3

Wk – 5373

From large Red Gum log (Eucalyptus camaldulensis)

8,000 + 70 years BP

Inman 4

Wk – 5374

Casuarina cones

6,450 + 70 years BP

The radiocarbon ages are consistent, with the stratigraphically older samples returning
older radiometric ages. viz. the large Red Gum log and the Red Gum wood fragment, which
were incorporated into the black organic sediments returned ages of 8,000 + 70 years BP and
7,710 + 70 years BP respectively. The fresh water snail shells (6,480 + 100 years BP) and the
Casuarina cones (6,450 + 100 years BP) were derived from the same stratigraphic unit above
the Inman 2 and 3 samples.
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The radiocarbon ages reveal that swamp sediments had accumulated in the valley floor of
the Inman Catchment from at least 8,000 years ago, with fallen trees assisting in the ponding
of waters and the accumulation of organic materials to form peat like deposits. Organic-rich
sediments occur throughout the fill material through to just below the topsoil.
Dr Andrew Rowett, then of the Mineral Resources Division of PIRSA, undertook a
palynological analysis of material in the sediments. The samples collected for investigation
comprised a loosely consolidated matrix with carbonaceous wood material, molluscs and
woody cone-like fruiting heads. Molluscs and insect remains, including carapace fragments
and egg sacs were also present.
The palynology suggest a localised riverine vegetation within a woodland – open forest
community dominated by Myrtaceae (?Eucalyptus) and Casuarinaceae (?Allocasuarina). The
abundance of pollen and cones would suggest that these trees grew along (or very near) the
riverbank, the Myrtaceae possibly within the channel with the Casuarinaceae occupying more
elevated, well drained sites nearby, but close enough for overhanging branches to deposit cones
within the channel. In the understorey, but away from the channel, a few scattered Proteaceae
(?Banksia) and Mimosaceae (?Acacia) shrubs grew. Along the riverbanks, in cool sheltered
overhangs ferns grew while in the more exposed places, e.g. sand bars, a few grasses, small
herbs and sedges existed. The vegetation assemblage suggests a similar climate to that which
exists today, predominantly winter rainfall, but with sufficient moisture to maintain ferns and
bryophytes through the drier months. Cool winters and warm summers probably prevailed.

4.4.4. Soils and soil landscapes
Soils are the most recent geological features of the Inman Catchment, and they continue to be
formed and modified even today. They are, after all, the vital substrate for almost all current
landuse practices. Maps for the Inman Catchment and its surrounds (NatureMaps, Enviro
Data SA 2016; Hall et al. 2009; Figure 4.19) show a distinctive pattern of soil distribution,
which mimics to some extent the underlying geology4. Some typical soil profiles are shown in
Appendix 5, together with detailed information about their properties.
The current valleys of the rivers and creeks contain alluvial sediments, often arranged in
terraces, with soils mapped as loams or sandy loams over brown or dark clay (F1). In several
places white sand deposits have been derived from erosion of upstream areas post-European
settlement. The major part of the catchment has a soil cover of thick sand over clay (G3),
which generally accords with the proposed distribution of Permian glacigene sediments that
geologists have mapped as filling the valley (Figure 3.2).
There is a swathe of other soil types generally overlying bedrock around the margins of the
valley, particularly along the northern and southern sides (Figure 4.19). These include shallow
soils on rock (L1, D1) that is close to or at the land surface, particularly on the steeper slopes,
and shallow to moderately deep acidic loams that have developed on rock (K1-4), particularly
on various formations of the Proterozoic and Cambrian metasediments and the basement inlier
around Moon Hill (Figure 4.19). At the highest levels on the watershed, for example north
of Strangways Hill and around Mount Desert, the soils on the ancient summit landsurface
(Spring Mount Surface) are assigned to ironstone soils (J2) and shallow soils on ferricrete (J3).
4

Note that soil maps are often based, in the first instance, on pre-existing geological maps.
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Figure 4.19. Soil types in the Inman Catchment (NatureMaps, Enviro Data SA 2016; see also Fig. 3.10).
The dominant soil type coloured in yellow is classified as ‘G3: Thick sand over clay’ and corresponds closely
to the distribution of Permian glacigene deposits (Fig. 3.2). Areas where bedrock is exposed or close to the
surface, usually on the steeper slopes around the margins of the Valley, is classified as ‘L1: Shallow soil on rock’
(coloured in red). Elsewhere, mainly in the northern parts of the Valley, soils formed on bedrock are classified
as predominantly ‘K: shallow to moderately deep acidic soils on rock’ (green colours). In some places, for example
in the south around Waitpinga, in the Bald Hills area, and in the western part of the Valley, there are ‘F2: Sandy
loam over poorly structured brown or dark clay’ soils, and ‘E3: Brown or grey cracking clay’ soils (brown colours),
which are unusual and don’t readily match the geology. The soils of the modern stream valleys are classified
‘F1: Loam over brown or dark clay’.

Other interesting and somewhat enigmatic soils also occur in the catchment as, for example,
around Waitpinga, in the Inman Catchment near Crozier Hill, at the intersection of Bald Hills
and Nosworthy Roads with the main Victor Harbor-Yankalilla Road, and just south of the
intersection between Mayfield Road and Hancock Road (Figure 4.19). These include deep
sandy loams over poorly structured brown or dark clay (F2) and brown or grey cracking clay
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soils (E3)5. These soils are alkaline in character, which contrasts them with the dominantly acidic
soils of the catchment as a whole, and can be sodic or strongly sodic in the deeper horizons.
The E3 soils, especially, are characterised by high levels of exchangeable Ca and Mg. They were
described initially by Selwyn (1960) who suggested that they had formed on limestones, but
Tate et al. (1898) thought that they had more likely formed from ‘…dark-coloured glacial clay...’.
Later, Howchin (1926) suggested that the ‘…black soil...’ was probably the remains of swamp
deposits that formerly occupied parts of the valleys. Those mapped near Waitpinga don’t appear
to have any relationship with bedrock geology, but in the western part of the Inman Catchment
these soils have a significant radiometric potassium signature (Figure 3.5). In fact, the pattern
of distribution of radiometric potassium suggests that the large area of sand over clay soil (G3)
mapped in the central part of the catchment is a more complex assemblage of materials of
differing compositions and origin, and worthy of further detailed investigation.
Liddicoat & Herriman (2002) identified and described six main ‘Land Systems’ in the
Inman Catchment, each being established on the basis of particular patterns of soils, topography,
geology, vegetation, and land use (Figure 4.20).
• A small ‘Bald Hills Land System’ in the western watershed (which extends further westwards towards
Torrens Vale and Yankalilla) is a landscape of low rolling hills characterised by clay soils (including
distinctive grey and black clays with surface horizons high in organic matter) with some sandy
loam and sand-over-clay soils. As pointed out by Hall et al. (2009), the cracking clay soils are
resistant to wind and sheet water erosion but the friable, self-mulching surface horizons can be
eroded by rivulets to expose the subsoil to gullying. These soils swell when moist and shrink when
dry, thus developing large cracks. The gentler slopes are commonly cropped while steeper slopes
are mainly used for grazing. Moderate slopes are unstable and susceptible to landslip.

•

A predominant ‘Inman Valley Land System’ covers much of the lowland in the catchment and
is characterised by low hills and wide river flats mantled by sand to sandy loam over clay soils
(texture-contrast soils). Both slopes and flats are prone to waterlogging caused by perching of
water on the clay subsoils. Poor deep drainage on slopes has facilitated landslips. Alluvial flats are
commonly waterlogged, and salinisation occurs sporadically. Patches of loamy soils in the Land
System tend to be better drained and fertile.

•

The ‘Mount Compass Land System’ covers an area of similar size to the ‘Inman Valley Land System’
and encompasses undulating to rolling hills in the southern part of the catchment. It contains
mainly sandy soils derived from Permian glacigene sands and clays or their reworked equivalents.
Varying subsoils include sandy clay, heavy clay or ironstone. Drainage in more elevated areas is
generally better than in low-lying areas where it often limits productivity unless drains are installed.

•

The ‘Bob Tiers Land System’ occupies the northwestern watershed of the catchment. It is a
moderately-steep to steep range of hills formed of the ancient Barossa Complex rocks and is
characterised by sandy loam texture-contrast soils and friable clayey soils. It encompasses the
part of Fleurieu Peninsula’s summit surface and the remnants of its thick, weathered, bleached
and iron-impregnated mantle. Soil profiles are generally moderately deep and adequately
drained but fertility is naturally low and the soils can be acidic and prone to erosion.

5

These ‘... heavier type soils ...’ (Lush 1971), especially around Bald Hills, were well recognized by the earliest
European settlers. The Bald Hills themselves were described as being free or trees and ‘.. covered with pasture ..’, and
one journeyman, during a visit to the district, found himself ‘... among the baldest of the bald hills of Yankalilla ...’
(Lush 1971). They were also noted by Selwyn (1860).
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•

The ‘Strangways Land System’ occurs on low hills in the central and northern part of the catchment
where the Kanmantoo Group metasediments are at or near the surface. Local valleys contain
alluvial fill. Soils vary from shallow stony sandy loams over rock to deeper sandy loams to loams
over clay, the latter being prone to erosion. Deeper soils occur on lower slopes and flats where
there is commonly impeded drainage.

•

The ‘Giles Land System’ occupies that area of the catchment that is directly inland of Victor
Harbor and extending southwards to King Beach. It is also underlain by metasedimentary rocks
of the Kanmantoo Group. Much of the Land System is not arable because of rocky outcrops,
but most sloping land has a mantle of red texture-contrast soils (poorly structured sandy loam
to loam surface horizons and well-structured to dispersive clayey subsoils) and variable drainage.
Minor lower slopes and drainage depressions have deep but poorly structured soils prone to
waterlogging.
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Figure 4.20. Map showing Land Systems in the Inman Catchment and surrounding areas. (Source: Fig. 6 in
Liddicoat & Herriman 2002). The main Land Systems in the catchment are as follows: BAH ‘Bald Hills Land
System’ in the western watershed – landscape of low rolling hills characterised by clay soils; a predominant INV
‘Inman Valley Land System’ covering much of the lowland, low hills and wide river flats – sand to sandy loam
over clay soils (texture-contrast soils); MCO ‘Mount Compass Land System’ of undulating to rolling hills in the
southern part of the catchment – mainly sandy soils derived from Permian glacigene sands and clays; BOT ‘Bob
Tiers Land System’ in the northwestern watershed of the catchment on the summit surface and steep Barossa
Complex hills – sandy loam texture-contrast soils and friable clayey soils; STR ‘Strangways Land System’ on low
hills of Kanmantoo Group metasediments in the central and northern part of the catchment – shallow stony
sandy loams over rock to deeper sandy loams to loams over clay; GIL ‘Giles Land System’ directly inland of
Victor Harbor and extending southwards to King Beach – rocky outcrops and a mantle of red texture-contrast
soils (poorly structured sandy loam to loam surface horizons and well-structured to dispersive clayey subsoils).

5. Anthropogenic (human) influences on the Inman Catchment
The change from Aboriginal land management to English farming techniques and management
strategies led to dramatic changes in the landscape of the Inman Catchment following the
establishment of permanent European settlement about 180 years ago. In particular, major
phases of erosion and sedimentation in the watercourses accompanied the early periods of
land use but different approaches to management (e.g. Bourman & James 1995) over the last
50 years or so, and particularly in recent decades, have resulted in a decline in rates of erosion
and sedimentation as the catchment has adjusted to the new regime.

5.1 What was the natural landscape of the Inman Catchment like?
It is difficult to reconstruct the pre-European landscape. However, some early accounts of the
area such as those of Leigh (1839), Stephens (1839; reported in Linn 1986) and Bickford (2001)
described the Fleurieu Peninsula countryside, including Encounter Bay, as being English parklike in character (Photo 5.1) and emphasised the verdant nature of the grass where it had been
burnt. The burning was most likely related to the fire-stick farming practices of the Aboriginal
people as described by Gammage (2011).

Photo 5.1. Parkland character of the Inman Valley as painted in 1843. Denser scrub occurs on the higher
country (Courtesy State Library, B 2434/40).
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Schultz (2014a), in providing information on Aboriginal place names in the catchment,
pointed out that the term ‘Tutto-Kauwingga’ was applied in the vicinity of Bald Hills to one
or more well-watered lookout sites and noted that ‘… a substantial part of the hills around the
watershed between the valleys of the rivers Inman and Bungala was already bald at settlement; that
is, grassy rather than forested ’. The name ‘Tuttongga’ (Schultz 2014b) is believed to have applied
to a lookout place in or adjacent to the valley of the Boundy River, described as a ‘… lush valley
about 5½ km long and parallel to the valley of the Inman.’ Schultz pointed out an 1839 painting
of the area, probably east of Barn Hill, as ‘… a flat park-like landscape of grass with many fairly
large trees and some yakkas; the background a steep scarp with similar vegetation, cloven by a deep
scrubby gully’ and described the landscape as ‘… classic...’ fire-managed country
Pre-settlement vegetation varied across the catchment as assessed by Bickford (2001),
Bickford & Mackey (2004), Bickford et al. (2008) and Liddicoat et al. (2004; Figure 5.1). Red
Gum woodlands occurred along valley floors and creek lines, Blue Gum woodlands mainly
occupied hill slopes on the sand over clay soils covering much of the catchment, Pink Gum
woodlands were present on the well-drained soils and slopes of the high marginal country, while
mixed Stringybark forests grew on the high rainfall areas of the well-drained, nutrient-depleted
soils of the summit surface. This last area also contained perched swamps with their distinctive
sedge vegetation assemblages. Minor coastal shrubland vegetation was present in the lower
reaches of the Inman River, while the marshy wetlands in the valley bottoms were dominated
by dense stands of woolly tea-tree and prickly tea-tree, especially in the watercourses of Back
Valley (Burston & Good 1995).
Bickford (2001) and Bickford & Gell (2005) examined fossil pollen and charcoal
assemblages in a cyperaceous swamp that existed in the region before 8220 years ago. They
discovered that high rates of peat development and the proliferation of swamp plant species
occurred between 7000 – 4500 years ago during even wetter climatic conditions. At about this
time there was a transition from an early Holocene Eucalyptus woodland to an Allocasuarina
wet-heath. In response to a subsequent dryer climate in the late Holocene, there was a return
to a Eucalyptus-dominated woodland.
Many of the drainage lines of the catchment were occupied by swamps, and dating
evidence from alluvial deposits near Crozier Hill confirm that swamps have been present for
perhaps the past 8,000 years. Both high-level and valley bottom swamp deposits are widespread
throughout the catchment. Brown (1887, 1892) described the frequent occurrence of springs
in the district as being almost phenomenal, in both the high ranges of hard rock and in the
lower country where sand overlies clays. He also noted the presence of numerous running
creeks supplied by springs of fresh water even after summer, with an abundance of running
water in the principal creeks. It seems to be not unreasonable to envisage the majority of the
original lowlands as resembling a giant, water filled sponge, with water during flood times
linking deeper pools and swamps together in a classic ‘chain of ponds’ system. Originally,
much of the river system lacked a defined course, but spread out over the river flats, with large
areas of swamp and marsh; in places former discontinuous stream traces are clearly visible on
satellite images (Photo 5.2). The lower reaches of the Inman, downstream of the gorge just
north of Porters Hill, formed an estuary in which there was intermixing of fresh and saline
water.
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Figure 5.1. Map of possible pre-European settlement vegetation within the Inman and adjacent catchments
with reference to drainage lines and cadastral boundaries. (Source: Fig. 6 in Liddicoat et al. 2004). Colour keys
as follows: Blue Gum woodland (Blue-grey); mixed Stringy Bark forest (mid-brown); coastal shrubland (pale
brown); Pink Gum woodland (pink); Red Gum woodland (red); perched swamps in the Coolawang Creek area
(pale green). Area surrounding the catchments (green) and urban area of Victor Harbor-Encounter Bay (dark
grey) not surveyed.

5.2 Anthropogenic inﬂuences on the landscape
The Inman Catchment has experienced four major dominant, but not exclusive, modes of
land use (Bourman 1969a; Bickford 2001): Aboriginal (prior to 1836), subsistence agriculture
(1836-1855), commercial grain farming and trading (1855-1900), and pastoral and recreational
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Photo 5.2. Google Earth image of the western side of Crozier Hill and the flats of the Inman River. This
area was a swamp for much of the past 8,000 years. Former stream channels are discernible on the river flats,
suggesting that the western side of the hill could have been steepened by river erosion.

occupation (1900 onwards). There were also other significant land use enterprises such as
the wattle bark industry, timber production, orchards and bee keeping. Aboriginal land use
would have involved firestick farming but there are no obvious geomorphic manifestations of
this period of land use. Initially European farming activities were directed towards small-scale
subsistence agriculture and there was little modification to the wooded landscape. However,
with the transition to commercial cropping, larger areas were cleared of forest and sown to
grain, especially wheat. Grain production reached a peak about in the 1860s, flour was milled,
and wheat and flour were exported to other colonies and New Zealand. Initially yields were
high but continual cropping depleted the soil nutrient store especially on the light sandy
glacigene sediments.
A number of agricultural practices through these periods triggered geomorphic change.
Clearing of vegetation cover exposed the soils to the impacts of rainfall and erosion, including
landslides and slumping related to waterlogging on slopes. Ploughing up and down slopes
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with the single furrow plough degraded the structure of susceptible soil types and provided
optimum conditions for initiating erosion, particularly gullies, during heavy rainstorm events.
Heavy cropping depleted the soil nutrient store and also impacted on soil structure. Evidence
of severe watercourse erosion can be traced back to 1854 (Burston & Good 1995). Even as
recently as 1953, while mapping the geology of the region, Campana & Wilson (1953) noted
widespread and rapidly-developing soil erosion initiated by land clearing, stocking with sheep
and cattle, and rabbits. They estimated that around 20% of the area they had mapped (Jervis
and Yankalilla 1:63 360 Military Sheets), particularly where there were glacigene, or reworked
glacigene sediments, was severely damaged with no serious attempt at control being observed.
Following the introduction and widespread use of superphosphate and subterranean
clovers in the early 20th century, especially when the rabbit plague was controlled, the improved
pasturelands were less vulnerable to erosion. However, issues of landscape stability still arose
where the soils or the landsurface were significantly disturbed by drainage projects, dam and
bridge construction, burrowing animals, and so on.

5.2.1 What are the causes and processes of erosion?
Land-clearing and the introduction of European farming practices and animals upset the natural
equilibrium of the landscape; various forms of erosion by water ensued, resulting in significant
soil loss, gully development, landslips, slides and slumps, and stream channel deepening and
widening which, together with alluviation downstream, transformed the character of the
catchment. Humans have often destroyed balanced environments, usually out of ignorance.
Natural process/response systems, such as rivers, are in conditions of quasi-equilibrium in
which there are inputs, throughputs and outputs of water and sediment through the drainage
network. There will be long-term, but gradual, changes as sediment is evacuated from drainage
basins. Occasionally, there may be catastrophic events such as severe storms, mega-floods or
wildfires that expose the landscape to more rapid erosion, when most geomorphic work is
done. However, new quasi-equilibrium conditions eventually become re-established. As natural
change proceeds, thresholds (slopes or sediment loads) can be crossed, causing aggrading
streams to erode through their own deposits without any change in the external conditions.
For example, Schumm (1979) documented that as gullying proceeds, the eroded material is
deposited downstream; eventually as gully erosion slows down or stops, more sediment free
water is available for erosion, which leads to incision through the recently deposited materials
downstream, again with no alteration in the external conditions. Hence, in the past accelerated
erosion and deposition has occurred independently of human activities. However, the landscape
in the Inman Catchment was in a state of delicate equilibrium, which was upset by European
farming activities.
The initiation of erosion may be are related to many factors. Begin & Schumm (1984)
established that gully erosion occurs whenever the power of water flows exceeds a threshold
value equivalent to the resistance of the valley floor. These parameters may be impacted by basin
wide impacts such as climate and land use changes, which will initiate erosion on relatively
steep and narrow parts of the valley that are in delicate states of balance and are the first to
respond to the altered conditions. There is ample evidence of gullying occurring well before
human settlement: it may be attributed to the impacts of climatic changes that affect vegetation
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and runoff, tectonic uplift including tilting of the land, or eustatically-controlled sea level
movements. Schumm (1979) emphasised that changes may occur as a result of factors inherent
within the geomorphic system. A neat example of a threshold being crossed is provided by
the formation of an alluvial fan. Initially sediment will be deposited at the mountain front as
water spreads out from the confines of the channel in the highland. Eventually the fan will be
built up to such a high slope that, without any changes in the external conditions, the stream
emerging from the mountains will begin to cut down through its own deposits. An excellent
example of naturally occurring cutting and filling of valleys is provided by the terrace system of
the lower Inman River in which river valleys were eroded out during the colder times of low sea
levels and infilled during the warmer and wetter periods of interglacial high sea levels. Tectonic
uplift of the land also encouraged down cutting by the Inman River (Bourman 2007).
There is an extensive literature on water erosion, of which there are several types. Surface
runoff can occur as a result of rainsplash, sheet erosion via overland flow, rill development,
where water flow is concentrated in small flow paths, and gullying in which heavy runoff is
concentrated in narrow channels. River or stream erosion is usually initiated in steep, upstream
environments where water flow is greatest and the valleys are incised vertically and V-shaped.
However, in the lowlands where the gradient flattens and sediment loads are deposited, lateral
erosion dominates as streams meanders across and widen valley floors.
Under conditions of bankfull discharge a stream can meander by eroding its outer (concave)
banks, where flow is relatively swift, and deposit sediment on its inner (convex) banks where
flow is relatively sluggish, maintaining channel width, while migrating across a floodplain.
Under other flow conditions the channel can be deepened and widened during floods or filled
with sediments during periods of low flow. Mass movements (landslides, landslumps, landslips)
can be an important form of erosion on slopes, which is generated by infiltrating rainfall or
shallow groundwater that saturates the soil or regolith, thus weakening its cohesion with the
substrate material, thereby initiating a gravity slide.
In the case of rainfall-initiated erosion, vegetation cover (or absence of it) and the physical,
chemical and hydrological properties of the soil are key factors. Lack of vegetation cover
increases the erosive effects of rainsplash and rainfall runoff, especially on slopes. Dispersive
(usually sodic) clay soils and subsoils are highly susceptible to all forms of rainfall-initiated
erosion, especially if the topsoil is disturbed or lost. However, quite local factors such as the
uprooting of trees on slopes as a result of storm conditions, or disturbance of the soil by
burrowing animals, or earthworks such as track or dam construction, can be initiating agencies.
Figures 5.2 – 5.6 at (Swainson, Michelle michelle.swainson@simonandschuster.com.au) show
the propensity for various forms of rainfall-initiated erosion in the catchment based on the
nature of the soils that characterise the landscapes.

5.2.2 Accelerated erosion in the Inman Catchment
We normally think that the main cause of erosion is related to vegetation clearance, especially
on valley sides, which increases water flow from the slopes. A great deal of vegetation clearance
has occurred in the Inman Catchment and according to Burston & Good (1995) the Inman
Valley had been cut over three times by the 1950s. Interestingly, it has been demonstrated
that the clearance of valley side native vegetation alone may not result in accelerated erosion,
provided that there is good ground cover; the initiation of erosion requires some form of direct
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Figure 5.2. Map showing water erosion potential for soils in the Inman Catchment (NatureMaps, Enviro Data
SA 2016). Note the areas coloured in yellow (moderately high erosion potential, semi-arable), pale brown
(high erosion potential, non-arable) and orange (very high erosion potential, non-arable and non-traversable)
occupy almost the whole area of the catchment. Blue stars indicate the location of type profiles for which there
is detailed information available.

channel or slope disturbance such as trampling by stock, to degrade the channel vegetation
(Prosser & Slade 1994) prior to heavy rainfall events.
However, in many instances it appears that vegetation clearance from valley sides has
played important roles in channel erosion and development especially as during land clearance
there is usually much disturbance of the soil by tractors and bulldozers. For example, severe
gullying and landslumping occurred in the 1970s (when tax concessions were then given to
farmers to clear the land) in the Upper Hindmarsh Valley after land was cleared (Bourman
1976). Extensive development of gullies, rills and slumps occurred over the entire 500 ha of
cleared land, with the majority of the sediment yield being captured by dams on the property.
Paradoxically, on the other hand, some situations can arise where tree planting can actually
cause erosion. This has happened in South Africa, and probably other places as well, where
Australian wattle trees were planted in waterways. The trees allowed no ground cover to grow
beneath them so that severe erosion occurred beneath the trees.
There are many factors that relate to the initiation and maintenance of erosion. Ironically,
in some instances, sedimentation has led to accelerated erosion. In the case of the Inman
Catchment, sediment eroded from the valley sides was deposited on floodplains downstream,
smothering vegetation and providing obstacles to flow, causing the stream to cut down through
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Figure 5.3. Map showing potential for drainage/degree of water logging in soils in the Inman Catchment
(NatureMaps, Enviro Data SA 2016). The dominant sand over clay soils (yellow colour; See Fig. 3.10) are classed
as imperfectly drained and remain wet for several weeks after significant rainfall. The shallow to moderately
deep acidic soils on bedrock (green colour) in the northern and southern parts of the catchment are classed as
moderately to well-drained and rarely remain wet for more than several days. Soils and alluvial fill in the river
and stream valleys (pink colour) can remain wet for long periods.

its own deposits (see section below on Post European Settlement Aggradation). In some cases
different parts of drainage systems erode at different times and rates in response to various
factors such as drainage works, dam construction, poorly engineered dam overflows, bridge,
weir and culvert construction, stream crossings, sand mining and agricultural practices.
5.2.2.1 Stream incision
As part of the Mount Lofty Ranges Catchment Program, Burston & Goode (1995) surveyed
creeks and streams in the Inman Catchment in order to assess the condition of the watercourses
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Figure 5.4. Map showing potential for land slips in the Inman Catchment (NatureMaps, Enviro Data SA 2016).
As might be expected, the areas that have been assessed as having more than 5% of land affected (pink colours)
relate to: steeper slopes on the dominant sand over clay soils (for example around Inman Hill and Sawpit Gully,
and along Hancock Road); the deep loamy texture contrast soils and the brown of grey cracking clays around
the western part of the catchment and the Bald Hills divide; and steep slopes where there are shallow soils on
rock (for example near Sugarloaf Hill). The potential for slumping has a correlation with susceptibility to water
erosion, as shown in Figure 5.2.

and to generate, in conjunction with landowners, a series of potential strategies6 which could
alleviate further erosion risk and stabilise affected watercourses. The strategies were tabulated
and discussed in detail in the report and form a basis for effective watercourse rehabilitation
and management. In particular, they identified active erosion heads in many stream courses.
Accelerated erosion of stream channels in the Inman River Catchment was related by
Burston & Goode (1995) to the influences of highly dispersive sodic soils, swamp drainage,
overstocking by introduced livestock, rabbits and vegetation clearance, together with the
6

See Appendix 6 for observations of community members relating to accelerated erosion in the catchment.
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Figure 5.5. Map showing that the potential for gullying in the soils of the Inman Catchment (NatureMaps,
Enviro Data SA 2016) is mainly in the western part of the catchment and beyond the Bald Hills divide towards
Yankalilla. Pink colours indicate a susceptibility between 20-50% of the land area, which is dominated by deep
loam over brown or dark clay (texture contrast) soils and brown or grey cracking clay soils (Fig. 3.10).

practice of ploughing up and down slopes (Bourman, 1974, 1976). Ultimately the impacts
have resulted in deepening of channel beds, thereby creating watercourses with incised channels
so that floodwaters became contained within the channels. Thus the hydraulic function of the
floodplain in storing, releasing and directing floods was lost so that energy formerly dissipated
across the floodplain during storms was subsequently redirected solely towards channel
deepening, lateral erosion and sediment transport.
Many deep water holes disappeared with the almost complete loss of riparian vegetation,
and areas of extensive and active streambed erosion developed accompanied by very high levels
of sediment movement and deposition of ‘sand slugs’ at a number of reaches. Other factors
influencing the processes of bed deepening include deepening following the cutting of straight
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Figure 5.6. Map showing soil acidity in the Inman Catchment (NatureMaps, Enviro Data SA 2016). The
dominant sand over clay soils of central parts of the catchment, as well as the shallow to moderately deep soils
developed on bedrock in the north and around the southern margin, have acidic surface soils and subsoils (red
and pink colours). This corresponds to moderate-high levels of aluminium toxicity and a low fertility. The soils
coloured in yellow, including the texture-contrast soils (loams over clay) in the river and stream valleys, and in
the area south of the Hancock Road-Mayfield Road intersection, and the brown-grey cracking clays on the Bald
Hills divide, are acid only in the surface soil horizon, and have negligible to minor aluminium toxicity.

artificial drainage channels and the removal of reeds and rushes in order to reduce the risk of
flooding. The deliberate excavation of gravel and sand from the channel has also accelerated
channel erosion, which also has adverse impacts on water quality.
Its interesting to note that the early studies of the evidence for the Permian glaciation
in the catchment (e.g., Selwyn 1860; Tate et al. 1895, 1898; Howchin 1907, 1926) relied
significantly on exposures in the bed of the Inman River and its tributaries, which were
generated by incision and lateral erosion following European settlement. Howchin (1926)
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in particular noted that the river channel changed relatively quickly over time and that the
bed and its features ‘… are constantly changing under the influence of floods.’ This caused some
consternation in that the location of the glaciated bedrock surface discovered by Selwyn (1860;
‘Selwyn’s Rock’) could not readily be relocated as new exposures of glaciated bedrock were
variously uncovered and reburied in the riverbed.
Burston & Good (1995) calculated that approximately 13.4 million m3 of sediment
had been mobilised in the catchment since European settlement and that more than 90%
of the channels had become incised with over 28% of the channels having been affected by
sedimentation at moderate to high levels. As well, it was noted that more than 60% of the
streams in the Inman Catchment have been deepened by 2 m or more, with some deepening
by 7-8 m. Burston & Good (1995) also pointed out that there had been an increase in channel
capacity since European occupancy by between 13,401,764 and 14,520,405 m3.
Impacts of sand mining
In recent years some of the most dramatic river degradation occurred as a result of commercial
sand extraction. Between 1978 and 1981 approximately 5,300 m3 of sand were removed from
near the site of an old swing bridge, just downstream of the Inman Gorge (Section 173 Encounter
Bay), where PESA (Post European Settlement Aggradation) deposits had accumulated. In
1984 a lease was granted for the extraction of concrete sand from a site at the foot of Crozier
Hill (Section 210 in the Hundred of Encounter Bay). Some 6,700 m3 of sand were extracted
during 1985 when part of the river channel was also de-snagged. These activities resulted
in catastrophic erosion upstream from the mine site, and severe sedimentation downstream.
In less than 2 years a 2 m high erosion head (nickpoint) migrated rapidly 4.2 km upstream
to Memory Grove Bridge, where engineering works were required to prevent damage to the
bridge (Burston & Good 1995; Photo 5.3) It is estimated that the resultant bed deepening
released some 101,000 m3 of sediment Burston & Good (1995). In 1995 this area of the river
was still undergoing a very active phase of lateral migration as it was adjusting towards a new
equilibrium, with many more thousands of cubic metres of sediment being released from
ensuing bank collapses.
Although mining accelerated channel widening and deepening upstream of the mining
activity, there is photographic evidence that active meandering and channel incision had also
occurred in this locality prior to mining. Photos taken in the 1960s from Crozier Hill show
eroding river meanders, steep riverbanks and fresh, white sandy sediments in the channel
(Photo 5.4).
Lateral bank erosion
As well as there being widespread evidence of gully formation and stream incision, there has
been considerable liberation of sediments by lateral erosion and channel widening. Local
residents reported extensive channel widening during flood stages of the Inman River in the
first half of the 20th century; the noise of collapsing banks during still nights was a common
phenomenon downstream of Glacier Rock (reported in Bourman 1969a; Photo 5.5). Burston
& Good (1995) pointed out that in the 1930s it was considered unwise to purchase property
with a river frontage due to high rates of bank erosion and the potential for loss of land and
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Photo 5.3. Engineering works carried out to protect the Memory Grove Bridge as an erosion head worked
its way rapidly upstream from a sand mining site near Crozier Hill. The bridge may have also contributed to
erosion downstream, by trapping sediment upstream and increasing flow rates by constricting the water flow.
(Source: RPB)

Photo 5.4. View of the meandering Inman River from Crozier Hill showing a broad incised channel and white
sand deposits, taken in 1968. The sand quarry alongside the Victor Harbor-Yankalilla Road is in a fossil sand
dune. (Source: RPB)
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Photo 5.5. View downstream in the Inman River just below its confluence with Sawpit Gully in 1968. Residents
at this time reported that the channel had been much widened in the past, but in this photograph the channel
appears to be reasonably stable. (Source: RPB)

assets. It is a natural characteristic of streams to meander, and it is still wise not to put structures
in the path of potential lateral erosion.
Wherever stream incision has occurred, such as upstream of the sand mining site in the
Inman River, it is invariably followed by lateral erosion, which is associated with meander
development that has undercut fence lines and roadways in various places. Lateral erosion
resulting in channel widening is also commonly associated with stream crossings (bridges
and culverts), which constrict the flow of water along the stream. Bank erosion at Glacier
Rock (Selwyn Rock) since 1960 has exposed a large boulder of Encounter Bay Granites and
undercut fence lines, paths, trees and the main Victor Harbor-Yankalilla roadway, which had
to be diverted (Photo 5.6). A house on the left bank upstream from Glacier Rock was built
above an eroding outer bank, which could cause problems in the future.
At Wynniatt’s Bend about 2.5 km east of Inman Valley Township extreme channel widening
and meander development has undercut fence lines and the main Victor Harbor-Inman Valley
Road, which had to be repaired at considerable cost. The linear drainage channels established
by early settlers, and also more recently, resulted in channel incision, followed by channel
widening as the artificial straight channel was transformed into a natural meandering system.
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Photo 5.6. Former main Victor Harbor-Yankalilla road abandoned due to lateral erosion of the Inman River at
Glacier Rock. Photo taken in 1970s. (Source: RPB)

The channel incised to a depth of about 5 m and widened by lateral erosion to >20 m. The old
floodplain was abandoned and a new lower floodplain was formed, constraining the stream’s
flow and sediments, thereby influencing water quality downstream. Steve Wynniatt presents a
detailed account of Wynniatt’s Bend in Appendix 6.
The high rainfall totals and associated flooding in the Inman Catchment in 2016
resulted in lateral channel migration undercutting fence lines in some locations by up to 5 m.
Meandering, resulting in channel migration, is a natural phenomenon, with the dimensions
of the meanders being related to the volumes of water discharged: the larger the volume,
the larger the meanders. It is prudent not to put permanent structures too close to the outer
eroding bends of meanders.
Erosion associated with channelisation
There are many examples of channelisation (watercourse straightening as a means of facilitating
drainage) in the Inman Catchment that have resulted in accelerated erosion and stream bed
deepening leading to the incision of tributary streams as well (Photo 5.7). Natural waterways
are rarely straight but wind or meander so that sections of channelised streams are easy to
detect. Remnants of the original, shallow winding channels often occur either side of the
straight channels. Many of the channels were probably constructed to drain the sodden
meadow swamps and to reduce flood risks.
One of the most obvious examples of channelisation is in Back Valley Creek downstream
of the main Victor Harbor-Yankalilla Road. Parsons (2015), in the ‘Early History of the Parsons
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Photo 5.7. 1969 photo of a straight incised drainage channel in the Inman Valley, initiated by a shallow drainage
line. The channel is ~ 4 m deep. (Source: RPB)

Family, Inman Valley’, recorded the story of his grandfather Thomas Parsons who, with his
wife, lived in a cottage on a piece of gentle high ground next to the Victor Harbor-Yankalilla
Road on the Victor Harbor side of Back Valley Creek in 1865. The Inman River was a series
of waterholes, but on occasions Thomas had to carry his wife to the cottage as the river flats
were covered in water.
Channelisation was also undertaken upstream of Back Valley in the 1940s by the District
Council of Victor Harbor to avoid the bridge from being outflanked by a meander (Burston &
Good 1995). Swamp drainage was also carried out in Back Valley in 1994 when a 400 m long
drain was cut up to 1.2 m deep through a waterlogged paddock to improve drainage.
A shallow drain was cut across the floodplain of the Inman from the Victor HarborYankalilla Road about 250 m east of Hancock Road to overcome flooding and the widespread
deposition of sediments onto the floodplain property. Within 3 to 4 years the small drain,
which was about 250 m long, incised to a depth of 3 m and a width of 8 m. Today the banks
have been battered back and are vegetated.
Often there are unexpected consequences of the drainage scheme when channels are
eroded much wider and deeper than expected than in the instance above. Classic examples of
deliberately diverting water resulting in dramatic unexpected consequences are provided by
the drainage of Runaway Pond (1810) in Vermont, and the diversion of the Colorado River to
produce the Salton Sea (1905).
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Erosion associated with obstacles to river flow
In managing fluvial systems it is important to try to leave a stream in as natural a condition as
possible, rather than interfere with its flow by installing crossings, weirs, embankments, culverts
and so on. Ideally, bridges should span the full width of the valley. This principle is illustrated
by comparing British and Afghanistan bridge builders in Afghanistan. The British built solid
stone bridges with causeway approaches to the bridge, but floods cut through the causeways
and left very fine bridges stranded in the middle of the valley. On the other hand, the Afghanis
built rickety suspension bridges, which straddled the full width of the active channel and did not
interfere with the passage of water and sediment down the valleys. These bridges remained useful.
Some rock weir-like structures built across the Inman River have been rendered useless by
erosion around their ends. Some bridges, such as the Memory Grove and the Back Valley Bridges,
restrict the flow of water down the valley during floods and increase erosion downstream as the
venturi effect accelerates the velocity of flow, in a manner similar to holding your finger across
the end of a hose. Upstream of the Memory Grove Bridge there is sedimentation trapped
behind the structure and the valley is relatively shallow. Downstream there is severe lateral and
vertical erosion. These two factors, together with the impacts of sand mining downstream,
have had a dramatic impact on stream behaviour and channel morphology downstream of the
bridge, an area currently being stabilised through fencing and judicious plantings. The Back
Valley Bridge has also increased erosion in a downstream direction.
Low-level causeways may have less impact as flood waters can pass over them, although
they would still produce turbulence downstream. Culverts under roadways restrict water flow
but increase its velocity as it exits the culvert in the same way as squirting water from a hose
by restricting the outlet does. Thus, culverts can cause sedimentation upstream and erosion
downstream. Dams with poorly engineered overflows can also cause erosion when the dam
overflows. The weir on the lower Inman River at the extension of Canterbury Road is impacting
on stream flow, causing sedimentation upstream while turbulent plunge pool activity is causing
both deepening and widening of the channel below the weir (Photo 5.8).
5.2.2.2 Gully erosion
Gully erosion is the accelerated removal of soil on slopes, creating incised channels. Once
initiated, gullies continue to develop by headward erosion and/or slumping of the sidewalls
unless work is undertaken to stabilise the disturbance. Gullies, like smaller scale rills, are
initiated when rainfall runoff concentrates and flows at a sufficient velocity to detach and
transport soil particles (Carey 2006). Their formation is usually related to some form of soil
disturbance, which focuses runoff from rainfall.
The trigger for erosion in bare or nearly bare landscapes is often surface soil crusting or
hard-setting, which can occur by means of the mechanical action of raindrops dispersing the
clay present (Emerson 1983). Subsurface erosion producing pipes or tunnels, especially in
easily dispersed, sodic soils, may also be generated. Cultivation or trampling by stock can
exacerbate this situation. Subsequent surface water flow erodes the surface soil and cuts into
the subsoil, thus initiating gullies. Gullying is most severe if the subsoil is highly dispersible
(usually sodic or saline) and the topsoil that may be relatively stable but shallow is removed or
disturbed. When saturated by seepage or splashback, the subsoils tend to slump, leaving the
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Photo 5.8. Weir on the Inman River near the end of Canterbury Road ~1 km upstream. The weir is an artificial
barrier across the stream and has caused both lateral and vertical erosion downstream. (Source: RPB)

topsoil unsupported and vulnerable to collapse. The process is then repeated. Subsurface flow in
dispersible soils can also lead to saturation of gully sides, slumping of gully walls and expansion
of the gully. Under these conditions, gully head erosion can proceed with minimal surface flow.
Tunnelling is also an important mechanism for headward and lateral gully expansion.
A reconnaissance map of gullies generated using Google Earth indicates that gullies in
the Inman Catchment (like landslides), tend to be concentrated in areas where there are F1
(loam over brown or dark clay) and F2 (sandy loam over poorly structured brown or grey clay)
soils and E3 (brown or grey cracking clay) soils (Figure 5.7). However, gully erosion has also
occurred in G3 (thick sand over clay) soils that have formed on glacigene sediments. Type
profiles for all of these soils (Appendix 5) are as follows:
F1 soils – loam over brown or dark clay on lower slopes and sandy flats
CH004: sandy loam over poorly structured grey clay. Hard, massive loamy sand to sandy
clay loam sharply overlying yellow, grey and brown mottled blocky clay; acid
topsoil, alkaline subsoil; drainage imperfect to slow, susceptible to waterlogging;
erosion potential low on low slopes but otherwise highly erodible because of poorlystructured surface soil and impeded drainage.
F2 soils – sandy loam over poorly structured brown or grey clay on slopes of rolling low
hills and prominent crests
CH005: sandy loam over poorly structured brown clay. Loamy sand to sandy clay loam sharply
overlying yellow, brown and red mottled clay; strongly acid surface soil, alkaline
subsoil; drainage moderate to imperfect; highly erodible due to poorly structured,
thin sandy surface and slowly permeable subsoil.
CH006: Sand over acidic clay. Moderately deep, loose sand over yellow, red and brown coarselystructured clay; acidic to strongly acidic throughout; moderately to well-drained;
moderately to highly erodible depending on the depth of the surface sand horizon.
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E3 soils – brown or grey cracking clays on undulating to rolling rises and low hills
CH003: grey-brown cracking clay. Hard grey to brown cracking clay, calcareous with depth;
alkaline throughout; imperfect drainage, may remain wet for weeks; high sodicity
suggests that the surface is not stable and prone to wash; prone to hard-setting surface
and waterlogging.
CH002: black cracking clay. Black self-mulching clay with coarse subsurface structure and
cracks, and subsurface soft carbonate; neutral pH at surface, alkaline at depth;
imperfect to moderately well-drained; stable against sheet erosion but prone to rilling
and gullying by stream flow.
G3 soils – thick sand over clay on rolling low hills and valley floors
CH018: thick sandy surface soil, bleached, with coffee-rock nodules, over a yellow, brown
and red clay subsoil grading to soft red, yellow and grey sandstone; acid surface
soil, strongly acid subsoil; well-drained; moderately erodible due to thick, highly
permeable surface horizon.
CH177A: medium to thick sand (bleached subsurface), often with some ferricrete gravel, over
a yellow to brown sandy clay grading to soft sandstone; acidic throughout; welldrained; moderate erosion potential (depending on slope) due to loose topsoil and
relatively shallow depth to clay.
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Figure 5.7. Map of Inman Catchment and surrounds showing location of erosion gullies (based on a
reconnaissance of Google Earth images) in relation to soil types (NatureMaps, Enviro Data SA 2016). The
gullies occur principally in areas where there are F2 and E3 soils which are known from standard profiles to be
moderately to highly erodible.
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Perhaps the best known of the gullies recorded in G3 soils is Welch’s Washout, ‘… deep
wash-out creek...’ (Howchin 1907, 1926; Bourman 1974). Howchin described the exposure
of a glaciated rock surface in a complex of three parallel washouts with ‘… a combined width
of over 100 yards...’ with the highest in position being ‘… 100 yards in length …’. The gullies
had been initiated during a single summer rainstorm in about 1901 (Howchin 1926). Several
gullies at this site remain visible, although somewhat ‘healed’.
Campana & Wilson (1953) noted widespread and rapidly developing gully erosion
initiated by land clearing, stocking with sheep and cattle, and rabbits. They estimated that
about 20% of the Jervis Ωand Yankalilla 1:63,360 geology map sheets was severely damaged,
with little serious attempt at erosion control being observed. The substrate in the areas most
affected was mapped as glacigene (or reworked glacigene) sediments. Burston & Good (1995)
stated that gullying was most severe in the headwaters (1st and 2nd order streams) of the
Inman Catchment in the region of Bald Hills and that the initiation and development of these
gullies were associated with intense rainfall events on ploughed lands. With the abandonment
of cereal cropping around 1900, Burston & Good (1995) pointed out that the growth rate of
gullies appears to have slowed, further diminishing with pasture improvement and the control
of rabbits in the late 1950s. However, some gullies continue to actively erode.
The influence of ‘Lands’ or agricultural furrows
A specific form of agricultural cultivation is known to have exacerbated the potential for
gullying in the Inman Catchment as well as in many other areas of South Australia. In the
Inman Catchment, the combination of furrowed ‘lands’ and dispersible soils set the stage
for gully development. There are numerous examples of furrows produced by single furrow
ploughs throughout the Mount Lofty Ranges that were relics of the early agricultural activities
for wheat production. This was dominantly in the commercial grain farming and trading
occupation mode (1855-1900) but in some instances, cultivation in this fashion continued up
until 1946 on the Newland Lowland at Victor Harbor (Photo 5.9).
In most cases, the ploughing was carried out directly up and down slopes or obliquely
across slopes inclined up to 15°, practices transferred from England (Twidale et al. 1971). The
furrows are generally spaced at about 6 m apart and up to 200 m long and range in depth from
about 10 cm to 45 cm, although some may have been deepened by erosion or infilled with
wash. The deep furrows at either side of the ‘lands’ (the long narrow strips ploughed in sections)
arose because these furrows were ploughed twice as the next ‘land’ was ploughed (Twidale et al.
1971). A prime reason for ploughing in this manner was to drain excessive moisture from the
ground, but it also provided avenues for erosion to occur, particularly on slopes underlain by
Permian glacial sediments and in areas of dispersible soils (Photo 5.10). It has been proposed
that ploughing was carried out up and down slopes because of difficulties in ploughing along the
contours, especially when turning the soil upslope with a fixed mould board, while controlling
the horses and maintaining straight lines (Twidale et al. 1971). Ploughing along contours may
cause problems if the furrows cause water to pond, overflow and erode.
It is interesting that not all furrowed lands have produced erosion gullies, even on steep
slopes. A specific pre-condition for gullying appears to be the single furrow ploughing of
dispersible soils and therefore erosion-vulnerable soils. For example, on a property west of
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Photo 5.9. Agricultural furrows on the Newland Lowland at near Victor Harbor flooded with winter rains
photographed in 1970. Black swampy soil is underlain at shallow depths by a layer of massive calcrete, which
inhibits percolation. This area was cultivated in this fashion until 1946. The area is now a housing estate.
(Source: RPB)

Photo 5.10. Gullies eroded along old downslope field lines with 2nd order gully in foreground in the valley flat.
The gullies have now partly ‘healed’. Note that small sediment fans have formed at the downstream ends of the
gullies. (Source: ARM)
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James Track (Photo 5.11) the furrows themselves are not severely eroded and often show out
as lines of green indicating that they are retaining more moisture into the dry season, but the
valleys to which some of them lead have been eroded and deepened by up to 15 m, in part
as a result of increased water flows downslope, but also because the gullies are specifically
developing in dispersible F2 soils (See Figure 5.8). Upslope of the gully the G3 (thick sand
over clay typical of undulating rises and low hills in the valley floors of the catchment) soils
are significantly different in character and have formed in glacigene sediments or reworked
glacigene sediments as indicated by the occurrence of granite erratics. While the gullies present
obstacles to moving stock and machinery around the property they appear to be relatively
stable under current conditions.
Stages in the evolution of gully erosion
It has been noted in many examples of gully erosion that there seems to be a sequence of events
for the erosion of gullies (Bourman & Harvey 1986; Bourman & James 1995; Carey 2006),
summarised as follows:
1. Gully development is often related to vegetation clearance and modification by the
introduction of non-native species, destruction of ground cover through overgrazing by
introduced animals, and forms of soil disturbance as a result of animals, cultivation or
engineering works. Any of these influences may increase the susceptibility of the landscape

Photo 5.11. Rehabilitating gullies in dendritic drainage pattern on 26 April 2006, west of James Track, Inman
Valley. Note faint traces of field lines (shown by arrows) at high angles to the gullies. (Source: Google Earth
2016. Image 2006)
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to erode. However, other factors influencing the initiation and progress of gully erosion
are the dispersible character of the soil in which gullying is initiated, the surface hydrology
(including the slope) of the landscape, which acts to concentrate rainfall runoff and surface
flow, and ‘trigger’ events, such as summer storms, that provide the energy necessary to
detach and transport soil particles.
2. Invariably there is not an immediate erosional response to vegetation clearance (Dragovich
1966) but there is a lag time, which may be related to the time that is taken for soil
organic matter to decay (e.g. Twidale 1976) and to for the soil particles to lose their
cohesion. It has also been demonstrated that catchment clearance alone, while increasing
channel discharge, is insufficient, without channel disturbance, to initiate gully erosion.
In addition, the optimum climatic conditions for gullying are required. Alley (1967),
for example, considered that steady, soaking, summer rains, which saturate ploughed
soil, initiate runoff and rills, reduce soil shear strength, facilitate en masse soil movement,
provide ideal conditions for instigating gullying.

Figure 5.8. Composite map (Google Earth image on soils map over cadastral data [NatureMaps, Enviro Data
SA 2016] showing deep gullies defining dendritic 1st and 2nd order streams developed in dispersible E3 and F2
clay soils (centre image; brown colours). Upslope and to the right of the gullies there are significantly different
G3 (thick sand over clay) soils formed in glacigene or reworked sediments as indicated by the occurrence of large
granite erratics. Location west of James Track, Inman Valley.
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3. Gully initiation is invariably dramatic, can occur very rapidly and catastrophically, and
may be related to the occurrence of intense, drought breaking rains (e.g. Dragovich 1966).
There are many reports of gullies forming in response to individual storm events (Bourman
1974, 1976) or forming over relatively short periods of time, such as a few years (Alley
1967).
4. After initial, rapid gully development, erosion slows down as the topography adjusts to
the altered conditions of runoff and a new, quasi-equilibrium, process-response system is
established. Erosion, which may include undercutting, nickpoint migration, headward
erosion and downcutting, continues but at a much reduced rate.
5. Under the new process-response regime, with the passage of time, some gullies can become
somewhat stabilised and some may even begin to partly fill with new sediment sloughed
from walls and upstream, and heal, especially where they are fenced to exclude stock and
the growth of vegetation is encouraged to increase channel roughness.
One factor that may be relevant to gully erosion is the increasing use of upstream farm dams
to store rainwater and runoff rather than allowing it to flow naturally through the system. Some
residents actually attribute a decrease in erosion to this development, and believe that the lower
parts of the catchment are drier than in the past, an issue that warrants further investigation.
Some residents also believe that there is a long-term drying trend in the catchment’s climate,
which may be responsible for less erosion. However, it is the major rainfall events, such as those
experienced in 2016, which can precipitate accelerated erosion. The literature contains many
scientific studies of gully erosion and also guidelines and recommendations for prevention,
control and remediation. There are some remarkable examples of restoration of unstable and
heavily gullied areas in the catchment (Photos 5.12, 5.13).
5.2.2.3 Mass movements
There have been at least two major studies of mass failures (variously called landslides,
landslumps, landslips, earthflows) as forms of erosion on slopes on Fleurieu Peninsula
(Van Deur 1975; Greene 2008). The landslides can be responsible for obstruction of roads,
accelerated erosion of pastoral slopes (Photo 5.14) and damage to buildings and property. Van
Deur (1975) reported a total of 33 such features, and Greene examined 26, many of which
were outside of the Inman Catchment. Greene et al. (2000) identified about 50 landslides that
had occurred over the previous 50 years, but also pointed out that there was some evidence for
pre-settlement landslides.
The focus of both authors in their respective studies was a perceived relationship between
the landslides and Permian glacigene sediments, as mapped on the available geological sheets,
for example the Jervis 1:63 360 sheet, by Campana & Wilson (1954), but even earlier by
Howchin (1926). Most of the large landslide complexes, in which there is evidence of several
periods of reactivation, are confined to F2 (sandy loam over brown or dark clay) and E3
(brown or grey cracking clay) soils that occur on and to the west of the Bald Hills watershed
(Figure 5.9). Few landslides occur on north- and west-facing slopes.
Detailed geomorphic maps of landslide complexes were produced and monitoring of
movement undertaken (Van Deur 1975; Greene 2008). The flow mechanism causing mass
failure was related to ‘softening’ or loss of shear strength due to soil plasticity, shrink-swell clay
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Photo 5.12. Gullied Permian sediments in the upper reaches of Back Valley photographed in the 1970s
(Source: RPB)

Photo 5.13. The same locality photographed in 2014. (Source: RPB)

mineralogy (typical of the F2 and E3 soils) and water content, corresponding to observations
that landslides move during periods of heavy rainfall when slopes become saturated. Landslides
were also recorded in areas mapped as G3 soils (thick sand over clay) in the Inman Catchment.
Triggering and antecedent rainfall are important in the initiation and reactivation of mass
failures in the catchment (Greene 2008).
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Photo 5.14. Earthflow in clay soils showing pronounced leading ‘bow-wave’ (left of centre) and source area
depression (right of centre). (Source: ARM)

Van Deur (1975) examined the relationship between landslide initiation and rainfall
and suggested that something like an excess of 150 mm over median rainfall in a particular
year could provide sufficient soil moisture to generate landslides in susceptible areas. Greene
(2008) found that the spatial variation in rainfall distribution over the study area was likely
to have been significant, and suggested that different landslides moved under different rainfall
combinations with most movement occurring when both triggering and antecedent rainfall
were high and, as a consequence, high pore-water pressures were generated above the base of
a slip surface in the substrate. Most landslide movement appears to have occurred in winter,
autumn and late spring.
Greene (2008) suggested that the landslides she studied, based on aerial photography, were
likely to have been triggered as a consequence of land clearing for agriculture with movement
through reactivation continuing. However, while movement proceeds downslope, the primary
scarps at the heads of landslides have progressively become more subdued over time. In some
cases, the ‘depletion area’ at the head of the landslide has been excavated for use as small dams
or ponds, which must surely exacerbate the failure mechanism. In addition, piping erosion is a
common feature of some landslides. Landowners are reported to have undertaken remediation
of some landslides, initially by earthmoving in an attempt to reshape the disrupted land but
later by fencing it off and revegetating it. The latter strategy appears to have assisted in stabilising
these structures.
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Figure 5.9. Composite map (soil map layered over cadastral data) showing the locations of landslides (red
stars – Van Deur 1975) and landslide complexes (dashed purple circles – Greene 2008) in relation to soil types
(NatureMaps, Enviro Data SA 2016) in the area of the Bald Hills watershed on the western side of the Inman
Catchment. Note the close association between landslide complexes and F2 and E3 soil types (brown colours).
Also shown on the soil map are the numbers delineating soil types (e.g. G3, F1, K4) and locations of standard
profiles (blue stars and text) for which there is detailed information (Appendix 5).

By comparison with the Yankalilla area in particular there are relatively few major earthflows
in the catchment, perhaps because the Permian sediments are predominantly sands rather than
clays, which are more prone to slippage.
5.2.2.4 Sheetwash
Sheet erosion occurs predominantly on hillslopes in the catchment. There are many sites where
shallow soils, unprotected by vegetation as a result of land clearing, have been stripped from
bedrock surfaces by rainfall runoff (possibly aided by waterlogging) that has sufficient energy
to dislodge and transport soil particles down gradient. Some of the exposed surfaces show signs
of glacial smoothing, which has potentially exacerbated the loss of the soil cover. The shallow
acidic soils (Hall et al. 2009; Nature Maps, Enviro Data SA 2016) in this situation have clearly
not formed in-situ but overlie unweathered bedrock surfaces that were once preserved beneath
Permian glacigene sediments (Photo 5.15). Other forms of sheetwash can occur on slopes
where there has been some form of disturbance that has damaged the vegetation cover.
5.2.2.5 Examples of accelerated erosion
There are some spectacular examples of accelerated erosion in the Inman Catchment. Because
there is so much sandy glacial sediment in the Inman and Back Valleys, these areas are highly
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prone to erosion by gullying and landslips, which require careful land management. Outcrops
of bedrock (hard underlying metamorphic rocks), such as Glacier Rock, act as base levels and
being considerably more difficult to erode provide a limit to down cutting. Most erosion was
initiated during the cereal cropping occupance phase, but there are also more recent examples
indicating that care must be taken in not disturbing the landscape. For example, although
not in the Inman Catchment, clearance of Permian sediments south of Little Gorge in 1962
resulted in rapid wasting and gully formation (Dr B. Daily, pers. comm. 1970).
Bald Hills Gully
Cutting of drainage ditches and tilling the soils with the single furrow plough up and down
slopes most likely set off erosion at this site at the headwaters of the Inman Catchment. The
name ‘Bald Hills’ is suggestive that this area had never had a heavy forest cover (Cockburn
1990) and was easy to open up for agriculture; in the early 1850s it supported some 2–3,000
people (Burston & Good 1995). A combination of high rainfall (800 mm/yr) and black
swamp-like, sodic soils underlain by soft glacial sediments set the stage for accelerated erosion
when exposed by ploughing. Sediment eroded from the hillsides was deposited locally, forming
alluvial fans on lower slopes.

Photo 5.15. Soil and sediment eroded by sheetwash from surfaces of unweathered bedrock formerly protected
beneath glacigene sediments. (Source: ARM)
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Established in 1989, this was the site of one of the first Landcare schemes in the catchment
to combat soil erosion. Photographic evidence shows that after initial rapid gully development,
the rate of erosion slowed but the gully still extended by headward erosion, and ‘ate its way’
back into the hillside, undercutting a fence line (Photo 5.16). Fencing reduced stock grazing,
an earth wall was constructed at the top of gully and levee banks built on its margins to restrict
water flow down the gully. Trees were planted around the gully and the restriction of stock
access has assisted the stabilisation of the gully (Photo 5.17).
Selwyn Rock area
It is possible that Selwyn Rock (Glacier Rock), the first evidence of glacial action found in
Australia, was only discovered in 1859 because it had been exposed by human-induced erosion.
The occurrences of black swamp deposits upstream and downstream of Selwyn Rock also
suggest that it was covered by part of the original swamp meadows of Inman River and Back
Valley Creek. Howchin (1926) reported information on the exposure of Selwyn Rock: “… In
1873 he (Mr Crossman) held the land in which the so-called ‘Selwyn’s Rock’ is situated. At that time
the Inman River had no defined bed, but ran in a series of small waterways which in flood became
a broad stream and had a course nearer to the main road than the present river bed. In 1877 the
Crossman family cut a ditch to confine the waters. This excavation was made a little lower down
the stream than ‘Selwyn’s Rock’, but the river cut its way back upstream until it reached the bar of
rock, which carried the polished pavement and thus the present canyon of the river bed was formed.”
(Howchin 1926, p.104).

Photo 5.16. Bald Hills Gully in the 1970s. (Source: RPB)
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Photo 5.17. Bald Hill gully and surrounds 26Apr06 showing extensive revegetation and stock exclusion
undertaken to assist gully stabilisation. (Source: Google Earth 2016. Image 2006)

Ducknest Creek
Ducknest Creek, a tributary of the Inman River, was renowned for its deep waterholes in late
1930s and potatoes were grown high up in the sub-catchment to avoid the frosts experienced
on the valley floor (Burston & Good, 1995). There was a heavy downpour in January 1946,
which caused severe erosion and all of the waterholes were smothered with sediments derived
from the potato fields and gully erosion on adjacent fields. Related to the lack of deep-rooted
vegetation and grazing stock, over the period 1985-1995, an erosion head 1.1 m high migrated
300 m up Ducknest Creek, removing sufficient sediment to re-expose the original channel
(Burston & Good, 1995).
The rainfall event of January 1946 was widespread across the Fleurieu Peninsula and was
particularly effective in causing erosion as it occurred in summer. The Bureau of Meteorology
reported that: “In January of 1946 many places received more than 2 inches (50.8 mm) of
rainfall, and some more than 5 inches (127 mm). For example – Orroroo 5.12" (130 mm),
Goolwa 5.19" (132 mm), Myponga 5" (127 mm), Penneshaw 5.41" (137.4 mm), Inman
Valley 5.84"(148.3 mm), Port Elliot 6.32" (160.5 mm) and Victor Harbor 9.19" (233.4
mm). At the last named town almost all of the rain fell in 48 hours ended 8.30 am on 18th
January and was unprecedented in the fact that the two day total of 7.77 inches (197.4 mm)
exceeded that received in any other month”. It was also this heavy rainfall, which caused the
Hindmarsh River to change its course where it enters the sea, abandoning its former channel
as a lagoon.
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In 1964 a large dam was constructed across Ducknest Creek but the dam wall was breached
in the first winter. Fortuitously, it was replugged by partial collapse of the wall (Burston &
Good 1995). However, the dam spillway was located on erodible sodic glacial sediments, and
the overflow rapidly eroded a 7 m deep trench, 2 m wide at its base (Photo 5.18). The initial
erosion was very rapid taking place within a few weeks. Although the landscape is far more
stable than it was 50 years ago it is still important not to disturb areas underlain by easily
eroded soils and Permian glacial sediments.
Welch’s Washout
A spectacular example of rapid erosion is provided by gullies eroded in 1901 at Welch’s Washout,
about 2.5 km east of Glacier Rock. Howchin (1926) reported that in 1901 an intense summer
thunderstorm generated a gully 10 to 20 m wide and up to 2 m deep with steep gully sides,
exposing some 100 m of glaciated bedrock on agricultural land (Photo 5.19).
By 1968, Welch’s Washout had stabilised and had almost filled in (Bourman 1969a;
Photo 5.20). The gully walls sloped gently and only a few patches of glaciated bedrock were
visible. Today the gully is almost completely healed (Photo 5.21). When the gully developed
the area had been cultivated for wheat over many years and the soil structure was broken down
and rendered vulnerable to erosion. The summer thunderstorm did the rest. With a change in
land use to grazing, the use of superphosphate and subterranean clovers, together with rabbit
control and appropriate fencing, the gully has progressively healed.

Photo 5.18. Photograph taken in 1970 showing deep erosion of Permian glacial sediments at dam overflow in
Ducknest Creek. (Source: RPB)
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Photo 5.19. ‘Welch’s Washout’ photographed in 1906 cut into Permian glacial sediments, exposing glaciated
bedrock in the base of the gully. (Source: Howchin 1926)

5.2.2.6 Post-European Settlement Aggradation (PESA)
Whenever sediment is eroded from one locality it will be deposited down slope or down valley
from the erosion site. It is a feature common of many Australian streams that sediment is not
carried uniformly down valleys to the sea or to a basin of internal drainage. In the case of the
Inman River, post-settlement, most of the accelerated erosion-derived material was initially
re-deposited within the channel and valley as sediment ‘slugs’, rather than being transported
directly out to sea. For example, much of the sediment initially eroded from the Bald Hills
gully at the headwaters of the Inman River, was deposited immediately downstream as an
alluvial fan.
It may seem counter-intuitive to see considerable thicknesses of Post-European Settlement
Aggradation (PESA) deposits overlying older river alluvium and now stranded well above
the floor of eroding and down cutting channels (Photo 5.22). Initially the valley floor was a
floodplain and sediment swept down from eroding gullies on the valley sides was spread across
the floodplain, burying the floodplain surface. Flood plains have characteristic undulating
surfaces, and remnants of former shallow channels and other irregular features characteristic
of floodplains such as point bar deposits, braids, meander scars, small levees, and back water
deposits, can still be discerned.
Paradoxically, the burial of the swamps by sediments eroded from upstream aided the onset
of channel incision by killing off the protective in-channel vegetation and producing more
easily erodible, unconsolidated and unvegetated sediments. Because of this sedimentation, slope
gradients increased, and as erosion upstream reduced, the streams were carrying less sediment,
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Photo 5.20. Welch’s Washout in 1968. Note that the gully sides have become gentler and the glaciated bedrock
is almost completely covered. (Source: RPB)

Photo 5.21. Welch’s Washout in 2014. The former gully has almost completely ’healed’. (Source: RPB)
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increasing their potential to erode downstream. Thus, a natural geomorphic threshold was
crossed, which in turn led to down cutting, as erosion was focussed within a definite channel
rather than spreading out over the floodplain. Consequently, through human influences, a
natural floodplain was transformed into a river terrace. Subsequent channel widening through
meander development has produced a new floodplain at a lower level from the old one in some
localities.
Sand mining in the Inman River near Crozier Hill exposed many large red gum logs in the
swamps, which would have blocked up channels and encouraged the deposition of material.
Radiocarbon dating reveals that this swamp meadow had been in a stable condition for 6,000
to 8,000 years before present. It is interesting that the well-known restorer of river health,
Peter Andrews, uses logs and other objects to slow down the flow of water through systems, in
order to hold water on the land for longer periods, which, in turn, results in greater vegetation
growth and increased farm productivity. It appears that this is what nature did too. It would
be impossible to try to restore the character of the Inman River and Back Valley Creek to
their original meadow swamp status, but replicas of them at a smaller scale might be created
within the new wide and deep channels of both streams, using vegetation to help to stabilise
the stream courses.

Photo 5.22. Recently eroded banks of the Inman River showing light-coloured sands eroded from upstream
landscapes post-European settlement overlying grey peaty silts and clays of the pre-settlement floodplain
environment (with fossil tree logs). Section 4 m high. (Source: ARM)
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The main location of sediment build-up in the Inman River has been in the lower valley,
downstream of the Inman Gorge. Sediment has been accumulating upstream of the Victor
Harbor Oval, at least since 1900, and probably well before. A local resident, who had lived
in the area all of his life (the late Mr. W. Henderson, pers. comm. 1967), reported that in the
previous 50 years sandy sediments had buried a house, a flax mill, and trees with branches so
high that a horse and buggy could be driven under them. He estimated that at least 5–6 m of
aggradation had occurred. Many partly buried Red Gum (Eucalyptus camaldulensis) trees can
be seen today, with the partially buried branches giving the tree the appearance of a mallee
habit. In addition, as fences became buried, they were replaced with fences built above them
indicating more than 2 m of aggradation (Bourman 1969, 1974, 1976; Photo 5.23).
Another example of recent aggradation is indicated by the remnant of a steel cable wrapped
around a tree trunk and buried by ~2 m of sediment downstream of the Inman Gorge near
Victor Harbor (Photo 5.24).
The cable was part of a ferry system, which local residents used to cross the river; they
would stand in a small boat and pull themselves across on the cable, which would have been
at least 1.5 m above water level. Sedimentation also occurred at higher points in the Inman
Catchment. For example, a chain and hook, probably from a bullock wagon, was exposed by
bank erosion buried under at least 0.3 m of post-European sediments in the bank of the Inman
River 1 km downstream from Selwyn Rock.

Photo 5.23. Buried fence in the lower Inman River near to the old Victor Harbor Rubbish Dump in 1968.
According to Mr. Bill Henderson (Pers. comm. 1967) the fence, which was built just after World War II, indicates
about 1 m of alluviation in 20 years. A third fence lies beneath the two observable fences. (Source: RPB)
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Photo 5.24. Note the rusted iron cable around the tree trunk about half way up the spade handle. Locals used
a small boat to cross the main Inman River Channel at this point by standing up in the boast and hauling
themselves across the river on the cable. This ‘ferry’ site was at the end of Sandy Road. This suggests a build up
of more than 2 m of sediments. The root system of the tree is 2.5 m below the surface. (Source: RPB)

PESA sedimentation has completely transformed the estuary of the Inman River. A once
wide river channel (Photo 5.25) has been almost completely clogged with sediments. Mr
Henderson also recounted tales of boats going some 4.5 km up the Inman River from the main
bridge on the Victor Harbor – Encounter Bay road, to near a swinging bridge (Photo 5.26) to
collect firewood, which was taken back downstream to the road bridge for sale. Hodge (1932)
also reported on the infilling of the lower Inman River. “Fish in the Inman and Hindmarsh were
also plentiful, the former then being the more important stream. One could take a boat and have a
really good day’s sport in almost any part of it. It is sorrowful to see the Inman so silted up that during
the summer its bed is dry from the bridge upwards” (Hodge 1932, p. 159). Aggradation in this
area upstream from the Victor Harbor Oval has resulted in channel shortening, steepening of
the stream gradient, a decrease in channel capacity and transformation of the stream from a
meandering to a braided habit (Figure 5.10) (Bourman 1969b).
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5.3 Impacts at the coast in Encounter Bay
Most of the world’s sandy coastlines are eroding for various reasons that include removal
or flattening of dunes, the construction of sea walls and roads too close to the coast, the
construction of breakwaters that change the angle of approach of waves to the shore, rising sea
level, tectonic sinking of the land, diminished sand supply and increased storminess. Building
out or progradation of sandy coasts is rare but, according to a local Victor Harbor resident,
over the period 1920-1970, the coast east of the Inman River mouth built seawards some 15 m
(Mr. J Abbott, pers. comm. 1970). Mr. Abbott attributed this to the construction of several
brush fences, which trapped sand and eventually buried them, and the planting of a row of
tamarisk trees, which helped to stabilise the sand.
These two actions no doubt assisted the retention of sand, but there also had to be a sand
source, which might well have been the sediment yield from the accelerated and artificially
induced erosion upstream in the Inman Catchment. It is imperative when looking at stream
systems to be cognisant of their impacts at the coast because they deliver sediments to beaches.
At the present time this section of coast is eroding, perhaps due to a reduction in the
delivery of sediment by the Inman River. It is also possible that the entraining of the mouth
of the river has had an impact. ‘Training’ walls have been installed at the mouth of the Inman
River in order to fix its location. The natural sand drift along the coast at the mouth is towards

Photo 5.25. Lower Inman River ca.1900 showing broad open channel (Courtesy State Library, B 1377/78/124).
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Photo 5.26. Swinging bridge across Inman River south of cemetery (ca. 1922) (Courtesy State Library,
B 28968).

the causeway, but this has been restricted because of the restrictions of the artificial structures.
As has been demonstrated in many localities in Australia, space should be allowed to give rivers
free rein in finding their way to the sea. It is interesting to note that one of the arguments put
forward by sand miners in the Inman River was that the removal of sand from the river would
have a beneficial effect on the estuary of the Inman in that there would be less silt and sand
outflow to the Encounter Bay coast. The discharge of treated sewage into the Inman may also
have had an effect, with excessive inputs of nutrients, which add to those generated by farming
activities, thus increasing the prolific growth of sediment trapping reeds and weeds.

5.4 Conclusions
The Inman Catchment displays evidence of dramatic environmental change since European
settlement about 180 years ago. Some of the human-induced modifications to the catchment
have also revealed sediments that enable the history of environmental change in the area to be
extended well back into the Holocene. The impacts of European settlement unleashed dramatic
phases of erosion and sedimentation in the watercourses of the Inman River catchment. As with
so many other highly impacted areas (e.g. Bourman & James 1995), during the last 50 years
there has been a gradual decline in the rate of erosion, with the stream system having largely
adjusted to its newly imposed environment. In all of these instances the initial erosion was
very rapid, progressively slowing down as new quasi-equilibrium conditions were approached.
Subsequently, many gullies have tended to fill in and heal themselves. The widespread use
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Figure 5.10. Course changes in the Inman and Hindmarsh Rivers. The changes in the Inman River are related
to rapid deposition with the sediments sourced from erosion upstream (Bourman, 1969b).

of superphosphate and subterranean clover associated with the change from arable farming
to grazing has assisted this process. The control of rabbits, the introduction of new pasture
grasses and the use of superphosphate, as well as changes in land use, have been important
in establishing new quasi-equilibrium conditions, and most watercourses in the catchment
appear to have passed the stage of maximum instability. However, care still needs to be taken
to minimise future potential detrimental impacts such as outlined below in the case of sand
mining in the stream channel.
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6. Current landscapes
Taking as background the extremely long geological history of the Inman Catchment, including
the nature and origin of its rock foundations, its form as a legacy of ice-scouring by an extensive
westerly moving ice-sheet during the Permian, its in-filling as a part of the Troubridge Basin
with thick deposits of glacigene sediments, its exhumation since as a result of a complex of
weathering, erosion and marine transgression, and the more recent periods of alluviation, we
can concentrate on the current conformation of the catchment in terms of topography, soils
and surface water hydrology.

6.1 Groundwater – seeps, springs and swamps
The groundwater systems in the Inman Catchment, as described by Carmichael (2000),
Liddicoat & Herriman (2002) and Barnett & Rix (2006), are principally fractured rock aquifers
in the Barossa Complex, Adelaidean and Kanmantoo Group metasedimentary bedrock,
‘sedimentary’ aquifers in the Permian glacigenes and younger alluvial fill in the valleys and
depressions, and rather more complex perched aquifers on and adjacent to the plateau surfaces
of the watersheds. Most of the water bores that were identified and investigated by Liddicoat &
Herriman (2002) and Barnett & Rix (2006) were in the lowlands on or adjacent to 3rd or 4th
order streams (Figures 6.1, 6.2) where groundwater salinity values in both Permian glacigenes
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Figure 6.1. Map (Fig. 14 in Barnett & Rix 2006) showing water bore locations, bore water salinity values, and
position of interpreted geological cross-section D-D’ (Fig. 6.2).
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Figure 6.2. Interpretation of the geology in cross-section D-D’ (see Fig. 6.1) based on logs from water bores
drilled along the valley of the Inman River. (Source: Fig 15 in Barnett & Rix 2006)

and bedrock vary from <500 mg/L to >3,000 mg/L. The salinity values, together with low
yields, dictate that there is only a small agricultural or urban demand for groundwater in the
Inman Catchment.
There are numbers of distinctive forms of wetlands (seeps, springs and swamps), generally
identified from the unusual vegetation associated with them, in the landscapes of the Catchment
and its surrounds. These actually provide ‘windows’ into the current groundwater systems.
They are especially common on southern Fleurieu Peninsula in areas surrounding the Inman
Catchment (for example the Spring Mount and Parawa plateaux), but are not as abundant in
the Catchment itself (Figure 6.3; Barnett & Rix 2006; Harding 2005; Greenwood et al. 2007).
Prior to European occupation they would have been exploited by Aboriginal people for water
and food: after European settlement, and up to the present day, many have been accessed as
water supplies for farm water but some are becoming progressively more saline.
Wetlands found near the top of catchments, near the summit of plateau surface in 1st
or 2nd order drainage lines, are usually ‘perched’ on thick clay-rich regolith formed from the
bleaching and weathering of bedrock. Such wetlands depend on rainfall runoff or lateral subflow
from soils and the near-surface regolith materials. Water moves slowly downgradient from
these wetlands within wetland sediments or surface alluvium. There is usually no drainage loss
via vertical infiltration through the clay-rich regolith on which they ‘perch’, and no connection
at all between with fractured rock aquifers below.
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Figure 6.3. Map showing the distribution of swamps and wetlands on the southern part of Fleurieu Peninsula,
including the Inman Catchment. Note the fewer examples in the Inman Catchment compared with the
Spring Mount and Parawa plateaux. (Source: Fig. 43 in Natural Resources Management Plan Vol. 1: Strategic
Plan for the Adelaide and Mount Lofty Ranges Region, Adelaide and Mount Lofty Ranges Natural resources
Management Board, 2013)

Wetlands on the lower flanks of the plateau surfaces, towards the bottom of catchments,
in 3rd and 4th order streams where gradients are relatively low, can be in direct contact with
the regional fractured rock aquifer. In these parts of the landscape there is usually very little
weathered bedrock, and exposures of unweathered bedrock are common. The hydrological
system in such wetlands includes significant interaction with the fractured rock aquifer
(recharge from groundwater in the winter, discharge to groundwater in summer months) as
well as rainfall runoff and minor subflow. In between the ‘perched’ and ‘fractured rock aquifer’
wetlands, at intermediate locations in the topography of the catchment, there are transitional
wetlands that have some of the hydrological features of each.
In the lowest parts of the landscape, in valleys and depressions, wetlands are essentially part
of the regional groundwater aquifer. Groundwater provides almost all of wetland water and
there is little surface runoff. In the Inman Catchment and surrounding areas these wetlands are
mostly underlain by glacigene sediments.
Hydrogeological investigations, including the monitoring of groundwater and wetlands,
have been undertaken in recent years in order to determine what impacts land-use activities
such as clearing of vegetation and grazing, the exploitation of springs and seepages, draining of
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wetlands, the construction and upstream farm dams, and forestry may have had on wetlands
(Barnett & Rix 2006; Greenwood et al. 2007). However, the monitoring time-frame is too
short in a geomorphic sense to provide any meaningful interpretation at this stage.
The majority of wetlands are located in the higher rainfall areas of the catchment and
its surrounds (800–1,000 mm average annual rainfall; see Figure 4.7), and are typically
characterised by waterlogged, infertile and acidic (peat, silt, peat silt, black clay) soils and
sediments which support many wetland ecosystems, including diagnostic reed and heath
vegetation (Harding 2005; Liddicoat et al. 2004). A map showing the distribution of wetlands
in the Inman Catchment in relation to areas where there is potential for salinisation was
published by Liddicoat et al. (2004; Figure 6.4).
Various inventories and detailed mapping of wetlands on southern Fleurieu Peninsula
have been undertaken and reported. The stimulus for these investigations has generally been
conservation of what are called ‘groundwater-dependent ecosystems’ because many are listed
as ‘Critically Endangered Ecological Communities’ under the Commonwealth’s Environment
Protection and Biodiversity Conservation (EPBC) Act 1999 (Harding 2005; Barnett & Rix
2006; Greenwood et al. 2007). According to Harding (2005), around 42% of wetland areas
that were present on Fleurieu Peninsula prior to European settlement no longer exist and those
remaining have been variously affected by agricultural and other forms of land use.

6.2 Surface water – creeks and rivers
The main trunk stream, the Inman River, drains the catchment from its headwaters in the
Bald Hills area, in the northwest. Boundy River drains the bedrock ranges in the northern
part of the catchment, and joins the Inman River just east of Inman Valley village. Hancock
Road is effectively the watershed between the Inman River and Back Valley Creek to the south;
the latter drains the southwestern part of the catchment from its headwaters along Mount
Robinson Road and joins the Inman River near the intersection of Back Valley Road with the
Victor Harbor-Yankalilla Road. Tributary streams such as Duck Nest Creek and Sawpit Gully
drain high portions of the eastern part of the catchment.
There have been a number of studies relating to surface water hydrology in the Inman
Catchment (Bourman 1969b; Burston & Good 1995; Liddicoat & Herriman 2002; Liddicoat
et al. 2004). Figure 6.5 shows details of the river and stream network together with gauging
stations, reference sites and condition assessment sites. Burston & Good (1995) mapped out the
details of surface drainage as part of their investigations focussed on watercourse management
and they identified the extent and location of on-ground works considered necessary to improve
the condition of watercourses. In terms of channel characteristics, their focus was on sites of
active erosion, of which they identified several, including the reach between Memory Grove
Bridge and Swain’s Crossing, Back Valley Creek, Glacier Rock to Stephens’ Rock, Boundy River
and one of its tributaries, and Ducknest Creek. Erosion heads (‘nickpoints’), which are the
upgradient response to bed deepening triggered by landscape disruption following European
settlement, were also identified and located. The rate of upstream migration of erosion heads
is affected by the nature of the bed material in the watercourses. Erosion heads comprised of
bedrock, where there are likely to be waterfalls, can be considered relatively stable geomorphic
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Figure 6.4. Map showing the distribution of wetlands (including those protected under the EPBC Act 1999)
in the Inman Catchment and its surrounds in relation to areas of potential salinisation. (Source: Fig. A3.1 in
Liddicoat et al. 2004)
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features. However, erosion heads in the proximity of bridges, roads and culverts are unstable
in a geomorphic context and are likely to cause undermining and failure of these structures.
Those particularly at risk, according to Burston & Good (1995), are Memory Grove Bridge,
Sawpit Road culvert and Swain’s Road culvert. However, there are other sites where the main
Victor Harbor to Yankalilla Road continues to be threatened by bank erosion although road
diversions have been undertaken in the past.
Liddicoat et al. (2004) discussed water quality issues and remediation strategies in the
Inman and adjacent Waitpinga and Coolawang Catchments. They noted that salinity in

Figure 6.5. Details of the river and stream networks in the Inman, Coolawang, Waitpinga and Newland Cliffs
Catchments, together with gauging stations, reference sites and condition assessment sites. (Source: Appendix 8
in Liddicoat et al. 2004 – figure attributed to MacEvoy et al. 2003)
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the Inman River is a significant issue, especially during summer when there are reduced flows.
The possibilities are that extraction of water directly from watercourses and the proliferation
of on-stream dams, both of which intercept dilution flows, will increasingly contribute to
elevated surface water salinity. The salinity is regarded as ‘secondary’, in the sense that it has
been generated by European agricultural activities post-settlement, although the area of salted
land is comparatively small.
Liddicoat & Herriman (2002) pointed out that rising stream salinity will be the important
management issue in the Inman Catchment rather than the loss of agricultural production
due to land salinisation. Stream salinity is largely determined by the relative contributions of
saline groundwater (baseflow discharge to streams) and rainfall runoff. Increases in recharge
to groundwater in the catchment (in the absence of significant evapotranspiration that could
be generated by revegetation), or the interception of rainfall runoff to creeks and streams,
will increase the salinity of groundwater discharge to streams. The interception and storage
of rainfall runoff in farm dams and reservoirs significantly reduces diluting flows and thus
introduces a disruptive influence on groundwater and surface water processes for which is not
possible to predict a landscape outcome. Significant stream salinity was observed by Liddicoat
& Herriman (2002) and Burston & Good (1995) as follows:
•

the Inman River, where summer salinity rises dramatically, which is a post-European
settlement phenomenon;
• all water courses draining Permian glacigene sediments and the sandy soils formed on
them become brackish during the summer months;
• watercourses draining the Bald Hills Land System westwards contribute to elevated salinity
levels in the Bungala River;
• Hall Creek, which drains soils and sediments formed from Kanmantoo Group
metasedimentary rocks, exhibits elevated salt levels;
• in-stream dams tend to capture a greater proportion of saline baseflows while off-stream
dams capture fresher runoff at peak flows. Both types of dam concentrate salts due to
evaporation.
A series of management strategies to address this issue of creek and stream salinity levels
were reported by Liddicoat & Herriman (2002).

6.3 Inman estuary
Urban development now dominates the Inman estuary downstream of Swain’s Crossing to the
Encounter Bay coast. In fact, it is difficult to discern many of the original geomorphic features
of the landscape, which included alluvial terraces, abandoned stream meanders, calcreted
lowlands that have been turned into ‘lakeside’ home developments, and abandoned sea-cliffs
from last interglacial times (~125,000 years ago; Bourman 1989). The last major floods in the
Inman and Hindmarsh Rivers were in the 1950s when there were fewer assets and a general
avoidance of building close to rivers. It is difficult to predict what effects similar flood events
would have in the future. The groundwater in the near coastal areas is quite shallow and
probably hydraulically linked to the sea through the existing sand aquifer, rising and falling
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with the tide (Fisher et al. 2013), with potential future impacts on sea-level rise with climate
change.
Thus, the estuary is a managed (engineered) landscape where engineering solutions must
nearly always be deployed to protect community assets (Fisher et al. 2013). A detailed risk
assessment of future landscape impacts to 2100 (mostly in relation to coastal areas), together
with management options, have been outlined by Fisher et al. (2013). An Inman River Estuary
Action Plan has been prepared for the Adelaide and Mount Lofty Ranges Natural Resources
Management Board (Merz, 2010).
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7. An overview of the geological history of the Inman Catchment
The foundations or ‘bones’ of the Inman Catchment consisting of the inliers of Gawler
Craton (Barossa Complex) crystalline basement rocks are ancient and record rock-forming
events in long past times in the Archaean, Palaeoproterozoic and Mesoproterozoic, more than
1500 million years ago (Figure 7.1) when Australia was part of a pre-Gondwanan continent
that included Antarctica. These rocks register high grades of metamorphism and granitisation
that point to a long and complex history of crustal development in the region, and it is fair to
say that we know very little in detail about it. The time scales are immense, and the rocks so
changed due to pressure and temperature effects in deep crustal environments that it is difficult
to sort out what happened, when and where.
However, in the Neoproterozoic, around 900 million years ago (Figure 7.1), the ancient
crustal rocks had been uplifted by a combination of tectonism and erosion to be exposed at
the landsurface where there was active erosion by rivers and shallow seas to generate extensive
deposits of coarse conglomerates and sandstones (Aldgate Sandstone and equivalents). These
are the rocks that can be seen in outcrop at Grey Spur and west of Spring Mount where they are
now spectacular, steep easterly dipping and deformed boulder beds unconformably overlying
the older basement rocks. The rounded character of the boulders and cobbles of gneisses,
granites and metasandstones indicate that they were transported some distance during erosion
of the ancient landscape. On the western side of the inlier, for example at Lady Bay, the
same beds crop out in the tidal platform but have been highly structurally deformed and
the rock clasts intensely flattened (examples forming the current beach sediments) by later
tectonism (thrust faulting). Overlying the basal conglomerate of the Aldgate Sandstone is a
series of younger sedimentary rocks deposited in shallow marine environments in a gradually
subsiding Adelaide Geosyncline (Daily et al. 1976; Preiss et al. 2002). These include, moving
progressively eastwards, siltstones, mudstones and carbonaceous shales of the Saddleworth
Formation; siltstones and dolomites assigned to the Belair Subgroup; black pyritic siltstones of
the Tapley Hill Formation; the Brighton Limestone; and the Tarcowie Siltstone.
Somewhat younger foundations of the Inman Catchment are formed of the thick sequence
of marine sedimentary rocks deposited in the rapidly subsiding Kanmantoo Trough (Preiss
et al. 2002; Jago et al. 2003) during Cambrian times (Figure 7.1). These Kanmantoo Group
metasediments actually form most of the foundations of Fleurieu Peninsula south of Moon
Hill and, of course, in the Inman Catchment. The marine environment in which the sediments
of the Kanmantoo Group were deposited extended far to the east beneath the current Murray
Basin and into western Victoria (Preiss et al. 2002). The characteristics of the Kanmantoo
Group as seen best in the ‘Type Section’ along the southern Fleurieu Peninsula coast suggest
that the sequence was deposited in a mix of high density turbidity current environments and
‘quieter’ continental shelf-margin and basin environments. Jago et al. (2003) have detailed these
correlations and related them to proposed sea-level changes at the time. The maximum age of
the Kanmantoo Group is yet unresolved, but could be around 520 million years ago (Jago et
al. 2003), based largely on the dating of a volcanogenic horizon in underlying sediments.
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Figure 7.1. Geological framework for the Inman Catchment and surrounds. Note the large time-gaps in
the sedimentary geological history. However, these gaps in sedimentation include the times when the huge
mountain range of the Delamerides was undergoing erosion (from the Cambrian to the Permian) and when the
high plateau summit surface was being eroded (dominantly from the Permian to the Eocene). New analytical
techniques are being developed that will throw more light on these times of no sedimentation.

Sedimentation ended in the Adelaide Geosyncline (including the Kanmantoo Trough)
towards the end of the Cambrian as a result of a succession of major tectonic events (called
the Delamerian Orogeny). An orogeny is a process of mountain building, especially involving
folding and thrust faulting, and this event was named after the small settlement of Delamere
on Fleurieu Peninsula (Daily et al. 1976). The tectonism generated widespread folding
and metamorphism and was accompanied by a complex of granite intrusions and volcanic
extrusions, which now crop out on Kangaroo Island, in Encounter Bay, and throughout the
Murray Basin (Figure 7.1). Preiss et al. (2002) pointed out that the Orogeny not only affected
the Adelaide Geosyncline and the Kanmantoo Trough but also the eastern parts of the more
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ancient Gawler Craton, including the basement inliers in the Mt Lofty Ranges. Its influence
also extended as far to the east as western Victoria. The aftermath of the Delamerian Orogeny
was a fold mountain chain (the ‘Delamerides’) of possible Himalayan proportions.
The youngest formations of the Kanmantoo Group in the Inman Catchment (Petrel
Cove Formation, Middleton Sandstone) were intruded by the Encounter Bay Granites, now
exposed at Victor Harbor and Port Elliot, as well as at Cape Willoughby on Kangaroo Island,
around 510 million years ago in the Cambrian (Figure 7.1) at a depth of some 10–14 km
or so in the crust (Milnes et al. 1977; Foden et al. 2006; Sandiford et al. 1992). Granite
emplacement was a consequence of regional high temperatures in the crust associated with
the onset of the Delamerian Orogeny, which generated pervasive metamorphism and intense
structural deformation in the region. This included the significant fold and shear zones that
have significantly disrupted the stratigraphy in places (Jago et al. 2003). A dilemma noted by
Jago et al. (2003) and others is that the time scale for the initiation of sedimentation of the
Kanmantoo Group at around 520 million years ago, the cessation of sedimentation together
with deep burial to ~10–14 km where high temperatures accompanied granite intrusion at
about 510 million years ago, and the waning of metamorphism at about 470 million years ago
(Milnes et al. 1977), appears to be very short in a geological sense. Further research is clearly
required to resolve the timescale for these major events.
Following these events, and as pointed out by Daily et al. (1976), there is roughly a
200 million years gap in our knowledge of the geological history of Fleurieu Peninsula following
the waning of the Delamerian Orogeny (~470 million years ago) because there are no known
geological deposits after those of the early Palaeozoic (Cambrian) Kanmantoo Group until
the late Palaeozoic (Permian) times, around 300 million years ago (Figure 7.1). It is possible,
however, that some Devonian sediments had been deposited in the area. Harris & McGowran
(1971) identified reworked spores of late Middle to early Upper Devonian age (approximately
385 million years old) in Permian sediments on Yorke Peninsula and suggested that they had
been sourced from a basin within the Mount Lofty Ranges.
By the Permian, over this long period of more than 200 million years, uplift combined with
weathering and erosion had effectively eroded the Delameride mountains and exposed their
Precambrian and Cambrian core where the Encounter Bay Granites, and many of the other
granites in the region, had intruded the Kanmantoo Group sediments at substantial depths
in the crust. Erosion also removed any evidence of sedimentation that may have occurred in
the region during the Ordovician, Silurian and Devonian periods (Figure 7.1). The core of the
Delamerides and the exposed granites were scoured by the Permian ice-sheet as it moved across
Gondwana, including southeastern Australia, which was then merged with Antarctica. The ice
approached Fleurieu Peninsula from the southeast and moved in a general westerly direction
across the dominant lithological and structural trends in the foundations of the old Delamerides.
The passage of the glacial ice scoured the landscape of soil and vegetation while grinding and
polishing the exposed surfaces of metasediments in the catchment and the Encounter Bay
Granites at Port Elliot (Milnes & Bourman 1972). Once the glacial climate waned and the ice
sheet melted, extensive deposits of sand, cobbles and boulders, once entrained in the ice, were
dumped over the landscape including in lakes and shallow seas. The current extent of these
glacial deposits marks the boundaries of the Troubridge Basin.
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A period of about 200 million years marks the gap between the Permian glacigene deposits
and deposition of the marine limestones of the Eocene (~45 million years ago) in the adjoining
Waitpinga Catchment and the Oligocene/Miocene limestones (25 to 16 million years ago) of
the Myponga Basin.
McGowran et al. (2016) suggested that ‘… this part of the world seemingly slumbered
through the Mesozoic Era.’ In particular, there are no known occurrences of sediments that may
have been deposited during the Triassic, Jurassic and Cretaceous periods of the Mesozoic Era,
nor for the Palaeogene and Neogene periods of the Cainozoic Era (Figure 7.1). The inference is
that the region was either exposed to ongoing weathering and erosion while it remained above
sea level from the Permian onwards, or that any sediments deposited during this time were
subsequently completely eroded away. It is of note that there are basalts on Kangaroo Island
that were extruded over a landsurface in the middle Jurassic around 170 Million years ago,
evidently in response to the breaking up of Gondwana and the rifting apart of Australia and
Antarctica (McDougall & Wellman 1976; Milnes et al. 1982). Similar basalt extrusions are
known in Tasmania and there are also many kimberlitic pipe intrusions in the northern Mount
Lofty Ranges of this age.
Based on the geological records for the St Vincent and Murray Basins that flank Fleurieu
Peninsula, it is evident that terrestrial environments of generally low relief persisted through the
Mesozoic into the early part of the Cenozoic. The first indications of sedimentation occurred
in riverine, lacustrine and swamp environments in the Middle Eocene, around 40 million years
ago. These sediments were generated when tectonic movements caused subsidence to form
the basins and triggered erosion in the uplands, which would have been ~250–300 m above
sea level with the form of a palaeoplain (Tokarev 2005; Tokarev & Gostin 2003) mantled
by weathered rocks and sediments. Further subsidence in the flanking basins, including the
Waitpinga basin (Bourman & Lindsay 1973), resulted in marine incursions and the deposition
of fossiliferous limestones, while at the same time the palaeoplain persisted with very low relief
but delivered very little sediment to the basins.
In the early Oligocene, around 30 million years ago, a significant rise in sea level flooded
more of the palaeoplain, depositing fossiliferous marine limestones in isolated basins to the north
of the Inman Catchment including the Myponga Basin, Hindmarsh Tiers Basin, Meadows
Basin, and Mosquito Hill ‘basin’ (Tokarev 2005; Preiss et al. 2002; Pledge et al. 2015). These
marine environments persisted until about 14 million years ago (Miocene times) and the lack of
terrigenous detritus suggests that stream activity and erosion in the land areas were at a minimum.
The uppermost horizons of the known Tertiary marine limestones in areas just north of the
Inman Catchment are at around 230–240 m a.s.l. (Pledge et al. 2015) and this would indicate
that Eocene to Miocene marine environments submerged most of the Inman Catchment,
probably forming a seaway between the St Vincent Basin at Normanville and the Murray
Basin at Encounter Bay (Figure 7.2). This would have coincided with the high sea levels of the
Early-Middle Eocene and the Early Oligocene (Pledge et al. 2015; Figure 7.3). However, the
highest parts of the summit surface were still ~150 m above sea level. The initial formation of
the Murray and St Vincent Basins in Eocene times suggest that the Mount Lofty Ranges were
already evolving in Oligocene/Miocene times as shoreline deposits on the flanks of the ranges
indicate (Bourman & Lindsay 1989).
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Figure 7.2. Sketch map of Fleurieu Peninsula showing highlands (above ~230 m; coloured green) which would
have been roughly the area above the level of the Tertiary seas in the Myponga, Hindmarsh Tiers and Mosquito
Hill basins. Sketch indicates the possible existence of a major Late Eocene to Miocene seaway between the
St Vincent Basin and the Murray Basin across the precursor landscapes of the greater Inman Valley in
the Tertiary.

The highlands that currently flank the Inman Catchment contain remnants of the
extensive and complex palaeoplain (Spring Mount Surface) that was extant during the Mesozoic
and early Cenozoic, persisted when the Cenozoic seaways transgressed Fleurieu Peninsula
(Figure 7.2) and continues to evolve to this day. The palaeoplain remnants are characterised by
a combination of deeply weathered, bleached and ferruginised regolith developed in the varied
rock foundations of the peninsula, together with a range of terrestrial deposits resulting from
the reworking and re-weathering of the regolith materials.
Falling and fluctuating sea levels in the Late Miocene essentially ended fossiliferous
marine sedimentation within the Mt Lofty Ranges and flanking St Vincent and Murray
Basins, triggered minor erosion and fluvial and lacustrine sedimentation in some places, and
possibly reworked and eroded earlier marine deposits (Tokarev 2005; Tokarev & Gostin 2003).
Sea levels rose again during the Pliocene, resulting in marginal marine environments in the
flanking basins, with block faulting generating subsidence and accommodation space as well
as sediment sources, including the readily erodible Permian glacigene sediments. Sandiford
(2003) referred this tectonic activity to the commencement of ‘Sprigg’s Orogeny’.
Major uplift of the palaeoplain to form the summit surface of the present-day Mount
Lofty Ranges followed sedimentation of limestones about 16 million years ago. This triggered
substantial erosion and sedimentation leading to the formation of the Hindmarsh Clay and
its equivalents, which directly overlie the Late Pliocene and Early Pleistocene marginal marine
fossiliferous sediments and occupy extensive areas of the flanking lowlands and basins. Erosion
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would also have occurred in the uplands with fluvial and lacustrine sedimentation in the basins
above the Miocene marine limestones and in the Inman Catchment. Other terrestrial formations
(including the fluvio-lacustrine Keswick Clay, the lagoonal Gley Clay and Black Earths, the
alluvial Pooraka Formation; Bourman et al. 2010) record various Late Pleistocene episodes
of fluvial and alluvial discharge from the uplifting ranges, some of which no doubt occur in
the Inman Catchment but have not yet been verified. Burston & Good (1995) pointed out
that the Inman River and its tributaries flow through an expansive floodplain indicating that
watercourse erosion and valley formation had been active well prior to European settlement.

8. Summary
The valley of the Inman River is a well defined geomorphological feature of the southern part of
Fleurieu Peninsula and contains unique geology and landscapes, some of which are recognised
as being of international scientific significance and others of which are at least as important but
not well known. The key land-forming process that largely accounts for the shape and extent
of the catchment was glaciation of Antarctic proportions that occurred about 300 million years
ago when the Antarctic continent was welded against southern Australia. Over some millions
of years at that time a continental ice sheet moved generally westerly, carving through and
across the bedrock. It skimmed the land of loose rock, soils and vegetation while grinding and
polishing fresh rock surfaces, carried the debris great distances, and ultimately dumped a great
thickness of sediment when the ice eventually melted.
The lag of rock debris (marked particularly by granite boulders) is readily seen throughout
the Inman Catchment and extends onto Yorke Peninsula. Although the general setting of
the Inman Catchment was essentially formed at this time, the region had already had a long
geological history by the time of the glaciation. The oldest rocks that now form the northern
boundary of the catchment are part of the 2 billion year-old core of the region. The surrounding
hard rock floor and sides of the catchment, extend to Encounter Bay and beyond; they were
originally sediments deposited in ocean basins during Proterozoic and Cambrian times (more
than 500 million years ago). They were subsequently intensely metamorphosed, folded and
intruded by granites as the basins subsided deep into the earth’s crust and were later thrust
upwards, together with the ancient basement, to form mountain ranges. By the time of the
Permian glaciation the land had worn down through weathering and erosion, exposing the
granites and metamorphic rocks that had been generated at great depth.
The morphology of landforms within the Inman Catchment, as well as many of its specific
features, were formed after the glacial period. There is little evidence of what the landforming
processes were, or exactly when they occurred. However, over a period of about 200 million
years a land surface of low relief was developed producing the summit surface that surround the
catchment. We also know that basalts were extruded onto a landsurface on nearby Kangaroo
Island about 170 million years ago, in the Jurassic, at about the same time that similar basalts
were extruded in Tasmania and Antarctica in response to the impending breaking apart of the
Australian and Antarctic continents. We are confident that much of Fleurieu Peninsula was
inundated by the sea from about 43 million years ago, after Australia and Antarctica rifted
apart. During the early part of the Cenozoic tectonic activity, when tectonic activity initiated
the formation of the St Vincent and Murray Basins as well as the embryonic Mount Lofty
Ranges.
It is likely that there had been significant erosion and removal of glacigene sediments from
the catchment by this time and this would have continued as the seas transgressed the catchment,
eroding as they did so and possibly deposited fossiliferous limestones in protected situations.
Remnants of such limestones occur in the Myponga, Hindmarsh Tiers and Waitpinga areas in
bedrock basins. Limestones in these basins about 16 million years old now occur at elevations
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up to 240 m above sea level and some 200 m below the level of the summit plateau surface. At
this time, after the retreat of the seas, there was stream erosion and deposition in the catchment,
which produced the widespread Green Hills Surface in the catchment about 5 million years
ago. Throughout the past 2.6 million years of the Pleistocene, numerous climatic and sea
level fluctuations resulted in the erosion of the present drainage system of the catchment and
developed three major river terraces in the lower reached of the Inman River.
These are immense time scales, but from the fragmentary record we can begin to
reconstruct the geological and geomorphological history of the catchment. New discoveries
and the application of new analytical techniques continue to provide new data. There is a
greater resolution of events in more recent landscapes, but the difficulty here is to assess the
significance of these events in terms of their impacts and their likely persistence in the geological
and geomorphological record, and this is particularly the case for human-induced changes.
Only the last few tens of thousands of years involved human use of, and impacts on
the landscape and its flora and fauna. Aboriginal occupants of the Inman River Catchment
and surrounds actively managed the landscape to their advantage. The evidence is that their
management strategies, in particular the use of fire, generated significant impacts over the
thousands of years of occupation, but had probably reached a form of ‘equilibrium’ following
a general adaptation of plants and animals to the regime. Once the regime was interrupted, for
example by European settlement, the ‘equilibrium’ condition failed.
The catchment and its Aboriginal-managed landscapes were very attractive to the first
European settlers in the early 1840s but the agricultural practices that were implemented,
albeit initially on a comparatively small scale, severely disrupted the established ‘equilibrium’.
Clearing of vegetation, cessation of mosaic burning practices, ploughing of the soil and
changes to hydrology, all of which were necessary to firstly initiate and subsequently sustain
agricultural practices, triggered significant changes. Consequently, the landscape which had
existed since human occupation was progressively modified. New landforms were generated as
a result of nutrient depletion in soils, slumping and erosion of soils on slopes in cleared upland
areas, earth-flows, gullying, downcutting of stream channels and bank erosion. Introduced
animals (sheep, cattle, rabbits) also had a land-disturbing effect. Infilling of watercourses with
sediment, and reduced stream flows clogged the estuary of the Inman River and a changed the
Encounter Bay environment.
Partly because of the effects on land productivity and value, and partly because of the
deteriorating economics of agricultural practices of the type initially developed in the catchment
(cropping wheat and potatoes, sheep, dairying, wattlebark and timber production), the last
few decades have witnessed progressive changes in landuse, principally to grazing and hobbyfarming. Modern land management strategies are focused on soil and land conservation with
attention being paid to improved pastures (and hence soil nutrition), erosion repair through
revegetation and watercourse controls, and the eradication of feral animals and plants, which
can have a significant effect on landforms. Thus, the management regime which triggered the
development of erosional features throughout the catchment, and which was not sustainable
anyway, has changed and these landforms related to human-induced accelerated erosion are
progressively being stabilized, although extreme floods continue to modify the stream channels.
Modern agriculture in the catchment has, by necessity, significantly increased the capture
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of rainfall and runoff in farm dams and small reservoirs in order to provide irrigation for
pasture production and horticulture, as well as for watering herd animals. This is likely to
generate a long-term impact on pre-existing surface water and groundwater hydrology, with
the initial effects on groundwater-dependent features and ecosystems such as high-level
swamps and wetlands, which contribute flows to valley-bottom creeks and streams. The extent
of these changes is unknown. The impacts will remain until there is a future change in water
management that would be initiated as a consequence of agricultural economics, and a new
form of landscape ‘equilibrium’ is established.
Our aim in this report has been to set the scene for understanding landform changes in the
context of the geological and geomorphological history of the region. It is unreasonable, in our
view, to expect to maintain a constant ‘equilibrium’ because there is never a set of circumstances
that does not involve a ‘trigger’ of some form, whether it be natural or induced by human
activity. Human-induced changes are generally at the ‘impermanent’ end of the spectrum of
the magnitude of changes on earth throughout time, and account for only a miniscule effect
in the scheme of things, but can be of great significance in human terms. We suggest that the
best that can be done is to adapt to the impacts of both natural and human-induced changes,
preserving and improving where possible to maintain production, and repairing/rehabilitating/
restoring where appropriate to maintain or improve amenity. There is sometimes a community
focus on conservation, rehabilitation and possibly restoration of landscapes and landforms.
This is generally part of the modern land management/land care ethos, which is promoted
alongside concepts of sustainable development in agriculture and other forms of land use.
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The mix of agriculture and conservation in the Inman
Valley offers the potential for excellence in natural
resources management. The project team has expertise
and experience in geology and geomorphology, and has
studied the origins of the southern Fleurieu Peninsula
and development of its landscapes over many decades.
The team will bring published technical knowledge
together with new local observations, specifically in
relation to sustainable land use. The special knowledge
of landholders and local residents will be vital.
The Regional Landcare Facilitator for Natural Resources
Adelaide and Mount Lofty Ranges, the Inman River
Catchment Landcare Group and the City of Victor
Harbor have instigated this project, led by Professor
Bob Bourman (with Dr Tony Milnes and Dr Neville Alley),
to create an overview of the geology, geomorphology
and history of the Inman Valley relating to land use and
land conservation.
If you would like more information about the Inman River
Catchment Landcare Group or would like to become
a member, please contact Dianne Sinclair-Warren
on 8552 1261.
CONTACT US:
Bob Bourman
Project leader
Email: bbourman@uow.edu.au
Phone: 0401 319 637

Land use and
land forms in the
Inman Valley
Capturing local knowledge on landscape
features and land use of the Inman Valley

10. Appendices

Appendix 1 – Project brochure

The project team

How you can help
We are very interested to hear if you have details
of geological features, past landscape changes
or landscape restorative actions.

What’s important about the
Inman Valley?

Inman Valley landscape

The valley contains evidence of a very thick ice sheet, from
around 300 million years ago, in the Permian period, when
Antarctica was joined to the southern part of Australia,
and in adjacent areas there have been inundations of sea
between 40 and 16 million years ago.
Inman Valley is also important for the part it played in the
settlement of South Australia, as it became an important
pastoral and agricultural landscape soon after colonisation.

Inman Valley landscape

Your local knowledge required
There is a substantial literature about the Inman Valley,
ranging from geology and geomorphology1 through to
agriculture and natural resources conservation. However,
there is also considerable untapped local knowledge.
The valley has ancient beginnings and a long and complex
history. Much of it formed by erosion of the ‘grey-blue’
rocks that were deposited, folded and metamorphosed
in the Cambrian period, more than 500 million years ago.
All of these influences have left permanent marks on the
landscape, just as the change from Aboriginal occupation
to European colonisation and agriculture have generated
another set of changes.
To help collect local information, a questionnaire is being
distributed to local residents and landholders throughout
the Inman Valley to find out about their observations and
experiences of the valley landscapes.

The scientific study of the formation, alteration, and configuration
of landforms and their relationship with underlying structures.

1

Glacier Rock

Other questions refer to interesting features, which may
be on your property, such as: have you noticed limestone
or fossils on your property (e.g. shells or wood or bones);
or have you encountered unusual or interesting soil
or rock features, perhaps while excavating?
If you have any of these features on your property,
the team would like to visit to include this information
in their report.
Please take some time to respond to our questionnaire
so we can build on this knowledge and continue
to improve the management of this landscape.
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The Inman Valley landform is of great international
geological significance. It carries evidence of vast
geological and geomorphological changes including
a 2 billion year old rock core covered by 500 million year
old sediments that have been thrust into a mountain
range in a similar way to the present Himalayas.

Following settlement, changes in the valley landscapes
were pronounced. Land was cleared and ploughed,
often up and down slopes as was the prevailing
European practice, and swamps were drained to flat,
arable land. These practices initiated soil slumping and
erosion. With the realisation that land degradation
significantly reduced agricultural profitability, changes
were progressively implemented. Grazing became the
dominant land use in place of cropping, improved
pasture species helped to stabilise soils, and fencing
of streams and gullies together with rehabilitation
works are restoring landscape stability to the valley.

Reporting back on the project
Following on from the questionnaire, there will be field
days run by the project host, Inman River Catchment
Landcare Group, where you can come and find out more
about the valley, its history, geology and geomorphology.
You will also find out what local knowledge was collected
on the history of land degradation, land rehabilitation,
and successful or unsuccessful management practices.
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Appendix 2 – Community survey questionnaire

Land use and land forms
in the Inman Valley:
A landholder questionnaire
Dear Resident
We are hoping to capture local knowledge on the history, landforms and geology of the Inman Valley
region. Our aims are to record local anecdotal knowledge about the landscape, how it has changed over
time and what has contributed to that change. This feedback, along with scientific analysis, will go into
a report, produced for the Inman River Catchment Landcare Group.
Local knowledge of this area from landholders is a vital part of this project. The questionnaire allows you
the opportunity to describe the land you live on, and anything you have noticed about its condition over
the time you’ve spent there. We would be very grateful if you would take a moment to have a look at the
questionnaire and fill out some or all of the questions.
The Report will set out:
– an overview of the geological and geomorphological history of the Inman Valley;
– a vision for sustainable occupation and use of the Inman Valley; and
– management strategies required to achieve the vision.
The Report is scheduled to be completed in April 2016, and the Inman River Catchment Landcare Group
will present it to the Adelaide and Mount Lofty Ranges Natural Resources Management Board.
In addition to the report, the Landcare group will host a number of field days for you to observe and learn
about the findings of the report and discuss the land management issues and priorities for the Inman
Valley region.
Your response will be of great use to help us learn about the key features and issues that local residents
have observed about the land. We will be grateful for any information about the landscapes in the Inman
Valley that you can provide us. A reply paid envelope has been enclosed for your convenience.
The survey:
Your responses will be kept confidential and your names and contact details will not be included
in the report.
Please only answer those questions that you feel comfortable answering.
For ‘Yes’ or ‘No’ answers, please draw a ring around the box. If unsure of an answer, please add
a comment or mark ‘not sure’.

CONTACT US:
Bob Bourman
Project leader
Email: bbourman@
uow.edu.au
Phone: 0401 319 637
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2 | Land use and land forms in the Inman Valley: A landholder questionnaire

A. Questions about your location
1. Do you currently reside in the Inman Valley?
2. If ‘Yes’, where do you currently reside?
(Fill out one or more of the boxes)

3. If ‘No’, have you resided in the Inman Valley
in the past?
4. If ‘Yes’ was your answer to Question 3, where
did you reside in the Inman Valley in the past?
(Fill out one or more of the boxes)

YES

NO

Property suburb

Map location

YES

NO

Property suburb

Map location

Hundred, Lot no.

Postcode

Hundred, Lot no.

Postcode

B. Questions about your property in the Inman Valley landscape in which you live (or have lived)
5. Are you aware of any interesting or unusual
rocks?

YES

NO

NOT SURE

NO

NOT SURE

NO

NOT SURE

If yes, please give a brief description

6. Are there any interesting or unusual landform
features, such as smoothed, polished and/or
grooved rock surfaces?

If yes, please give a brief description

YES

7. Are there any glacial erratics? These are usually
large rounded boulders (‘floaters’) of granite like
those visible alongside the Glacier Rock to Spring
Mount Road via Mt Alma.

If yes, what is the approximate height above sea level of the boulders
(glacial erratics)?

YES

8. Is there any limestone on your property?

YES

NO

NOT SURE

9. Are there any fossils on your property? These
could be shells or wood or bones, for example.

YES

NO

NOT SURE

If yes, please give a brief description

10. Have you ever encountered any unusual or
interesting soil or rock features while excavating?

NO

NOT SURE

If yes, please give a brief description

YES

11. Are there any boreholes for water or minerals
on your property?

YES

NO

NOT SURE

12. If YES for Question 11, do you have samples
from the bore or a driller’s log of the bore?

YES

NO

NOT SURE
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13. Are there any springs or seeps on your
property?

YES

NO

NOT SURE

If yes, please give a brief description

14. If YES for Question 13, is the water clear
or coloured?

CLEAR

COLOURED

NOT SURE

15. If YES for Question 13, is the water fresh
or saline?

FRESH

SALINE

NOT SURE

YES

NO

NOT SURE

YES

NO

NOT SURE

YES

NO

NOT SURE

NO

NOT SURE

16. If YES for Question 13, does the water flow
change with time or season?
C. Questions about the history of the Inman Valley
17. Do you have any long-term rainfall records
for your property?
18. Do you have any recollections of extreme
weather events occurring in the catchment that
may have caused erosion?

19. Do you have old paintings or photographs
of your property that show how the landscape
was in past times?

20. Do you have any old land surveys or maps
of the area around your property?
21. Are there any European artefacts such as
abandoned buildings, ruins, buried fence posts,
or similar artefacts on your property?

22. Are there any Aboriginal artefacts on your
property?

If yes, please give a brief description

YES

If yes, please give a brief description of any major differences between then
and now

YES

NO

NOT SURE

YES

NO

NOT SURE

NO

NOT SURE

NO

NOT SURE

If yes, please give a brief description

YES
If yes, please give a brief description

D. Questions about land degradation and rehabilitation in the Inman Valley
23. Do you have (or have you had) any problems
with gullies, landslips, bank erosion or other forms
of soil or land degradation on your property?

YES
If yes, please give a brief description
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24. If YES in question 23, have you undertaken
any action to manage or improve the condition?

YES

NO

If yes, please give a brief description

25. If YES in Question 24, has your land
management action been successful?

YES

NO

26. If YES in Question 24, have you shared
information about your land management
techniques with others in the Inman Valley
(whether successful or not)?

YES

NO

YES

NO

27. Are kangaroos causing any property
management, vegetation damage or land
degradation issues on your property?

If yes, please give a brief description

28. Have you seen any pest animals on your
property including deer, rabbits, hares, feral cats
or pigs?

If yes, which animals, and are they being managed?

29. Do you have (or have you had) a problem with
pest plants? They could include Gorse, Blackberry,
Broom, Willow, Arum lily, Watsonia, Boxthorn
or any other weed species.

If yes, please give a brief description

YES

YES

NO

NO

E. Summary
Please add any further comments here

If you would like to email or telephone us to have
an informal discussion, or to have us visit and look
at any features that you believe may be of interest
in the context of this project, please contact us.

Contact person: Bob Bourman
Email: bbourman@uow.edu.au
Telephone: 0401 319 637

Alternatively, please provide your telephone
number, email address, or postal address
if you would like us to contact you to arrange
an informal discussion, to receive future event
information, or to receive a copy of the report.

Email:
Telephone:
Address:

Thank you for your help with our survey.
This project is funded by the Regional Landcare Facilitator Program.
Please return completed questionnaire to:
Inman River Catchment Landcare Group, Shop 11, 17–21 Ocean Street, Victor Harbor SA 5211
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Dear Resident
We are hoping to capture local knowledge on the history, landforms and geology of the Inman Valley region. Our aims are to record local anecdotal knowledge about the landscape, how it has changed over time and what has contributed to that change. This feedback, along with scientific analysis, will
go into a report, produced for the Inman River Catchment Landcare Group.
Local knowledge of this area from landholders is a vital part of this project. The questionnaire allows you the opportunity to describe the land you live on, and anything you have noticed about its condition over the time you’ve spent there. We would be very grateful if you would take a moment to have a
look at the questionnaire and fill out some or all of the questions.
The Report will set out:
– an overview of the geological and geomorphological history of the Inman Valley;
– a vision for sustainable occupation and use of the Inman Valley; and
– management strategies required to achieve the vision.
The Report is scheduled to be completed in April 2016, and the Inman River Catchment Landcare Group will present it to the Adelaide and Mount Lofty Ranges Natural Resources Management Board.

Your response will be of great use to help us learn about the key features and issues that local residents have observed about the land. We will be grateful for any information about the landscapes in the Inman Valley that you can provide us. A reply paid envelope has been enclosed for your convenience.
CONTACT US:
Bob Bourman
Project leader
Email: bbourman@ uow.edu.au
Phone: 0401 319 637
The survey:
Your responses will be kept confidential and your names and contact details will not be included in the report.
Please only answer those questions that you feel comfortable answering.
For ‘Yes’ or ‘No’ answers, please draw a ring around the box. If unsure of an answer, please add a comment or mark ‘not sure’.
a. Questions about your location
1. Do you currently reside in the Inman Valley?

NO_16

YES_46
Map location

2. If ‘Yes’, where do you currently reside? (Fill out one or more of the boxes) Property suburb

3. If ‘No’, have you resided in the Inman Valley in the past?

62
Hundred, Lot no.

Postcode

NO_16

YES_4
Map location

4. If ‘Yes’ was your answer to Question 3, where did you reside in the Inman Property suburb
Valley in the past? (Fill out one or more of the boxes)

20
Hundred, Lot no.

Postcode

B. Questions about your property in the Inman Valley landscape in which you live (or have lived)
5. Are you aware of any interesting or unusual rocks?

YES_18

NO_38

NOT SURE_4

56
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In addition to the report, the Landcare group will host a number of field days for you to observe and learn about the findings of the report and discuss the land management issues and priorities for the Inman Valley region.

Appendix 3 – Compilation of results of community survey

Land use and land forms in the Inman Valley:
A landholder questionnaire

If yes, please give a brief description
- Granite rocks on hill site.
- Erratics.
- Granite boulder erratics.
- Granite only to the south of the Boundy River. Also sand (top 150mm) then clay below. BUT on the north side of the - Boundy River there is zero granite; zero sand, and zero clay.
- In heritage land at back of Ashby's.
- Granite boulders, glaciated rock, smooth river rocks, quartz, ironstone.
- Surface ironstone.
- Granite erratics just showing above ground.
- Black (ultramafic?) intrusions as dykes up to 30-40cm wide. Heavy, metalliferous? with inclusions.
- Granite from fist to 1+m x 0.3m in ground. Small smooth +/-1kg rocks broken in half.
- Water worn stones ripped out of paddock on ridge separating watercourse of Halls Creek and other creek to Back Valley. Big-stone is now on top of road drain pipe between hayshed and yards/shearing shed Tugwell Road.
Very heavy and had to be rolled to new road drain.
- Large rounded 'floaters'.
- Ironstone, granite.
- Granite rocks at the restaurant at Inman Valley.
- Smooth depressions in base rock, rough scratch marks in base rock. Granite erratics in stream bed. Exposed sections of base rock, fragmented sandstone deposits on highest elevations.
- Bluestone quarry essentially at the end of our road. But also and 'iron stone aggregate' with quartz. Some are very large. Many of the stones within the aggregate are smooth.
- Previous owner put huge rocks as a fountain. They are grooved, and as we live next to Glacier Rock, not sure where they came from.
- Glacier Rock.

7. Are there any glacial erratics? These are usually large rounded boulders
YES_18
(‘floaters’) of granite like those visible alongside the Glacier Rock to Spring If yes, what is the approximate height above sea level of the boulders (glacial erratics)?
MoIs nt
Road
Mt Almaon your property?
YES_5
8.
there
any ia
limestone
Not sure if imported or not

NO_38

NOT SURE_3
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NO_49

NOT SURE_7

61

9. Are there any fossils on your property? These could be shells or wood or
bones, for example.

NO_44

NOT SURE_13

58

NO_48

NOT SURE_2

60

10. Have you ever encountered any unusual or interesting soil or rock
features while excavating?

YES_1
If yes, please give a brief description
- Some from the Mannum Formation but not here.
YES_10

If yes, please give a brief description
- Milky quartz dykes up to 10cm across.
- Hundreds of small rocks & stones. Some smooth & rounded and of many different colours & types.
- Very variable soil types from sand > clay > "smoothed gravel" ridge.
- (see also response in 6 above). This sandy area seeped into gully draining into Back Valley creek. Had a spring/seep waterhole scooped out for good stock water. Later dam encompassing it - bad - fine silt leached into
dam/subsidence top bank area. Later new dam in hard clay adjoining and old dam breached. (Theory: large landslip - prehistory times. Since hard clay loams each side, bluestone reef (some ironstone north side) each side/
and sandy-clay stuff in (diagram) pattern.
- We did have ironstone rocks at the back of our property.
- Bluestone boulder.
- Big change in soil over small area i.e. sand over clay & clay with no sand.
- Postholes containing washed river rocks above current stream level. Soft sandstone deposits, hard sandstone formation tilted at elevated angle. Sandstone deposits contain fragments of granite boulders, fragments of base rock
and other rock types. Evidence of folding in base rock layers.
- Just had a 38m trench dug to upgrade septic - shale/bluestone only.
- It was like a sandstone tail in segments.
YES_10
Old well

NO_50

NOT SURE_1

12. If YES for Question 11, do you have samples from the bore or a driller’s
log of the bore?

YES_2

NO_12

NOT SURE_1

13. Are there any springs or seeps on your property?

YES_33

NO_26

NOT SURE_3

11. Are there any boreholes for water or minerals on your property?
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6. Are there any interesting or unusual landform features, such as smoothed,
YES_10
NO_44
NOT SURE_6
60
polished and/or grooved rock surfaces?
If yes, please give a brief description
- Water course in gully near eastern boundary - exposed rocks and rock pools.
- Tugwell Road at farmhouse. Looking to hilltop, approx 5ha west of road, extending below road into gully. West of road - sandy soil deposit. Holes where filling sand for house wet rooms dug out. Dries out in spring before
hardground surrounding.
- Top of waterfall.
- How the rocks have worn down over the millions of years.
- Variable soil types from deep sand to heavy black clay soils in relatively close proximity. Evidence on river flats of old streams that have been filled - visible in summer and from aerial photos.
- Behind the house was apparently used as a quarry for stone when the Range Road was constructed ~1939-40 WWII era.
- Have a quarry with round river rocks.
- Previous owner put huge rocks as a fountain. They are grooved, and as we live next to Glacier Rock, not sure where they came from (see also above Q5).
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62

163

164

14. If YES for Question 13, is the water clear or coloured?
15. If YES for Question 13, is the water fresh or saline?
16. If YES for Question 13, does the water flow change with time or season?

CLEAR_17

COLOURED_12

NOT SURE_5

34

FRESH_20
- Depends on the time of year

SALINE_3

NOT SURE_9

32

YES_28

NO_5

NOT SURE

33

NO_42

NOT SURE_1

59

C. Questions about the history of the Inman Valley
17. Do you have any long-term rainfall records for your property?

YES_16
- 10 years rainfall data daily
- 14 years
- Last 21 years
- Since 2007
- 1992-2015
- 1997-present
- Only 30 years
- Last 7 years since being on property.
- Yes - but I can't locate the early records
- Yes - only about 27 years

18. Do you have any recollections of extreme weather events occurring in the
YES_6
NO_46
NOT SURE_5
catchment that may have caused erosion?
If yes, please give a brief description
- Flooding river in 2010.
- River bank erosion during floods in the 1950's.
- Theory: pre-European settlement 1860, I think. Band of black subsurface compressed silt-like deposit underlying silt clay in profile, brick grade clay under black band (1 metre) over weathered bluestone shale. This black
band in wide creek bed of Halls Creek near head catchment uncovered in dam excavation. Similar to Inman River flats profile. (Theory: catastrophic fire followed by torrential rain.)
- Severe gully erosion due to plowing & bridge making over 100 years go.
- When the back gully flows erosion is more likely, BUT this rarely happens since a dam was put in up above the gully.
- Less water run because of dam built upstream.

57

19. Do you have old paintings or photographs of your property that show
how the landscape was in past times?

60

YES_6

NO_51

NOT SURE_3
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If yes, please give a brief description
- Spring-fed dam (small).
- Dam.
- Dams.
- 1 spring; 2 spring-fed dams.
- Small seeps.
- Two small flow seeps.
- From SW a little higher than out home-garden dam. This small amount of water runs into our home-garden dam.
- A perched swamp.
- Perched swamps (6).
- In the dams on the northern side of the property. When the big dam was dug, we were aware of seeps/springs. One spring-fed dam but has been dry for ?10 years.
- Several soaks & a spring fed dam. All dry up mid to late summer.
- Seep in winter creek line approx 50% up from Back Valley base to Range Road. Flow diminishes in drier months.
- Many seasonal
- Creek line and one higher seep/swampy patch - saline. Paradoxically - one seep/spring about 1000L/day at old pump shed in same paddock adjoining Tugwell Road - good drinking water - out of 5ha sandy patch above.
- Only in wet seasons.
- Seepage down towards any cutting.
- We have several. The main one is a small swamp & our primary water source. This is quite good water. we would have 5 or 6 small ones, some okay as stock water, some brackish.
- Some soaks in the headlands of the Inman River.
- At leaset 2 spring fed dams.
- Dam has never dried up in 30 years. Maybe assistance from a spring.
- Natural spring: runs all year round.
- Very seasonal, most dry up by late summer, start to flow before opening rains. Best flow through into summer. Variable salinity - from 10,000 to 2000 EC.
- We have 2 springs; one by the road - one at the top.
- We live on Hall Creek - permanent spring-fed creek that flows into the Inman River.
- All natural springs on same latitude.
- There were prior to revegetation but not now.
- We are told there are but not sure.
- These are particularly on the neighbour's property but one or two small ones on mine.

If yes, please give a brief description of any major differences between then and now
- No vegetation when we bought in 2008 on the river. Now full of reeds and trees.
- A lot of manna gum (in particular) has died in the last 10 years.
- Photographs 1990-2015 - planted tree cover. (Actual photographs now in possession of current owner)
- No historical evidence ( timeframe, European experience irrelevant). But in the soil profile and hill shape form - plenty. Example: Echidna seeking ant food, moves fragmented stone downhill - always.
- Sections of river bank have collapsed exposing granite erratics and large trees have disappeared when riverbanks collapse. River channel has moved over time and deepened.
- Photos taken over ~ past 30 years show how the Valley has become vegetated. Is 30 years old?

20. Do you have any old land surveys or maps of the area around your
property?
21. Are there any European artefacts such as abandoned buildings, ruins,
buried fence posts, or similar artefacts on your property?

YES_2
Aerial photo from 1949

NO_58
Only one iron stake corner marker

NOT SURE_1

61

YES_13

NO_45

NOT SURE_1

59

YES

NO_47

NOT SURE_13

60

If yes, please give a brief description

22. Are there any Aboriginal artefacts on your property?

If yes, please give a brief description
- Perhaps a tree scar, identified by Aboriginal visitors.
- There was anecdotal evidence of aboriginal settlement in area.
- We do have a tree that has been hollowed out and that has had fire in it.
D. Questions about land degradation and rehabilitation in the Inman Valley

60

24. If YES in question 23, have you undertaken any action to manage or
improve the condition?

23

YES_15

NO_8

If yes, please give a brief description
- Fencing. Filling with garden waste.
- We have a large heritage area that has regenerated very well over the last 30 years.
- Planted trees. Fenced.
- Destocking over area.
- Fenced gullies, dams, river banks.
While in active operation - property had observation low depth boreholes at recorded sites in Landcare Program. This recording ceased when I moved, and when funding ceased for the facilitator - the project deceased.
- Fenced creek.
- Fenced off creek line, put in crossings & planted trees.
- Fencing erosion sites.
- Only just purchased property.
- Filled slip with clay.
- Planted trees on banks to try and stabilise banks.
- Remediation work undertaken to reduce impact, in-stream fencing to slow flow of water, fencing to exclude stock from worst areas.
- Levee bank at head of erosion plus packing parts of gully with bound newspaper.
- Fenced riparian zone. Put in new watering points Landcare grant.
- Fencing riparian zones for revegetation & planting extensive native forests.
- Previous owner had tried a fence which didn't work.
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23. Do you have (or have you had) any problems with gullies, landslips, bank
YES_22
NO_37
NOT SURE_1
erosion or other forms of soil or land degradation on your property?
If yes, please give a brief description
- Creek bank erosion.
- They were there before me and will be after me, no doubt.
- Along creek lines.
- Mostly topsoil movement.
- Inman River bank erosion.
- There is evidence of erosion along the banks of the Inman River in places.
- Next big floor back Valley Rd & ETSA pole may end in creek. Small areas bank erosion. Small areas gully erosion.
- From stock access. Stream/creek bank erosion and seepage.
- Creek banks.
- Gully & bank erosion.
- Gully erosion, mostly under control.
- 1. Neighbour's dam wall collapsing. 2. Water erosion (quite severe).
- Minor landslip (rectified).
- Gullies badly eroded & landslips in wet years.
- Some gully erosion - now fairly stable.
- Gully erosion very bad when ~500 sheep were watered at the creek around 1986. Used to call the area 'the bog of the eternal stench'. With sheep excluded and trees planted it has stabilised. We used wads of newspaper
packed together to help stop erosion, and that seems to have worked as well. Main difference was excluding stock.
- Less water run because of dam built upstream.(see same response in Q18).
- Tunnel erosion is a major problem.
- We have a bend in the river that is eroding.

165

166

YES_15
- Somewhat
- Generally
- Lots of vegetation but rats weakening banks now
- Partially
- Unsure
- Partly
- 'Swings & roundabouts'

NO

15

26. If YES in Question 24, have you shared information about your land
management techniques with others in the Inman Valley (whether successful
or not)?

YES_8
- Unsure

NO_9

17

27. Are kangaroos causing any property management, vegetation damage or
land degradation issues on your property?

YES_37

NO_22
- We have a family of kangaroos but they don't cause much damage.
- Not really. We have a mob of about 30 roos. They travel thru or
camp on our back hill. Basically we have turned the back hill over to
them. We don't graze stock there so we leave all the gates open so
they can travel through unimpaired, and so we're not constantly
repairing fences.
- They eat trees but not really a problem.
- Not really.
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25. If YES in Question 24, has your land management action been
successful?
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If yes, please give a brief description
- Fences destroyed.
- Fences; spread of noxious weeds.
- Damage to fences.
- Overgrazing.
- Lots of fence damage and trying to revegetate but kangaroos eat.
- Overgrazing.
- Defecating on pastures; damaging fences; damaging native flora; spreading weed seeds.
- Busting fences; attacking my cat; coming after me; eating all my young trees.
- Mainly fence damage.
- No damage but prolific in numbers.
- They eat the grass and damage fences.
- Damage to young planted trees & shrubs unless protected to at least 1m.
- Damaging revegetated. plant sp. either stripping or eating plants. Damaging fences and creating trenched runs underneath fences.
- Undermining fencing; eating tubestock.
- Scrub damage, eating pasture & fence damage.
- Damage to revegetation attempts, minor fencing damage.
- Property management (fences) vegetation damage (damage seedlings).
- Constantly break fences.
- Now present in large numbers (up to 24+ at times) causing fencing problems and some vegetation damage.
- Fence damage.
- Periodic invasion by kangaroo mobs (additional to residents) when feed on offer is better, or they are moved on from elsewhere. Native scrub havens adjoin property.
- Decimating native plants, destroying fences, a danger to road traffic.
- Small amounts of fence stress.
- Some but no real serious.
- Some damage, not much. Kangaroo numbers have increased but still low about 30.
- Trying to make the property more roo friendly.
- Damaged fences. Eating vegetation meant for stock.
- Casuarinas eaten.
- Holes under fences; many broken fences.
- In summer hang around for our green grass & green garden. Eating tops of new trees planted.
- Damage fences.
- Broken fences which creates problems with sheep escaping, along with feed competition.
- Fence destruction mainly.
- Damaging fences & pastures.
- Wrecking fences.
- Damage fences & consume pasture feed.
28. Have you seen any pest animals on your property including deer, rabbits,
hares, feral cats or pigs?

YES_56

NO_4

60

29. Do you have (or have you had) a problem with pest plants? They could
include Gorse, Blackberry, Broom, Willow, Arum lily, Watsonia, Boxthorn or
any other weed species.

YES_45

NO_10
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If yes, which animals, and are they being managed?
- Rabbits & kangaroos
- Foxes & rabbits - sort of.
- Rabbits & hares.
- Rabbits.
- Rabbits, particularly in last 5-6 years.
- Rabbits - no, not being managed.
- Rabbits approximately 4 years ago - not recently.
- Rabbits & few foxes.
- Foxes - baiting. European carp.
- Cattle.
- Kangaroos, rabbits, foxes, deer.
- Rabbits and hares (seldomly).
- Rabbits/hares; foxes.
- Foxes, hares.
- Rabbits.
- Deer (about once in 2 years); Rabbits (most years about 20 but they all die periodically, presumably from calici virus); no hares (but 2kms away - yes); no cats; no pigs.
- Rabbits are being managed with some success; feral cats are around - not managed; foxes are around; hares are everywhere - not managed.
- Rabbits - managed.
- Deer/rabbits/hares/kangaroos.
- Deer, rabbits, hares, feral cats, foxes. Shoot them occasionally. Rabbits are building up again after calici virus.
- Rabbits, hares, foxes, deer.
- Deer & fox.
- Foxes
- Foxes & hares. Numbers reduced by shooting & baiting.
- Foxes, rabbits, hares. No current management plans.
- Rabbits & deer.
- Rabbits (not many).
- Few rabbits, foxes.
- Rabbits/foxes. Managing foxes only by filling in foxholes.
- Rabbits from neighbours - not managed. Foxes not managed. 30+ wood ducks permanently graze around dams. 1ha new pasture damaged by ducks last autumn.
- Rabbits, foxes and more recently deer (in so-far-small numbers). Shooters from Reynella regularly comb the property and have shot many rabbits and foxes. And a few deer. Myxomatosis in rabbits, 1080 poisoning by
father and calici virus more recently kept numbers minor. Warren erosion evident from bad old days.
- Deer, rabbits, feral cats, foxes.
- Cats & foxes. (Have trapped 2 cats in last 12 months.
- In early 1990's we set a cat trap 10 times in a row, caught 8 cats, and over the next few years we shot (or the dogs killed kittens) another 8 or 10 cats. No cat problem since. Rabbits in prickly acacia in scrub - would love to
clear bush and deal with rabbits but scrub has a heritage listing on it.
- Hares: not within last ?4 years - used to be a problem with ring barking fruit trees with previous owners. Rabbits - seasonal.
- Cats.
- Rabbits & foxes. Their numbers vary from one season to the next but they are greatly reduced on years past.
- Deer, rabbits, hares, feral cats & goats (in the past). Not pigs (yet).
- Foxes.
- Deer, foxes, cats, rabbits.Not being managed yet.
- Rabbits, foxes, hares.
- Rabbits, hares.
- Rabbits & hares.
- Foxes, rabbits, kangaroos. Not being managed.
- Rabbits, foxes, hares, kangaroos. Not managed.
- Foxes, hares.
- Rabbits, foxes.
- A few hares - not managed.
- Foxes, rabbits, hares, feral cats.
- Rabbits - numbers fluctuate at timesbut then they disappear. Hares - become more prolific when there are no rabbits. Cats - have one or two go past the house each evening. Foxes - mainly on the back hill, but sometimes
grab a chook.
- 4 deer, rabbits.
- Feral cats.
- Rabbits, feral cats.
- Rabbits.
- Rabbits, hares, Foxes. No management.
- Rabbits. Haven't seen recently but were coming in the adjoining neighbours.
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167

168

If yes, please give a brief description
- Scabious; bridal veil; bone seed.
- Cape tulips.
- Arum lilly; bridal creeper; sweet pittosporum; boxthorn; ?2-leaved Cape tulip - controlling there; + xxxxxxxxxxxxx
- Mainly Kikuyu(?) & some shrubs whose name I don't know.
- Gorse.
- Gorse; rose; monodaenia; bridal veil; soya.
- Gorse; bracken; boxthorn; salvation jane; wild roses.
- Briar rose; monodinea; bridal creeper; South African daisy; Scotch thistle.
- Bridal creeper, thistles - hand managed.
- Gorse; Arum lily; Cape tulip.

E. summary
Please add any further comments here

- The property on the other side of the pine forest (to us) is infested with gorse. The road verge also has numerous pockets of gorse. We (our) property is off Mt Robinson Rd, Back Valley.
- Would love to know what metal mineral is in the black intrusions with inclusions of country rock.
- Kangaroos & rabbits becoming very numerous.
- We have been on property only 2 years. Property steeper and more variable than most! Environment Dept last century classified it as unsuitable for agriculture!!! Uncommon to have so many springs. At least 2 rare SA & 1
rare Aust. plants at large spring. 2015 found White Pursulane rare SA on flat - no one aware.
- Native remnant trees (blue and pink gums). Some magnificent examples still standing in old section. More exist in neighboring property north. These are at foot of ridge defining southern portion of Back Valley. With
permission, these are worth seeing. (Owner's words from years ago: "Any man who put a saw or axe into these should be punished". In a grove of remnant trees by major dam (Halls Creek) is a dead blue gum. This was
killed by pink and grey galahs which ring barked it. Dying within a year. A watergum on road also.
- The most significant change we have seen in 40 years is the increase in kangaroo population. It is a real problem to the sustainability of the Inman Valley landscape and the safety of road users.
- After 70+ years of living in Inman Valley and close to the River Inman I could write a page or more on all these questions. However, I don't have time but would be interested in discussing these topics and showing the
various features to someone from Landcare or other appropriate organisation if a suitable time can be arranged.
- We would appreciate some help to plan how we'll manage our property (100 acres, mostly heritage scrub).
- Two neighbours on southern side of my property do not manage these weeds. Therefore I am in an impossible position in trying to manage these on my property.
- I have lived in Inman Valley for 80+ years.
- It would be great to have some assistance with he above pest plant control.
- Would love someone to come and kick the dirt/rocks at some time. Re question 16: Local farmer, now deceased, would make weather forecasts based on the height of the springs along the creek. Sadly this was never
passed on to me. However, does seem affected by high & low pressure systems.
- Ours is an unusual property regarding landuse. Any answers may consequently be a little misleading.
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- (1) Blackberry in some of the Boundy River banks; (2) Cape tulip but only in 21/2 paddocks and every year we try to lessen it. We are slowly winning.
- Blackberry.
- Cape tulip.
- Gorse, blackberry, Salvation jane (released weevils which worked very well). Broom, dieback, bridal creeper/veil, briar rose.
- African daisy; monodaenia; Pittosporum; blackberry; artichokes.
- Several pockets of gorse which we are controlling. Numerous pine saplings due to pine forest next door. Also dog rose and blackberry, but insignificant numbers.
- Gorse; Cape tulip.
- Bridal creeper, Bridal veil & dog rose in scrub. Currently being eradicated.
- Minor gorse & blackberry. Boneseed & asparagus fern spreading and difficult to manage.
- Gorse, blackberry.
- Blackberry, African weed orchid (Disa bracteata), scabious.
- Gorse, dog rose and oxalis along river banks. Also bridal veil and some other creepers.
- Small areas of gorse, blackberry, Arum lily, Watsonia. Working on all. Bracken?
- Gorse once a problem, particularly on creek. Now minor. Salvation jane - controlled by hand pulling. Neighbor properties have had success with introduction of biological control beetles. Salvation jane always a threat
from same neighbor.
- Watsonia & some Bridal creeper.
- Some gorse, but minimal.
- We have a bit of Gorse, Blackberry and Arum lily.
- Some blackberry & gorse.
- Gorse, Blackberry, Broom, Arum lily.
- Gorse, Scotch thistle, bracken, Cape tulip.
- Blacknberry (eradicated).
- Watsonia, Bridal creeper & dog rose. Previously Salvation Jane which we have eradicated.
- Gores in river; Sodem apple.
- I only know Boxthorn and Blackberry.
- Bridal Lace, Deadly Nightshade, Capeweed
- Some Gorse along river bank and minor Blackberry patches & wild roses (lots) - all recently poisoned.
- Bridal Creeper, Cape Tulip
- Gorse - have been trying to control for 28 years: various methods, as with others - spray, spray graze, pulling, cutting & dabbing, etc.
- Blackberry.
- Watsonia.
- Blackberry, other weed species.
- A few Blackberries and bridal creeper. One sighting of bridal veil.
- Gorse and Watsonia along the river corridor.

If you would like to email or telephone us to have an informal discussion, or Contact person: Bob Bourman Email: bbourman@uow.edu.au Telephone: 0401 319 637
to have us visit and look at any features that you believe may be of interest in
the context of this project, please contact us.
Alternatively, please provide your telephone number, email address, or postal Email:
address if you would like us to contact you to arrange an informal discussion,
to receive future event information, or to receive a copy of the report.
Telephone:
Address:
Thank you for your help with our survey.
This project is funded by the Regional Landcare Facilitator Program.
Please return completed questionnaire to:
Inman River Catchment Landcare Group, Shop 11, 17–21 Ocean Street, Victor Harbor SA 5211
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Appendix 4 – Geological Time Scale
The Geological Time Scale
How was the Geological Time Scale developed?
The Geological Time Scale (Figure 1) distinguishes rocks ranging from the very oldest, which
in South Australia are more than 3 billion years old, through to the most recent sediments. It
has been developed over the past few hundred years and continues to evolve. Initially a relative
time scale was developed, based on the premise that in an undisturbed sequence of rocks or
sediments, those at the base of the sequence are older than those at the top. This principle
is called the ‘Law of Superposition’ (Gilluly et al., 1968). Another assumption, labelled the
‘Law of Horizontality’ (Gilluly et al., 1968), is that the original sediments now forming the
sedimentary rocks were deposited in a horizontal position. Rocks that are no longer horizontal
have been tilted or dislocated by earth movements. However, even when earth movements
have caused tilting or even overturning of sections of rocks, careful examination of sedimentary
structures can assist in determining what was the original top of the sequence. Igneous rocks,
on the other hand have solidified from molten material and include granites and basalts that are
younger than the rocks, which they intrude or overlie. Rocks that have been metamorphosed
(subjected to heat and pressure as a consequence of being buried deep in the earth’s crust) can
retain features of the sedimentary rocks from which they were derived (if the metamorphic
conditions have been mild) or igneous rocks (if the metamorphic conditions have been severe),
and complicating assessments of their relative ages.
Unfortunately, there is no one location on the Earth where there is a complete and
undisturbed sequence, from oldest to youngest, of all known rocks. Where rocks have been
removed by erosion before younger sediments (ultimately forming rocks) have been deposited
on them there is a gap in the geological history of that area; this is known as an unconformity.
To build up a more complete sequential record of rocks, taking into consideration the existence
of time-gaps marked by unconformities in some localities, it is necessary to correlate rock units
between widely separated exposures. Sometimes individual distinctive layers of rocks can be
traced physically from one exposure to another, but this situation is rare. It was the work
of William Smith (1769–1839) (Winchester, 2001), who built on the work of others and
highlighted the role of different types of fossils in characterising the ages of sedimentary rock
units. By mapping these rock units Smith was able to produce the first map of the geology
of England. Smith collected fossils from exposures created during the construction of the
canal system in England and utilised the knowledge that as life forms evolved and died out
they were replaced by younger life forms displaying different characteristics; distinctive fossil
assemblages were related to sedimentary rocks of different but distinctive ages. This is the
‘Law of Faunal Assemblages’ (Gilluly et al., 1968). Thus fossils provided a major means for
correlating rocks worldwide. Index fossils, the remains of organisms that evolved quickly, had
a widespread distribution (e.g. floating marine life-forms) and died out suddenly, are ideal
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for correlations of sedimentary rocks in widely separated areas and even between continents.
Sometimes geological events, which produce distinctive sediments such as glacial deposits, or
were the result of fallout from major volcanic eruptions, have also been used for correlation
between isolated locations.
Thus, the laws of horizontality and superposition, together with correlation, particularly using
fossils, have provided the bases on which a complete relative geological time scale was produced.
Initially, igneous rocks such as granite, which contain no fossils, were called ‘Primary rocks’.
‘Secondary rocks’ were sedimentary rocks and metamorphic rocks affected by heat and pressure,
while unconsolidated sediments, especially in low lands, were termed ‘Tertiary rocks’. The term
‘Tertiary’ has remained in the geological time scale until recently and the term ‘Quaternary’, the
fourth group of rocks, has been used for the most recent period of the past 2.6 million years.
The broad subdivision of the geological record is accompanied by the increased diversity and
complexity of life forms as plants and animals have evolved through time.
The oldest rocks in the geological record are dominantly igneous crystalline rocks of
Archaean (meaning ancient) age, which occupy the time between 4 billion to 2.5 billion years
ago. Much of the western half of Australia is underlain by rocks of this age, and small outcrops
of it occur in the Inman Catchment.
Proterozoic rocks are younger than Archaean rocks and range in age from 2.5 billion years
to 542 million years. The Proterozoic is named because rocks of this age contain fossils of
early life forms that include proterozoa, single celled organisms. Fossils of stromatolites, rock
like protruberances constructed of single celled organisms (blue green algae or cyanobacteria),
which trap sediment forming layer-upon-layer structures that eventually harden into limestone
occur in Proterozoic rocks. The early life forms involved in the formation of stromatolites
were responsible for the production of atmospheric oxygen, which was essential for subsequent
animal evolution. Stromatolites still survive at various locations including Shark Bay in Western
Australia, in the lakes on the southern part of Yorke Peninsula and in parts of the Coorong. The
world famous Ediacaran fauna of the Flinders Ranges includes fossils of some of the earliest
known multicellular organisms, some 600 million years old, also occur in Proterozoic rocks.
The Proterozoic is subdivided into the Palaeoproterozoic (Early; 2.5 billion years to
1.6 billion years old), Mesoproterozoic (Middle; 1.6 billion years to 1 billion years old) and
Neoproterozoic (New; 1 billion years to 541 million years old). The Neoproterozoic was
punctuated by two major distinctive glacial periods in early Earth history, the Sturtian (named
after Sturt Gorge) and the Marinoan (named after the suburb Marino) at about 700 million
years and 635 million years old, respectively. Rocks of Neoproterozoic age occur in the Inman
Catchment.
The Phanerozoic, the Eon of visible life, which extends from 541 million years to the
present, is subdivided into the Palaeozoic Era (ancient life; 542 to 251 million years old), the
Mesozoic Era (intermediate life; 251 to 66 million years old) and the Cenozoic Era (recent life;
66 million years old to the present). These Eras are further divided into Periods of geological
time.
Six periods of geological time, the Cambrian (541 to 485 million years old), the Ordovician
(485 to 444 million years old), the Silurian (444 to 419 million years old), the Devonian (419
to 359 million years old), the Carboniferous (359 to 299 million years old) and the Permian
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(299 to 252 million years old) make up the Palaeozoic Era. Each of these periods of geological
time is characterised by distinctive fossil assemblages and were essentially named after European
geographical names where the geological formations were established. For example, the first
four periods of the Palaeozoic Era were established in a geological transect between Wales
and Devonshire. The Cambrian was named after Cambria, the Roman name for Wales, and
the Ordovician and Silurian were named after ancient British tribes, while the Devonian was
named after Devonshire. The remaining periods, the Carboniferous was established because
of the abundance of coal in those beds, while the Permian was named after a Russian province,
Perm. The three Mesozoic periods were named ‘Triassic’ (252 to 201 million years ago) after a
threefold subdivision of geological formations in Germany, ‘Jurassic’ (201 to 145 million years
ago) after the Jura Mountains in France and ‘Cretaceous’ (145 to 66 million years ago) because
of the preponderance of chalk sediments (eg White Cliffs of Dover) in these beds.
Until recently the period from 66 to 2.6 million years ago, in the Cenozoic Era, was known
as the ‘Tertiary’ a hangover from the third subdivision of the 18th century classification. It is
sometimes retained as an informal term, but officially it has been replaced by the combined
Palaeogene (meaning ‘ancient born’; 66-23 million years ago) and the Neogene (‘new born’;
23 to 2.6 million years ago). The Palaeogene is further subdivided into the Palaeocene (66–
56 million years ago), Eocene (56-34 million years ago) and the Oligocene (34–23 million
years ago) Epochs, while the Neogene is divided into the Miocene (23 to 53 million years ago)
and the Pliocene (5.3 to 2.6 million years ago) Epochs.
The Quaternary, the youngest period of Earth history, is the fourth extension of the
threefold 18th century classification and occupies the last 2.6 million years of Earth history.
The Quaternary has been characterized by repeated episodes of climate change with alternating
periods of advance and retreat of continental ice masses, resulting in numerous sea-level
fluctuations from close to present sea level down to 125 m below present sea level. The
Quaternary also witnessed the emergence and spread of hominids, including homo sapiens,
around the world. The Quaternary is further divided into the Pleistocene and the Holocene,
which occupies the last 11,700 years of Earth history since the end of the last major glaciation.
‘Absolute’ ages have been ascribed to the various Eras, Periods, Epochs and Stages based
on radiometric (isotopic) dating techniques such as uranium-lead, rubidium-strontium,
potassium-argon and argon-argon dating. These techniques are very valuable in dating wholerock samples (particularly igneous and metamorphic rocks), as well as assemblages of, and even
individual, mineral grains (particularly zircon). The following is an example of the principles
used in Uranium–lead (U/Pb) radiometric dating, which is used to date rocks from about
1 million years to 4.5 billion years old. After rock formation, uranium isotopes 235U and 238U,
which are unstable and radioactive, decay to form lead isotopes 207Pb and 206Pb at fixed half
lives of 704 Ma (235U to 207Pb) and 4.47 billion years (238U–206Pb) respectively. 235U to 207Pb
decay signifies that after 704 Ma only half of the original 235U remains and there will be an equal
number of 235U and 207Pb atoms present; after another 704 Ma only half of the half remains and
so on. By carefully measuring the remaining amounts of uranium and lead isotopes present
and knowing the ‘half life’ (the time it takes for half the atoms to decay), a numerical age can
be ascribed to the rock. As a consequence of the multitude of these geochronological data, the
ages applied to the geological time scale are constantly under revision (Gradstein et al., 2012).
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Appendix 5 – Soil proﬁle data for selected sites.
CH003

Soil Characterisation Site data sheet

DEWNR Soil and Land Program

GREY-BROWN CRACKING CLAY
General Description: Hard grey to brown cracking clay, calcareous with depth

Landform:

Undulating to rolling rises
and low hills. Slope range is
3% to 30%

Substrate:

Heavy clays, deposited in
ancient glacial valleys

Vegetation:

Grassland

Type Site:

Site No.:
Hundred:
Section:
Sampling date:

CH003
Yankalilla
1074
30/01/92

1:50,000 mapsheet:
Easting:
Northing:
Annual rainfall:

6527-2 (Yankalilla)
256450
6070300
605 mm average

Lower slope of undulating rise, 4% slope. Hard-setting, cracking surface.
Soil Description:
Depth (cm)

Description

0-12

Dark greyish brown strongly coarse prismatic
very hard medium clay. Clear to:

12-34

Dark greyish brown and light olive brown
strongly coarse prismatic medium heavy clay.
Clear to:

34-60

Brown and light olive brown strongly blocky
medium heavy clay, with minor soft Class I
carbonate. Gradual to:

60-110

Brown and light yellowish brown strongly blocky
highly calcareous medium heavy clay with minor
soft carbonate. Diffuse to:

110-160

Light grey and olive yellow strongly blocky heavy
clay with traces of carbonate.

Classification: Episodic-Epicalcareous, Epipedal, Brown Vertosol

40*-5:1&&CSPXOPSHSFZDSBDLJOHDMBZ

Source: NATUREMAPS, ENVIRO DATA SA, 2016, https://data.environment.sa.gov.au/NatureMaps/Pages/
default.aspx
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DEWNR Soil and Land Program

Summary of Properties
Drainage:

Imperfect. Soil may remain wet for several weeks.

Fertility :

High natural fertility as indicated by the high cation exchange capacity. These soils
are prone to deficiencies of phosphorus and zinc.

pH:

Alkaline throughout.

Rooting depth:

Root growth is minimal below 60 cm.

Barriers to root growth:
Physical:

High clay strength indicated by the very high exchangeable sodium percentages
inhibits root growth. Roots may also be damaged by the cracking of the clay as it
dries.

Chemical:

High levels of boron (critical limit is 15 mg/kg), and high surface salinity (more than
4 dS/m ECe) adversely affect root growth. Root growth is also generally poor in Class
I carbonate layers.

Waterholding capacity: Up to 200 mm, but only 70 to 100 mm in rootzone (moderate). Because of the
physical and chemical barriers preventing the development of strong root systems,
water use efficiency in these soils is low.
Seedling emergence:

Fair to poor, due to hard setting surface and waterlogging.

Workability:

Poor. Very hard when dry, sticky and boggy when wet. There are no rocks and stones
to interfere with tillage.

Erosion potential:
Water:

Moderate. Although clayey surfaces usually resist erosion, the high sodicity suggests
that the surface soil is not very stable and is prone to washing.

Wind:

Low.

Laboratory Data
Depth
cm

pH
pH CO 3
H 2 O CaC1 2 %

0-12

7.9

12-34
34-60

EC1:5 ECe Org.C Avail. Avail. Cl Boron Trace Elements mg/kg CEC
dS/m dS/m
%
P
K mg/kg mg/kg
(DTPA)
cmol
mg/kg mg/kg
(+)/kg

7.7

0.3

4.58

35.0

8.2

7.9

0.1

2.38

8.9

8.4

7.3

1.68

60-110

8.9

8.4

5.7

110-160

8.8

8.3

3.1

Note:

410

5840

15.4

Cu

Fe

Mn

Zn

0.9

22

6.2

0.2

ESP

cmol(+)/kg
Ca

Mg

Na

K

8.6

8.6

10.6

1.3

1.5

42

12.6

0.4

27

560

2780

23.0

0.7

7

1.2 <0.1

30.4

8.2

10.5

11.8

1.8

39

7.9

0.3

78

480

1840

15.3

0.6

7

1.0

29.4

8.3

11.3

10.4

1.5

35

1.33

5.1

0.2

49

490

1330

13.1

0.6

6

0.8 <0.1

32.5

9.4

12.4

10.3

1.6

32

1.62

3.9

0.1

54

580

1620

11.6

0.4

8

<0.5 0.1

33.2

10.3

14.2

11.3

1.6

49

0.1

27.2

Exchangeable Cations

39

CEC (cation exchange capacity) is a measure of the soil's capacity to store and release major nutrient elements.
ESP (exchangeable sodium percentage) is derived by dividing the exchangeable sodium value by the CEC.

Further information: DEWNR Soil and Land Program
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CH003

Soil Characterisation Site data sheet

DEWNR Soil and Land Program

GREY-BROWN CRACKING CLAY
General Description: Hard grey to brown cracking clay, calcareous with depth

Landform:

Undulating to rolling rises
and low hills. Slope range is
3% to 30%

Substrate:

Heavy clays, deposited in
ancient glacial valleys

Vegetation:

Grassland

Type Site:

Site No.:
Hundred:
Section:
Sampling date:

CH003
Yankalilla
1074
30/01/92

1:50,000 mapsheet:
Easting:
Northing:
Annual rainfall:

6527-2 (Yankalilla)
256450
6070300
605 mm average

Lower slope of undulating rise, 4% slope. Hard-setting, cracking surface.
Soil Description:
Depth (cm)

Description

0-12

Dark greyish brown strongly coarse prismatic
very hard medium clay. Clear to:

12-34

Dark greyish brown and light olive brown
strongly coarse prismatic medium heavy clay.
Clear to:

34-60

Brown and light olive brown strongly blocky
medium heavy clay, with minor soft Class I
carbonate. Gradual to:

60-110

Brown and light yellowish brown strongly blocky
highly calcareous medium heavy clay with minor
soft carbonate. Diffuse to:

110-160

Light grey and olive yellow strongly blocky heavy
clay with traces of carbonate.

Classification: Episodic-Epicalcareous, Epipedal, Brown Vertosol

40*-5:1&&CSPXOPSHSFZDSBDLJOHDMBZ
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Soil Characterisation Site data sheet
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DEWNR Soil and Land Program

Summary of Properties
Drainage:

Imperfect to moderately well drained. Soil may remain wet for a week to several
weeks.

Fertility:

High nutrient retention capacity, as indicated by high cation exchange capacity.
Naturally well supplied with essential elements. Zinc deficiency is probable. Other
elements appear to be in good supply, although magnesium deficiency induced by
very high calcium levels is possible.

pH:

Neutral in the surface, becoming alkaline with depth.

Rooting Depth:

120 cm at type site.

Barriers to root growth:
Physical:

None in upper profile, but clay strength increases with depth, as indicated by the
higher exchangeable sodium percentage from 50 cm. Cracking in the upper part of the
profile as the soil dries may damage roots.

Chemical:

Class I carbonate layer is generally associated with poor root growth. Elevated boron
concentrations below 120 cm may affect root growth. There is no significant salinity.

Waterholding capacity: 150 to 220 mm in rootzone (high).
Seedling emergence:

Good, provided that self mulching surface is maintained. Soil surface does not crust
or set hard, and is not water repellent.

Workability:

Fair. Sticky and boggy when wet.

Erosion potential:
Water:

Moderately low to moderate. Despite the slope, the strong surface structure of these
soils stabilises them against sheet erosion. However they are prone to rilling and
gullying by stream flow.

Wind:

Low.

Laboratory Data
Depth
cm

pH
pH CO 3
H 2 O CaC1 2 %

EC1:5 ECe Org.C Avail. Avail. Cl Boron Trace Elements mg/kg CEC
dS/m dS/m
%
P
K mg/kg mg/kg
(DTPA)
cmol
mg/kg mg/kg
(+)/kg

ESP

cmol(+)/kg

Cu

Fe

Mn

Zn

Ca

Mg

Na

K

0.4

0.19

0.6

3.1

35

500

49

2.2

0.5

11

5.6

0.2

36.5

31.3

1.6

0.37

1.48

1.0

7.3

0.5

0.12

0.3

2.0

31

290

16

2.5

0.4

8

3.2

0.2

36.4

32.5

3.8

0.37

1.01

1.0

7.3

<0.1

0.07

0.3

1.9

15

140

11

1.1

0.5

8

3.0 <0.1

23.3

20.1

2.6

0.23

0.31

1.0

3.6

0.5

13

2.5 <0.1

37.1

22.3

11.3

2.64

1.04

7.1

11.9

0.5

9

0.6 <0.1

32.6

13.5

14.1

6.24

1.26

19

0-10

7.5

10-30

7.6

30-60

7.6

60-120

8.1

7.4

<0.1

0.12

0.3

1.4

16

310

47

120-150

8.8

8.2

8.3

0.48

0.7

0.2

19

380

93

Note:

Exchangeable Cations

7.3

CEC (cation exchange capacity) is a measure of the soil's capacity to store and release major nutrient elements.
ESP (exchangeable sodium percentage) is derived by dividing the exchangeable sodium value by the CEC.

Further information: DEWNR Soil and Land Program
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CH004

Soil Characterisation Site data sheet

DEWNR Soil and Land Program

SANDY LOAM OVER POORLY STRUCTURED GREY CLAY
General Description: Hard massive loamy sand to sandy clay loam, between 20 and 60 cm
thick, sharply overlying a yellow, grey and brown mottled very firm
blocky clay, sometimes calcareous with depth

Landform:

Gently inclined lower slopes
and level flats. Slope range
is 0% to 8%.

Substrate:

Alluvial clays.

Vegetation:

Red gum woodland.

Type Site:

Site No.:
Hundred:
Section:
Sampling date:

CH004
Yankalilla
1135
30/01/92

1:50,000 mapsheet:
Easting:
Northing:
Annual rainfall:

6526-1 (Torrens Vale)
260150
6067600
630 mm average

Lower slope of undulating low hills, 3% slope. Hard setting surface, no stones.
Soil Description:
Depth (cm)

Description

0-10

Dark brown massive sandy loam. Clear to:

10-30

Brown massive sandy loam. Clear to:

30-55

White massive loamy sand. Sharp to:

55-70

Very dark grey, light grey and dark yellowish
brown strongly blocky medium heavy clay.
Gradual to:

70-130

Olive and yellow strongly blocky heavy clay.
Gradual to:

130-170

Olive grey and yellowish brown heavy clay, with
minor carbonate nodules.

Classification:

Hypocalcic, Mottled-Subnatric, Grey Sodosol; thick, non-gravelly, loamy/clayey, very deep

40*-5:1&'MPBNPWFSCSPXOPSEBSLDMBZ
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DEWNR Soil and Land Program

Summary of Properties
Drainage:

Imperfect to slow. Soil may remain wet for several weeks to several months.

Fertility :

Cation leaching has reduced fertility to very low levels, as indicated by the low cation
exchange capacity, although the subsoil clay has a high nutrient storage capacity.
Calcium, magnesium and potassium are all at very low levels.

pH:

Strongly acidic at surface, acidic in upper subsoil, alkaline in lower subsoil. Lime and
dolomite are required to correct the problem.

Rooting depth:

130 cm at type site, but growth is very poor in the bleached layer and sporadic in the
underlying clay.

Barriers to root growth:
Physical:

The bleached layer is saturated during winter, preventing root growth. If there is a
quick finish to the season, this layer, having a very low waterholding capacity, dries
rapidly and becomes very hard, preventing roots from penetrating and accessing
subsoil moisture and nutrients. The clay subsoil is also very firm, adding a further
barrier to adequate proliferation of roots.

Chemical:

The low fertility of the topsoil, due to low clay content and high acidity, restricts
good root growth in the surface. Moderately high aluminium associated with low pH
is also a problem for sensitive species. Salt and other toxic elements are not a
problem.

Waterholding capacity: 120-150 mm in rootzone. This is high, but depending on the season only a fraction of
this is available to plants because of poor root growth in the bleached layer and the
subsoil clay.
Seedling emergence:

Fair to poor, due to hard, poorly structured surface and waterlogging.

Workability:

Fair. Hard, fine sandy surface has narrow moisture range for effective working.
There are no rocks and stones.

Erosion potential:
Water:

Moderately low due to low slope, but soil itself is highly erodible because of poorly
structured surface soil and impeded drainage.

Wind:

Low. Pulverising and baring off due to overgrazing could lead to minor sweeping.

Laboratory Data
Depth
cm

0-10

pH
pH CO 3
H 2 O CaC1 2 %

4.2

EC1:5 ECe Org.C Avail. Avail. Cl Boron Trace Elements mg/kg CEC
dS/m dS/m
%
P
K mg/kg mg/kg
(DTPA)
cmol
mg/kg mg/kg
(+)/kg

4.1

0

0.09

0.8

1.9

50

62

38

0.8

Cu

Fe

0.2

360 19.3 2.1

Mn

Zn

144 17.6 0.9

4.4

Exchangeable Cations

ESP

cmol(+)/kg
Ca

Mg

Na

K

1.3

0.3

0.1

0.1

3

10-30

4.2

4.1

0

0.04

0.2

0.5

67

47

7

0.3

0.4

2.6

0.6

<0.2

<0.1

0.05

ns

30-55

5.3

5.3

0

0.04

0.1

0.0

19

61

9

0.2

<0.1

7

2.1

0.2

1.1

<0.4

<0.2

<0.1

<.05

ns

55-70

6.0

5.5

0

0.10

0.6

0.5

27

170

46

1.4

1.2

55

2.3

0.6

13.9

7.9

4.7

1.1

0.3

8

70-130

6.5

6.2

0

0.38

1.7

0.3

18

250

249

3.6

0.4

15

2.9 <0.1

27.4

12.0

11.8

4.2

0.5

15

130-170

8.5

8.1

2.7

0.65

3.5

0.0

6

190

404

2.9

0.3

5

1.0 <0.1

18.0

7.6

7.6

3.6

0.4

20

Note:

CEC (cation exchange capacity) is a measure of the soil's capacity to store and release major nutrient elements.
ESP (exchangeable sodium percentage) is derived by dividing the exchangeable sodium value by the CEC.

Further information: DEWNR Soil and Land Program
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SANDY LOAM OVER POORLY STRUCTURED BROWN CLAY
General Description: Loamy sand to sandy clay loam, sharply overlying yellow, brown and
red mottled clay.

Landform:

Slopes of rolling low
hills

Substrate:

Weakly consolidated
clayey sand to sandy
clay sediments
deposited in ancient
glacial valleys

Vegetation:

Pink and blue gum
woodland

Type Site:

Site No.:
Hundred:
Section:
Sampling date:

CH005
Yankalilla
1189
30/01/92

1:50,000 mapsheet:
Easting:
Northing:
Annual rainfall:

6527-2 (Yankalilla)
262200
6069900
620 mm average

Lower slope of rolling low hills, 14% slope. Firm surface, no stones.
Soil Description:
Depth (cm)

Description

0-10

Dark greyish brown weakly granular sandy
loam. Clear to:

10-21

White, massive loamy sand. Sharp to:

21-40

Greyish brown and yellowish brown
strongly prismatic medium clay. Gradual
to:

40-90

Light olive brown and pale olive strongly
prismatic medium clay. Gradual to:

90-140

Light olive grey, brownish yellow and
brown weakly prismatic sandy medium
clay, with traces of fine carbonate. Gradual
to:

140-175

Brown, light grey and brownish yellow
massive sandy clay, with minor pockets of
fine carbonate.

Classification:

Calcic, Mottled-Subnatric, Brown Sodosol; medium, non-gravelly, loamy / clayey, deep
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DEWNR Soil and Land Program

Summary of Properties
Drainage:

Moderately well to imperfect. Soil may remain wet for a week to several weeks.

Fertility :

Low. Surface soil has very low natural fertility, as indicated by its low CEC. This is a
result of cation leaching. Calcium, magnesium and potassium are all deficient.
Phosphorus and boron levels are also low.

pH:

Strongly acidic in the surface, moderately acidic in the upper subsoil, alkaline in
lower subsoil. Lime or preferably dolomite required to correct the problem.

Rooting Depth:

60 cm at type site, although root density below the top layer is low.

Barriers to root growth:
Physical:

Root development is retarded by the tough clay subsoil (caused by high levels of
exchangeable sodium and magnesium).

Chemical:

Very low fertility and high acidity (possibly with associated aluminium toxicity).

Waterholding capacity: 60-80 mm in rootzone (moderately low). This is not all available to plants because of
the poor root density below the surface soil layer.
Seedling emergence:

Good to fair, depending on hardness and water repellence of surface.

Workability:

Good to fair, depending on hardness of surface.

Erosion potential:
Water:

Moderately high due to the slope and the highly erodible nature of the soil. This is
due to the poorly structured, sandy, thin surface and the slowly permeable subsoil.

Wind:

Low.

Laboratory Data
Depth
cm

0-10

pH
pH CO 3
H 2 O CaC1 2 %

EC1:5 ECe Org.C Avail. Avail. Cl Boron Trace Elements mg/kg CEC
dS/m dS/m
%
P
K mg/kg mg/kg
(DTPA)
cmol
mg/kg mg/kg
(+)/kg
Mn

Zn

Exchangeable Cations

ESP

cmol(+)/kg

Cu

Fe

68

34

0.6

0.4

303 15.4 0.6

12

47

24

0.2

<0.1

59

4.5 <0.1

1.7

0.5

0.2

0.1

0.1

6

29

400

15

2.4

6.8

66

2.0

0.3

26.9

13.8

8.1

1.8

1.1

7

18

380

37

3.1

0.2

21

<0.5 <0.1

27.2

13.3

8.2

2.2

1.0

8

Ca

Mg

Na

K

0.3

0.1

0.1

4.2

0

0.07

0.4

1.9

13

10-21

5.1

4.5

0

0.04

0.2

0.1

21-40

5.9

5.1

0

0.08

0.4

0.5

40-90

6.3

5.6

0

0.12

0.4

0.3

90-140

7.4

6.7

<0.1

0.19

1.0

0.1

8

220

101

2.1

0.2

7

<0.5 <0.1

16.3

9.8

4.7

1.7

0.4

10

140-175

8.5

8.0

3.7

0.42

2.8

0.0

12

210

330

1.6

0.1

4

<0.5 <0.1

16.4

10.9

4.4

1.9

0.4

11

Note:

4.4

1.7

4.7

3

CEC (cation exchange capacity) is a measure of the soil's capacity to store and release major nutrient elements.
ESP (exchangeable sodium percent) is derived by dividing the exchangeable sodium value by the CEC.

Further information: DEWNR Soil and Land Program
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SAND OVER ACIDIC CLAY
General Description: Moderately deep loose sand, sharply overlying a yellow, red and
brown coarsely structured clay.

Landform:

Rolling low hills and
prominent crests. Slope
range is 10% to 25%

Substrate:

Sandy clays (weakly
indurated in places),
deposited in ancient glacial
valleys

Vegetation:

Pink gum (Eucalyptus
fasciculosa) woodland

Type Site:

Site No.:
Hundred:
Section:
Sampling date:

CH006
Yankalilla
1155
30/01/92

1:50,000 mapsheet:
Easting:
Northing:
Annual Rainfall:

6527-2 (Yankalilla)
261500
6068900
635 mm average

Midslope of prominent crest, 14% slope. Loose surface, no stones.
Soil Description:
Depth (cm)

Description

0-10

Dark greyish brown soft sand. Clear to:

10-22

Brown soft light loamy sand. Gradual to:

22-75

White soft sand. Sharp to:

75-85

Red and yellowish red firm strongly coarse
columnar medium heavy clay. Gradual to:

85-130

Greyish brown, red and yellowish brown, firm,
weakly coarse prismatic medium heavy clay.
Diffuse to:

130-170

Light yellowish brown, red and yellow, firm
massive sandy medium clay. Gradual to:

170-200

Pale yellow, greyish brown and brownish yellow
firm massive sandy clay.

Classification: Bleached-Sodic, Natric, Red Kurosol; very thick, non-gravelly, sandy / clayey, very deep
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DEWNR Soil and Land Program

Summary of Properties
Drainage:

Moderately well to well. Soil may remain wet for a few days to a week.

Fertility:

Low, due to thickness of sand with low nutrient retention capacity, as indicated by the
very low cation exchange capacities of the upper 75 cm. Calcium, magnesium and
potassium are all low, as are phosphorus and copper.

pH:

Acidic to strongly acidic throughout. Lime and dolomite are required to correct the
problem.

Rooting Depth:

110 cm at type site.Varies according to depth of sand. Root density is low throughout.

Barriers to root growth:
Physical:

Tough clay subsoil, caused by moderately high exchangeable sodium and magnesium
levels.

Chemical:

Acidity throughout profile and low fertility.

Waterholding capacity: 100 - 120 mm in rootzone (moderately high). Depends on depth of sand.
Seedling emergence:

Good, but water repellence may be a problem in places.

Workability:

Good.

Erosion potential:
Water:

Moderate to high, depending on depth of sand.

Wind:

High due to deep, loose, sandy surface.

Laboratory Data
Depth
cm

pH
pH CO 3
H 2 O CaC1 2 %

EC1:5 ECe Org.C Avail. Avail. Cl Boron Trace Elements mg/kg CEC
dS/m dS/m
%
P
K mg/kg mg/kg
(DTPA)
cmol
mg/kg mg/kg
(+)/kg

Exchangeable Cations

ESP

cmol(+)/kg

Cu

Fe

Mn

Zn

Ca

Mg

Na

K

0.3

<0.1

35

9.5

1.4

2.6

1.5

0.5

0.1

0.2

4

6

0.2

<0.1

28

3.3 <0.1

1.3

<0.4

<0.2

<0.1

0.1

ns

7

<0.1 <0.1

13

0.9 <0.1

1.0

<0.4

<0.2

0.1

.05

ns

0-10

5.5

5.0

0

0.07

0.6

0.9

18

140

43

10-22

4.7

4.2

0

0.04

0.2

0.1

9

32

22-75

5.1

4.7

0

0.04

0.1

0.0

8

33

75-85

5.1

4.1

0

0.06

0.1

0.5

4

250

14

1.1

<0.1

33

<0.5 <0.1

18.3

3.4

8.7

1.3

0.6

7

85-130

5.2

4.0

0

0.05

0.1

0.3

5

160

14

0.4

<0.1

25

<0.5 <0.1

15.3

2.7

7.1

1.2

0.4

8

130-170

5.3

4.1

0

0.05

0.1

0.2

29

240

13

0.8

<0.1

23

<0.5 <0.1

13.4

2.3

6.5

1.3

0.3

10

170-200

5.2

4.1

0

0.06

0.4

0.1

6

130

23

0.6

0.1

9

<0.5 <0.1

8.8

2.0

5.0

1.3

0.2

15

Note:

CEC (cation exchange capacity) is a measure of the soil's capacity to store and release major nutrient elements.
ESP (exchangeable sodium percentage) is derived by dividing the exchangeable sodium value by the CEC.

Further information: DEWNR Soil and Land Program
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SAND OVER ACIDIC CLAY
General Description: Thick sandy surface soil, bleached with ortstein (coffee rock) nodules
at base, overlying a yellow, brown and red clay subsoil grading to soft
red, yellow and grey sandstone.

Landform:

Slopes of undulating rises
and low hills in the floors of
ancient glacial valleys

Substrate:

Soft massive sandstone

Vegetation:

Eucalyptus baxteri / E.
cosmophylla / E. fasciculosa
scrub

Type Site:

Site No.:
Hundred:
Section:
Sampling date:

CH018
Encounter Bay
376
29/07/92

1:50,000 mapsheet:
Easting:
Northing:
Annual rainfall:

6526-1 (Torrens Vale)
273300
6063100
705 mm average

Midslope of an undulating rise, slope 7%. Soft surface with a trace of ironstone.
Soil Description:
Depth (cm)

Description

0-20

Dark grey soft loamy sand. Abrupt to:

20-32

Very pale brown soft sand. Clear to:

32-40

Yellowish brown soft loamy sand with 10%
ortstein nodules. Abrupt to:

40-65

Yellowish brown, brown and red medium clay
with strong polyhedral structure. Gradual to:

65-120

Yellowish brown, pale yellow and red fine sandy
light clay with moderate blocky structure. Diffuse
to:

120-180

Brownish yellow, pale yellow and red fine sandy
clay loam with weak blocky structure (weathered
sandstone).

Classification: Bleached, Mesotrophic, Brown Kurosol; thick, non-gravelly, sandy / clayey, deep
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DEWNR Soil and Land Program

Summary of Properties
Drainage:

Well drained. Soil is unlikely to remain wet for more than about a week.

Fertility:

Natural fertility is low, as indicated by the low CEC. This is due to the low clay
content of the surface and the mineralogy of the clay in the subsoil. Levels of surface
phosphorus, calcium, magnesium, potassium, sulphur and boron are low, but there is
significant subsurface accumulation caused by leaching. Copper, manganese and iron
also appear to be low. Leaching losses of nutrients are exacerbated by the acidity of
the soil. Maintenance of neutral pH is critical for the fertility of this soil.

pH:

Acidic in surface, strongly acidic in subsoil, causing marginal aluminium toxicity,
molybdenum deficiency and poor legume nodulation. Dolomitic lime is required.

Rooting depth:

120 cm at type site, but roots below 65 cm are confined to sand filled cracks.

Barriers to root growth:
Physical:

None.

Chemical:

Low pH (with possible aluminium toxicity) and low nutrient status.

Waterholding capacity: 150 mm in rootzone (high), but only about 100 mm of this is available because of low
root density below 65 cm.
Seedling emergence:

Good, except where water repellence occurs.

Workability:

Good.

Erosion Potential:
Water:

Moderately low due to thick, highly permeable surface soil.

Wind:

Moderate, due to loose sandy surface.

Laboratory Data
Depth
cm

Paddock

pH
pH CO 3
H 2 O CaC1 2 %

5.4

4.8

0

EC1:5 ECe Org.C Avail. Avail. SO 4 Boron Trace Elements mg/kg CEC
dS/m dS/m
%
P
K mg/kg mg/kg
(DTPA)
cmol
mg/kg mg/kg
(+)/kg

0.05

0.27

2.7

6

58

5.4

0.3

Cu

Fe

Mn

Zn

0.7

49

4.9

3.8

Exchangeable Cations

ESP

Ext
Al
mg/kg

cmol(+)/kg
Ca

Mg

Na

K

3.9

2.5

0.8

<0.1

0.15

na

2

<0.1

0.05

na

2

*1.1 *62 *14 *4.4
0-20

5.1

4.4

0

20-32

4.9

4.3

0

32-40

4.9

4.3

0

0.04

0.13

1.2

<2

9

2.6

0.3

0.5

0.03

0.08

0.04

0.09

35

0.8

1.1

3.3

1.4

0.4

0.2

20

17

1.1

0.5

0.6

100

83

1.6

0.4

0.2

65

<0.1 0.1

1.5

<0.4

<0.2

<0.1

0.05

na

2

0.3

206

0.1

0.2

2.9

0.7

0.3

<0.1

0.20

na

7

40-65

5.1

4.6

0

0.05

0.08

0.2

5

120

19

1.2

<0.1

10

<0.1 <0.1

6.3

2.2

2.7

0.12

0.32

1.9

<1

65-120

5.3

4.9

0

0.05

0.12

0.1

<2

41

22

1.0

<0.1

4

<0.1 <0.1

4.5

1.2

2.9

0.11

0.12

2.4

<1

120-180

5.0

4.4

0

0.04

0.12

0.1

<2

26

17

0.7

<0.1

4

<0.1 <0.1

3.3

1.1

2.3

0.13

0.11

na

1

Note:

Paddock sample bulked from 20 cores (0 - 10 cm) taken around the pit.
EDTA trace element analyses for "paddock" sample.
CEC (cation exchange capacity) is a measure of the soil's capacity to store and release major nutrient elements.
ESP (exchangeable sodium percentage) is derived by dividing the exchangeable sodium value by the CEC.
*

Further information: DEWNR Soil and Land Program
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SANDY LOAM OVER POORLY STRUCTURED BROWN CLAY
General Description: Loamy sand to sandy clay loam surface soil sharply overlying yellow,
brown and red mottled clay.

Landform:

Slopes of rolling low hills

Substrate:

Weakly consolidated clayey
sand to sandy clay sediments
deposited in ancient glacial
valleys

Vegetation:

Eucalyptus fasciculosa / Euc.
leucoxylon woodland

Type Site:

Site No.:
Hundred:
Section:
Sampling date:

CH025
Encounter Bay
132
14/10/92

1:50,000 mapsheet:
Easting:
Northing:
Annual rainfall:

6627-3 (Willunga)
278850
6070950
655 mm average

Upper slope of 10% in a landscape of undulating low hills. Hard setting surface with
occasional granite boulders (glacial erratics).
Soil Description:
Depth (cm)

Description

0-10

Dark greyish brown massive sandy loam with
trace of quartz gravel. Abrupt to:

10-18

Very pale brown massive loamy sand with 10%
quartz gravel. Abrupt to:

18-39

Dark yellowish brown and brown heavy clay with
strong coarse prismatic structure. Gradual to:

39-60

Yellowish brown and red medium heavy clay with
coarse prismatic structure. Gradual to:

60-110

Light grey, olive brown and red sandy clay with
weak prismatic structure. Diffuse to:

110-160

Light grey and yellow massive clayey sand to
sandy clay, hardened in places to sandstone.

Classification: Bleached-Mottled, Eutrophic, Brown Kurosol; medium, non-gravelly, loamy / clayey, deep
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DEWNR Soil and Land Program

Summary of Properties
Drainage:

Imperfectly drained because water "perches" on top of the slowly permeable subsoil
clay. The soil may remain wet for several weeks.

Fertility:

Natural fertility is moderate as indicated by the exchangeable cation data. The subsoil
clay has a high capacity for storing nutrients. Copper, manganese and zinc are all very
low below the top 10 cm. Phosphorus is adequate but potassium is marginal at 90
mg/kg. Each of the major cations (calcium, magnesium and potassium) are deficient.
Other elements are satisfactory.

pH:

Acidic throughout. Applications of dolomitic lime are required.

Rooting depth:

110 cm at type site, but root density is very low from 60 cm.

Barriers to root growth:
Physical:

The massive, hard 10-18 cm layer, and the tight subsoil clay both restrict the
proliferation of roots. Root growth is also restricted by waterlogging in subsurface
layers. These layers commonly dry very rapidly in spring, creating a barrier between
the root mass in the surface soil and the stored water in the subsoil.

Chemical:

Low pH and low subsoil fertility may both play a role in restricting root growth.

Waterholding capacity 70 mm in upper 60 cm, and a further 60 mm below, most of which is effectively
unavailable because of poor root growth.
Seedling emergence:

Fair due to the poorly structured hard setting surface.

Workability:

Fair. The soil has a narrow moisture range for effective working.

Erosion Potential:
Water:

Moderately high because of the very high erodibility of the soil and the 10% slope.

Wind:

Low.

Laboratory Data
Depth
cm

pH
pH CO 3
H 2 O CaC1 2 %

EC1:5 ECe Org.C Avail. Avail. SO 4 Boron Trace Elements mg/kg CEC
dS/m dS/m
%
P
K mg/kg mg/kg
(DTPA)
cmol
mg/kg mg/kg
(+)/kg

0-10

5.2

4.6

0

0.05

0.27

2.6

10-18

5.3

4.7

0

0.04

0.12

0.3

18-39

5.3

4.5

0

0.06

0.14

0.8

Cu

Fe

Mn

Zn

90

-

1.2

0.3

374

4.0

1.8

14

55

-

0.7

<0.1 170

0.1

<4

209

-

2.4

0.1

69

0.2

39

Exchangeable Cations

ESP

Ext
Al
mg/kg

2.5

3

cmol(+)/kg
Ca

Mg

Na

K

4.8

2.91

0.71

0.12

0.18

0.2

1.2

0.64

0.24

0.13

0.10

na

2

0.1

18.9

5.16

8.73

0.49

0.59

2.6

2

39-60

5.5

4.5

0

0.07

0.21

0.2

<4

136

-

1.3

<0.1

15

<0.1 0.1

13.2

2.41

7.36

0.56

0.31

4.2

<1

60-110

5.5

4.4

0

0.06

0.27

0.1

<4

88

-

1.6

<0.1

6

<0.1 0.2

9.1

1.34

5.35

0.51

0.21

5.6

2

110-160

5.5

4.2

0

0.04

0.33

<0.1

<4

58

-

1.0

<0.1

17

<0.1 0.1

4.1

0.79

2.70

0.40

0.09

9.8

2

Note:

CEC (cation exchange capacity) is a measure of the soil's capacity to store and release major nutrient elements.
ESP (exchangeable sodium percentage) is derived by dividing the exchangeable sodium value by the CEC.

Further information: DEWNR Soil and Land Program
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SAND OVER BROWN OR YELLOW ACIDIC CLAY
General Description:

Medium to thick sand with a bleached subsurface layer, often including a
band of ironstone gravel, overlying a yellow to brown acidic sandy light
clay grading to weak sandstone

Landform:

Rolling low hills

Substrate:

Massive weakly cemented
sandstone of Permian age
glacial valleys.

Vegetation:

Type Site:

Site No.:
Hundred:
Section:
Sampling date:

CH177A
Encounter Bay
15/01/13

1:50,000 mapsheet:
Easting:
Northing:
Annual rainfall:

6626-4 (Encounter)
276519
6066271
690 mm average

Upper slope of low hill, 8% slope. Soft surface with 2-10% ironstone and sandstone gravel. Site has
been delved, limed and spaded.
Soil Description:
Depth (cm)

Description

0-10

Dark greyish brown loose single grain loamy
sand. Clear to:

10-20

Brown loose single grain loamy sand (normally
bleached, but delving and spading has mixed
upper two layers). Abrupt to:

20-50

Brownish yellow hard massive sandy light
medium clay with dark red inclusions of highly
weathered ironstone nodules. Clear to:

50-80

Brownish yellow firm massive clayey sand with
abundant dark red inclusions of highly
weathered ironstone. Gradual to:

80-110

Brownish yellow hard massive sandy light clay
with dark red inclusions of highly weathered
ironstone nodules.

Classification:

Haplic, Eutrophic, Yellow Chromosol; medium, slightly gravelly, sandy / clayey, deep

40*-5:1&(UIJDLTBOEPWFSDMBZ
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Summary of Properties
Drainage:

Well drained. The soil is unlikely to remain saturated for more than a day or so following
heavy or prolonged rainfall.

Fertility:

Inherent fertility is moderately low due to the low clay content of the surface soil, and low
nutrient retention capacity of the clayey subsoil (CEC is less than 10cmol(+)/kg). At the
sampling site, data indicate deficiencies of manganese, and low subsoil levels of copper and
zinc. Surface PBI is also low. Delving and spading however, have improved the fertility
status of the previously bleached (and highly nutrient deficient) subsurface layer (10-20 cm).

pH:

Acidic throughout.

Rooting depth:

Most root growth is in the sandy surface layers and upper part of clayey subsoil (i.e. to 50
cm).

Barriers to root growth:
Physical:

The massive clayey sand deep subsoil presents a moderate barrier to roots.

Chemical:

The only chemical barrier is low nutrient availability.

Waterholding capacity: Approximately 60 mm in the potential rootzone.
Seedling emergence:

Fair to satisfactory, depending on severity of water repellence.

Workability:

Loose sandy surface is easily worked.

Erosion Potential:
Water:

Moderate, due to loose topsoil, relatively shallow depth to clay, and ground slope.

Wind:

Moderately low to moderate due to loose sandy surface.

Laboratory Data
Depth
cm

pH
pH
H2O CaC12

Ext. EC 1:5 Org.C NO3 Avail.
Al
dS/m
% mg/kg
P
mg/kg
mg/kg

PBI

Avail. SO4-S Boron Trace Elements mg/kg CEC Exchangeable Cations ESP
K mg/kg mg/kg
(DTPA)
cmol
cmol(+)/kg
mg/kg
(+)/kg
Cu Fe Mn Zn
Ca Mg Na K

0-10

5.9

5.0

1.36

0.136

2.08

24

28

19

179

10.9

0.4

0.66 139 1.46 0.87

4

2.28 0.7 0.42 0.21

6

10-20

6.0

5.0

1.42

0.099

2.34

16

23

17

112

9.0

0.3

0.59 153 1.26 1.05

3

2.23 0.6 0.29 0.17

5

20-50

5.6

4.6

0.91

0.038

0.23

2

<2

159

95

20.1

0.5

0.08 22 0.13 0.07

8

2.75 5.0 0.24 0.17

2

50-80

6.0

5.0

0.29

0.032

0.12

1

<2

88

81

18.6

0.4

0.06 12 0.04 0.07

6

1.67 4.3 0.21 0.17

3

80-110

6.1

5.1

< 0.20 0.031

0.12

1

<2

59

85

15.1

0.5

0.26 13 0.18 0.19

6

1.31 3.9 0.21 0.22

4

Note:

Trace elements in 0-10 cm layer (shaded) analysed using EDTA.
CEC (exchangeable cation capacity) is a measure of the soil's capacity to store and release major nutrient
elements.
ESP (exchangeable sodium percentage) is derived by dividing the exchangeable sodium value by the CEC.

Further information: DEWNR Soil and Land Program
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CH177B

Soil Characterisation Site data sheet

DEWNR Soil and Land Program

SAND OVER BROWN OR YELLOW ACIDIC CLAY
General Description: Medium to thick sand with a bleached subsurface layer, often including a
band of ironstone gravel, overlying a yellow to brown acidic sandy light
clay grading to weak sandstone
Landform:

Rolling low hills

Substrate:

Massive weakly cemented
sandstone of Permian age
glacial valleys.

Vegetation:

Type Site:

Site No.:
Hundred:
Section:
Sampling date:

CH177B
Encounter Bay
15/01/13

1:50,000 mapsheet:
Easting:
Northing:
Annual rainfall:

6626-4 (Encounter)
276520
6066200
705 mm average

Upper slope to crest of low hill, 4% slope. Soft surface. Site is untreated compared with site
CH177A, which has been delved, limed and spaded.
Soil Description:
Depth (cm)

Description

0-15

Dark greyish brown loose single grain loamy
sand. Clear to:

15-25

Pale grey (bleached) loose single grain sand.
Abrupt to:

25-50

Yellow hard massive sandy light clay with dark
red inclusions of highly weathered ironstone
nodules. Clear to:

50-75

Brownish yellow firm massive coarse sandy
light clay with abundant dark red inclusions of
highly weathered ironstone. Gradual to:

75-100

Yellow and red hard massive clayey coarse sand
(decomposing sandstone).

Classification:

Bleached, Mesotrophic, Yellow Kurosol; medium, non-gravelly, sandy / clayey, moderate

40*-5:1&(UIJDLTBOEPWFSDMBZ
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Summary of Properties
Drainage:

Well drained. The soil is unlikely to remain saturated for more than a day or so following
heavy or prolonged rainfall.

Fertility:

Inherent fertility is low due to the low clay content of the surface soil, and low nutrient
retention capacity of the clayey subsoil (CEC is less than 10cmol(+)/kg). At the sampling
site, data indicate that sulphur, manganese and potassium are marginally low, but
phosphorus levels are relatively high (although PBI is low).

pH:

Strongly acidic throughout.

Rooting depth:

Most root growth is in the sandy surface layers and upper part of clayey subsoil (i.e. to 50
cm).

Barriers to root growth:
Physical:

The massive sandy clay to clayey sand deep subsoil presents a moderate barrier to roots.

Chemical:

Aluminium is at toxic levels throughout, due to low pH. Low nutrient status and retention
capacity limit root volume.

Waterholding capacity: Approximately 60 mm in the potential rootzone.
Seedling emergence:

Fair to satisfactory, depending on severity of water repellence.

Workability:

Loose sandy surface is easily worked.

Erosion Potential:
Water:

Moderate low, being near top of slope. However, loose topsoil and relatively shallow depth
to clay increase susceptibility.

Wind:

Moderately low to moderate due to loose sandy surface.

Laboratory Data
Depth
cm

pH
pH
H2O CaC12

Ext. EC 1:5 Org.C NO3 Avail.
Al
dS/m
% mg/kg
P
mg/kg
mg/kg

PBI

Avail. SO4-S Boron Trace Elements mg/kg CEC Exchangeable Cations ESP
K mg/kg mg/kg
(DTPA)
cmol
cmol(+)/kg
mg/kg
(+)/kg
Cu Fe Mn Zn
Ca Mg Na K

0-15

5.5

4.5

2.36

0.072

2.92

22

35

12

92

6.3

0.3

1.92 57 3.56 2.99

4

2.84 0.7 0.23 0.07

2

15-25

5.4

4.4

2.74

0.018

0.54

4

7

3

50

2.8

0.2

0.31 31 0.37 0.31

1

0.64 0.2 0.13 0.02

na

25-50

5.4

4.4

6.41

0.033

0.68

3

51

69

181

4.7

0.5

0.37 68 0.72 0.19

5

2.86 1.9 0.46 0.12

2

50-75

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

75-100

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Note:

Trace elements in 0-15 cm layer (shaded) analysed using EDTA.
CEC (exchangeable cation capacity) is a measure of the soil's capacity to store and release major nutrient
elements.
ESP (exchangeable sodium percentage) is derived by dividing the exchangeable sodium value by the CEC.

Further information: DEWNR Soil and Land Program
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Appendix 6 – Community observations of landscape degradation
Lower valley of the Inman River (W. Henderson, pers. comm. 1967)
Bill Henderson had lived in the area all of his life and reported in 1967 that in the 50 years prior
sediments had buried a house, a flax mill, and trees with branches so high that a horse and buggy
could be driven under them. He estimated that at least 5-6 m of aggradation had occurred. As
fences became buried, they were replaced with fences built above them. In addition, a steel cable
wrapped around a tree trunk had been buried by ~2 m of sediment. The cable was part of a ferry
system, which local residents used to cross the river: they would stand in a small boat and pull
themselves across on the cable, which would have been at least 1.5 m above water level.
Mr. Henderson also recounted tales of boats going some 4.5 km up the Inman River from
the main bridge on the Victor Harbor – Encounter Bay road, to near a swinging bridge to
collect firewood, which was taken back downstream for sale. (Reported in Bourman, 1969b)
Welch’s Washout (Howchin, 1926)
Some accelerated erosion scenarios have been generated by severe weather events. In 1901,
for example, an intense summer thunderstorm generated a gully 10 to 20 m wide, up to 2 m
deep with steep gully sides and exposed some 100 m of glaciated bedrock on agricultural land
forming Welchs Washout. By 1969, Welchs Washout had stabilised and had almost filled in.
The gully walls sloped gently and only a few patches of glaciated bedrock were visible. By
2013 the gully was almost completely healed. When the gully developed the area had been
cultivated for wheat over many tears and the soil structure was broken down and rendered
vulnerable to erosion. The summer thunderstorm did the rest. With a change in land use to
grazing and the use of superphosphate and subterranean clover and appropriate fencing, the
gully has healed. (Reported in Bourman, 1969b)
Wynniatt Bend (Reported by local resident, Mr Steve Wynniatt)
The site named as “Wynniatt Bend” is a very visible example of bank erosion due to its proximity
to the main road. The site was identified by the Inman River Catchment Group [1] as a high
priority for work to reduce/repair the visible erosion. Identified causes included stock access
and stream erosion at the site.
The site is characterised by a 90° change of direction of the stream, (West to East changing
to South to North) against land rising away from the stream channel. At times of high flow,
the water spreads across adjoining areas to create multiple channels that converge downstream.
The high flow has the capacity to undercut the embankment adjacent to the road structure.
During the 1980’s high flow levels dumped a large amount of sediment in the main
channel, thus blocking the main channel and diverting the main flow through the overflow
channels that undercut the embankment. An earthmover contractor was hired to re-establish
the main flow to its original position and divert the flood waters away from the embankment.
This remedial work was undertaken by the landowner. Another site further downstream on
the same property was also affected by deposited sediment changing the flow channel causing
undercutting of the adjacent embankment. This second site was also excavated to re-establish
the original channel to prevent more undercutting of the embankment.
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In the mid 1990s [2] a survey was undertaken by students from the Flinders University
of the bend to determine the best type of structures required to protect the road embankment
and maintain the river flow through a channel away from the embankment. The resulting plan
was to build a series of rock walls of differing lengths, from the embankment edge out into the
stream to maintain the channel curve and direct the main flow away from the embankment.
The sediment was removed to allow the rock walls to be embedded to a level below the stream
level at that time. At times of high flow, the water covers the walls but the reduced stream
velocity allowed depositing of stream load to occur, building up the flood plain at the base of
the embankment, whilst the main channel would be incised by the higher stream velocity to
maintain an open channel for normal flow rates.
The rock walls were constructed by the Department of Roads. By the time these rock
structures were constructed, the erosion of the embankment had undermined the property
boundary fence along the road reserve. A new fence was constructed 2 metres closer to the road
at this time. Netting fencing had previously been erected along the base of the embankment
and across the flood plain area, to slow the velocity and catch sediment in the area. Fencing
to restrict cattle access to the area had also been constructed. This was done through Inman
River Catchment Group grant to the landowner. Hay bales have been spread over the bare
clay to slow water movement and help establish mulch to encourage plant growth to hold the
embankment. Since the exclusion of stock from the area, reed beds have become established
which reduce the velocity of water flowing in the area.
Since this work was undertaken, the erosion of the embankment has continued. Currently,
the realigned fence is being undermined by the continual erosion. Although the rock wall
structures have achieved their goals of keeping the main channel open and away from the
embankment, deepening the main channel and allowing depositing of material on the flood
plain during periods of high flow, the road structure is still threatened.
When the road was constructed [3], drainage embankments were constructed to divert
water from upslope flowing across the road surface to appropriately located drains that allowed
the water to be directed into the stream channels that exist in the area. Since construction a
large number of trees have regenerated along the drainage embankments. There were some
much older trees along the roadside that have remained amongst the newer regrowth. During
the 1960’s [4], fires ravaged the area. These fires may have regenerated more growth. The
three main age groups of the roadside vegetation could be identified by the ages of sections
of the trees currently along the roadside. 1 – the original trees, 2 – the regrowth after road
construction, 3 – the regrowth after the bushfires.
Recent work undertaken to install steel barriers along sections of the Inman Valley road in
this area has caused issues. Soil from postholes created to erect the steel barriers has been dumped
in the drainage along the roadside. This prevents the excess water from flowing through the
drainage system, instead causing it to flow across the road surface towards the embankment at this
site. During heavy rainfall, the water can be seen flowing across the road in large sheets towards
the edge of the embankment. This is enhanced by the road formation in this area being higher on
the South side of the road thus directing the water towards the edge of the embankment. There
is no drainage system on the North side of the road to capture the water at road level and divert
and release the water at stream level away from the embankment in a controlled manner. The
resultant waterlogging has continued to erode the embankment at this site.
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Five hundred metres further West of this site, adjacent to a bridge [5] a freestone rock wall
of approximately 100 metres, was built when the road was constructed [3]. This bridge spans
an intermittent stream which drains into the Inman River. In August 2013, a significant rain
event caused substantial damage to this stone wall. Over time the southern roadside drains
had become blocked with tree litter (twigs, bark, leaves) and the water overflowed the drainage
system and flowed across the road to the embankment. The saturated soil slumped, causing the
road verge to subside in this area, damaging the rock retaining wall.
The soil types [6] in this area are similar to the area at “Wynniatt bend”. Post hole samples
vary from clay/loam over washed river pebbles to clay/loam over red/brown clay to silt-sand
over clay sub-profiles. As at the Wynniatt Bend location the silt-sand overlaying the clay suffers
structural weaknesses. The flow rate of water through the silt-sand is greater due to the lack
of clay particles to cohesively bind and compact the soil, allowing greater and quicker water
movement which leads to the collapsing of the soil profile resulting in the slumping whenever
the soils are saturated, as occurs at these two sites. Neither site has any drainage structure on
the northern side of the road to capture the water at road level and divert and release the water
at stream level. The lack of maintenance of the existing drain system has contributed to the
continual collapsing of the soil embankment.
During the mid 1960’s [7], approximately 500 metres of the Inman Valley Road adjacent
to the Glacier Rock was re-aligned due to the erosion of the embankment. The water draining
across the road surface was eroding the embankment and undermining the road structure.
Another example of the lack of drainage to capture, divert and release the storm water at stream
level. There probably are other locations where the silt-sand is overlying the clay subsoil that
are subject to collapsing but are not on the edge of steep embankments as occurs at these sites.
[1] Inman River Catchment Group priority plan for identifying and grading locations into high
to low priority for remedial work to be implemented through various grants available to the group,
1993.
[2] 2 students (probably summer of 1996 or 1997, project officer Alistair Christie).
[3] Either 1930’s as work during depression or after 1945. Road department records would
indicate when road construction took place.
[4] Two fires, 1961, 1963. Victor Harbor Times archives may have detail of the areas covered and
exact timing of the fires.
[5] Known as “Adey’s Bridge”.
[6] Soil types described.
[7] Department of Roads records or Victor Harbor Times archives for date of works.
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Wynniatt’s Bend. (Source: Steve Wynniatt)

Wynniatt’s Bend. (Source: Steve Wynniatt)
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Wynniatt’s Bend. (Source: Steve Wynniatt)
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Wynniatt’s Bend. (Source: Steve Wynniatt)

Wynniatt’s Bend. (Source: Steve Wynniatt)
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“The Register”, 17 July 1862.
The mailman from Yankalilla had a narrow escape of his life on Thursday afternoon while
attempting to cross the Inman River on his way to Port Elliot with the mail. The current was
so strong it nearly took the poor fellow out to sea. He struggled in his perilous position for a
long time and at last succeeded in reaching the opposite shore. The water entirely covered the
horse and the saddlebags with the letters were completely filled with water ….”
Also report of the opening of a new bridge (The Register 26 August 1863).
And of a flood (The Observer 12 October 1867).
The Manning Index of South Australian History
The History of the River Inman – Glen Stephens (pers comm. 1968)
Hundreds of years ago before white man came to Australia, there existed a beautiful blue valley.
This was surrounded by gum tree wooded hills and beautiful coloured wild flowers.
The local Aboriginals camped by the lagoons of the meandering streams that flowed down
the valley. Here they hunted for slippery fish, yabbies, long-necked tortoises water rats and
duck eggs. When summer slowed up the streams and reduced them to isolated deep pools,
the Aboriginals moved on towards the coast. Now the water birds of all varieties moved in,
Moorhens and Swamp hens nested in the rushes, while Herons, Egrets, and Spoonbills hunted
in the swamps. Visiting Kingfishers and Shags competed for the remaining fish and frogs, or
tried to steal nestling birds of the Reed Warblers and Little Grass Birds.
Along the water margins, Tea-trees, Prickly Box and Wattles, grew beneath giant Red Gums.
Here little Wrens, Thornbills, Finches and Honeyeaters lived in harmony, pecking up the numerous
seeds, insects and honey. Occasionally the peace would be disturbed, as dozens of Magpies would
chase a Wedge-tailed Eagle as it circled overhead in search of prey. When the gum trees were
flowering, great flocks of squeaking Rainbow Lorikeets and Red Rosellas dined off pollen.
At night antechinus, like native mice, would race up the branches after beetles and bugs
that lived under bark and leaves. In the trees and scrub lived three varieties of Possums. They
all occupied different types of territories. The Brush-tailed Possums lived in the hollows of
Big Red Gums while the Ring-tailed Possums made nests in the forks of the branches of trees
surrounded by scrub. The smallest little Pygmy Possums enjoyed the nectar of the Banksias
which grew near the hilltops. They all feared the big Goannas, who climbed the trees in search
of baby Possums, baby birds or eggs.
Other lizards, the geckoes, came out at night to hunt for insects and moths. They had tiny
suckers on their toes, which enabled them to run upside down along the branches. Their main
enemies were the Owls and Frogmouths, who pounced on them on moonlight nights. This
also was the time, when the Stone Curlews would hunt in the grass for night insects and dance
to the sound of their own melancholy cries.
During the day, the Shingle-back Lizards wriggled slowly through the bushes, they preferred
to eat flowers and berries. They were seldom worried by any prowlers, though Kookaburras
were always on the lookout for any small lizards, or snakes wriggling in the open.
Numbers of White and Straw-necked Ibis descended in great flocks to feed on the Crickets
and grubs, which emerged as the soaks dried out. The young Tortoises sought shelter under the
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long, strap Lily leaves floating near the banks while the adult Tortoises safely basked in the sun,
on the big granite boulders which protruded above the water level. Dragonflies avoided them
as they hovered over the water, or darted into the rushes.
This had all been happening for so many centuries, that the whole setting seemed eternal.
However, this harmony was rudely shattered, when white men arrived in big ships along the
Coast. They settled near the mouths of the rivers where fresh drinking water flowed into the
sea. Here they hunted for fish and whales and chopped down trees to build houses and boats.
Gradually the men moved up the rivers and cleared land for planting crops. They had
simple ploughs pulled by Bullocks, so they would drive up the hills, then plough down straight
to the bottom, till whole hillsides were scoured of all their original growth. The crops seldom
grew in abundance, due to lack of nutrients and wet weather. This left naked soil, which
gradually washed down the plough lines into the low-lying streams.
As more people moved up the beautiful blue valley into the surrounding steep hills, they
cleared the land. This included the various creek banks, which formed the sources of the main
valley streams. Crops were planted here too. After a few years of disappointing results, they
abandoned their farms and moved North to warmer areas.
A few hopeful farmers remained to graze sheep and milk a few cows. The sheep were
allowed to roam on the uncleared rocky slopes. Even these farms found that the pastures lacked
nourishments, and so too began to leave. During this time World War I broke out in Europe,
causing many farmers to become soldiers, so they left their unprofitable farms to the possums
and kangaroos.
The upper slopes of the blue valley, called Bald Hills, contained some of the water sources of
the main valley streams. Here great landslips occurred, as the bare, sodden land slithered slowly
down hill during winter rains. The little streams which used to meander amongst reeds and rushes,
now poured straight down the dips of the hillsides carrying boulders and soil with them, causing
more ugly gashes. Finally, where the streams met together in the blue valley, great swathes were cut
through any remaining vegetation. A big deep new river now developed in the lowest level of the
valley. The higher old soaks and lagoons remained as records of past meandering streams.
During winter rains, torrential floods carried away masses of silt, together with old giant
gum trees, which were swept away by the current. These trees would pile up on the bends
caused by solid rock faces, or the build up of old glacial tillite left behind by the glaciers of
millions of years ago.
The river followed the pattern of young rivers and looped its way back and forth along
the valley. It eroded high vertical cliffs in the sandy banks and deposited loads of silt on the
opposite sides. After cutting down about twenty feet into the valley floor, the water stopped
scouring any deeper and the bed grew wider. It was halted by a mudstone layer, which had
been packed hard, by the pressure of overlying tillite dumped by the glacier and more recently,
this had all been covered by alluvial soils washed down from the slopes.
In 1859 a Geologist, named Selwyn found a band of metasandstone rock in the main
stream. This rock showed scratch marks made by a glacier, and later, other similar rock bands
with glacial scratch marks were uncovered down the river, as it was eroded away. Huge granite
boulders also had been deposited in valleys and on slopes. They were found to have been
carried by the glacier from Victor Harbor’s coastline, which was their source of origin, right
across the Peninsula to Cape Jervis.
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When the soldiers returned from war, some went back to their farms at Inman Valley, their
blue valley. They were helped in their farming by the discovery of super-phosphate. When this
was spread over their crops and pastures, there was a great improvement in the nutritional value.
Added to this was the introduction of sub-clover, which put nitrogen onto the leached soils.
Now newcomers bought up the old broken down farms and neglected homesteads, which
were mainly on the Valley floor. The old residents had rejected this land, fearing the River
would eventually sweep all the soil into the sea.
They decried the new residents if they chopped down any remaining Red Gums, leaving
the banks more vulnerable to winter floods. Also another cause for alarm appeared, when the
streams dried out in summer, the banks became coated with white salt deposits.
Various farmers tried to grow oranges and fruit trees on the River flats, and at first seemed
successful. They continued to clear the lower slopes of the scrub for more pastures. This brought
more exposure to the fruit trees and in 1950 a black frost killed or ruined most of the orange
trees of the valley. The remaining fruit trees gradually died, due to rising salt levels reaching
their roots as more land was cleared.
One orchard remained on an opposite bank from the other orchardists. There were no
oranges, mainly apples. This farmer stopped irrigating with salty river water and was fortunate
to get access to a pure fresh water soak, which was surrounded by Tea trees and rushes. The
fruit trees flourished, though the other orchards had not even survived.
The improved pastures gradually helped to hold back the hillside soils from slipping and
eroding. Farmers took the pressure off the River, by installing dams for their increasing stock
numbers. Some dams were salty from the start, others were fresh if fed by natural soaks, or
streams from hillside scrub.
Fortunately there were still some remaining rushes and Red Gum left along the river
banks. These quickly regenerated with thousands of young seedlings coming up after each
flood. Some managed to keep a foothold as the River continually changed its course. The
trees now had protection from stock, as the native prickly box and prickly Acacia regenerated.
Unfortunately introduced Gorse and Blackberry also covered the banks to the trees’ advantage.
They also acted as shelter for the introduced rabbits ,which increased to plague proportions,
but have since died from myxo. The silted Riverbanks gradually became covered with reeds
and grasses, while the mid-stream sand and gravel beds became overgrown with rushes. Year
by year the River slowed down, held back by these rushes and the leafy trash collected on the
fallen trees.
In summer the water trickled through the rushes just keeping them alive. The occasional
deep pools once more attracted yabbies, water rats and water birds. Where bushes managed to
grow on the bank, they attracted back the little seed eating birds.
The badly gashed banks became gentler slopes as they stopped eroding and trees and
grasses grew up them. With so much growth around, the winter floods seldom created havoc
and usually the reeds and rushes held the silt back. This raised the level of the river bed by
about four feet, so that the original mudstone was hidden from sight.
Hobby farmers now saw the River flats as desirable building sites, being newcomers they
did not understand the ebb and flow of the River. They regretted the lack of a clear flowing
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stream and removed the rushes and sand to get deeper pools for irrigation. They even carted
away truckloads of sand for building.
This unwittingly caused a catastrophe, which started with the next floods. The drop in the
dug out river acted like a waterfall, gouging deep holes and eroding back the rushes and the
built-up soil. The gentle slopes of the steep banks became undermined, till once more grand
old gum trees crashed into the flooding waters. Bit by bit, the nickpoint drop crept back up
the River, some years, travelling hundreds of yards and other times moving slowly, depending
on the volume of the floods.
Only when the erosion reached a band of metasandstone, was it halted.
In the meantime, the river bed once more was gouged down to the old glacial packed
mudstone. This left a wide shallow stream bordered by sheer cliffs and sand and rocks on the
opposite banks. These bare areas no longer attracted the birds, or deep pool loving creatures.
Other problems emerged; besides the water being salty, it was now polluted. This had
gradually occurred, due to the nutrients dissolved in it. The closer settlement on the Riverbanks
and upper streams, had cause effluent to flow into it, and the enriching superphosphate had
created a change in the water content.
This change created a growth of algae in such quantities that in summer the River became
a slimy mess of ooze. This would dry out over the rocks like brown cardboard. No frogs or
tadpoles could live in it. The slippery fish no longer existed and even the introduced trout and
perch died. The snakes deserted the River because their food supply had vanished. The only
remaining inhabitants of the River were carp, which love mud and can tolerate pollution. They
were too big and cunning for most fishing birds, so they multiplied.
The River Inman could still recover, if deepening of the River bed were stopped altogether
and rushes allowed to grow again. The pollution could be contained, if the problems are
recognised and czontrolled. The water table level could be lowered with regenerated scrub on
slopes. The History of the River Inman could help to understand its problems
PS
Today’s River Inman banks cannot revert to any semblance of their original growth. In spite
of 7 years of systematic weed spraying, the Gorse and Blackberries are returning, after farmers
could not afford the spraying. The weed spray killed most of the native flora, mainly acacias,
so now they are almost non-existent. The perennial pastures planted 30 years ago or more have
taken over the banks.
During the period of dead growth after spraying, the erosion along the River banks was
accelerated, as there was nothing left to bind the soil, it all became a fire risk. Only the prickly
box (Bursaria) and Red Gums survived.
Many of today’s farmers cut the River flats for hay. This means that quite often these areas are
shut off for as much as 6 months of the year. This involves waiting for the clovers and perennial
grasses to mature and later be baled and carted. Quite often the River banks are left untouched
too, consequently the grasses become rampant and only light grazing in the late summer reduced
the bush fire risk. In the Dec. 1962 bad fire, which swept through the valley, the river was no
barrier and ungrazed areas beneath the Glacier Rock Tearooms were a real menace.
In retrospect although rushes and perennial grasses will stop erosion, if allowed to become
uncontrolled dry growth they are a fire menace.
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Appendix 7 – Map and Photo gallery

Geology of the Catchment

Well laminated, thinly bedded marble and siltstone layers in probable Adelaidean metasediments in old quarries
north of Inman Valley township. The carbonate-rich bedrock has given rise to white calcrete as a result of
weathering, and this forms a thick capping on the outcrop and also infiltrates the bedrock in fractures and joints.
This material was mined and calcined for lime production between 1880 and 1930 (LUSH 1971). (Source: ARM).

Part of an early geological map (FORBES 1952) of the area south of Spring Mount showing the interpreted
relationships between the Archaean Barossa Complex (left, grey colour) and the younger Adelaidean (yellow ‘Grey Spur Beds’; brown – ‘Strangway Hill Beds’) and Kanmantoo Group (orange – ‘Inman Hill Formation’; pink –
Brown Hill Beds’) rocks. The formation names were later changed in light of regional mapping (DAILY & MILNES
1972).
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Typical outcrop of Kanmantoo Group (Petrel Cove Formation) in the coastal Type Section comprised of thinly
bedded and laminated metasiltstones now tilted steeply to the right as a result of folding and faulting during the
Delamerian Orogeny which waned around 480 million years ago. The present orientation of the beds, which were
originally laid down in a deep ocean basin, gives rise to the ‘seams’ of rock common in the bedrock hills of the
Catchment. (Source: B. Daily).

Outcrops of Kanmantoo Group (Petrel Cove Formation) in the Type Section along coastal cliffs. Thinly bedded
and well-laminated metasiltstones and fine-grained metasandstones. (Source: B. Daily).
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Kanmantoo Group (Petrel Cove Formation) metasiltstone showing fine, well-preserved sedimentary structures in
cross-section including small-scale cut-and-fill features, slumps, current sand-ripples, and carbonate-rich lenses.
(Source: B. Daily).

Original map of HOWCHIN (1926) showing that he assigned all of the fill in the ‘greater Inman Valley’ from
Encounter Bay to Yankalilla Bay to ‘Permo-Carbonferous’ glacigene sediments. This view was continued by
CAMPANA & WILSON (1954), THOMSON & HORWITZ (1962) and others, and remains the case to the present day. Our
work suggests that this interpretation should be modified.
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Detail of granite and metasedimentary rock erratics, Ducknest Creek area. Note geological hammer for scale.
(Source: ARM).

Granite erratics, west of MD_At Alma Road. (Source: ARM).
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Granite erratics, east of Tower of Babel. (Source: ARM).

Large granite and other erratics partly exhumed from glacigene sediments, west of James Track. (Source: ARM).
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Granite and other erratics scattered over Petrel Cove beach. (Source: ARM).

Granite erratics, Encounter Bay beach. (Source: ARM).
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Granite erratics Port Vincent beach, Yorke Peninsula. (Source: ARM).

Glacier Rock (‘Selwyn Rock’) exposed in bed of Inman River beneath Permian glacigene sediments with embedded
granite and other erratics. (Source: ARM).
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Close up of granite erratic and surrounding glacial sediments (Source: RPB).

Selwyn Rock showing grooved and striated bedrock surface (Source: RPB).
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Permian glacigene clays (grey) and sands (yellowish) with entrained granite and other erratics, tributary of
Ducknest Creek. (Source: ARM).

Glaciated bedrock surface (unweathered, dark grey) excavated from beneath weathered and bleached Permian
glacigene sands and clays tributary of Ducknest Creek. (Source: ARM).
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View of Stephens Rock showing glacial striae and associated features (Source: RPB).

Striated bedrock surface at foot of Strangway Hill (Source: RPB).
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A 1968 photograph of a so-called ‘giant’s boiler and kettle’ feature weathered out of Permian glacial sandstone in
the bed of the Inman River just below the junction of Sawpit Gully. These features have also been called ‘fossil
pumpkins’ (Source: RPB).

‘Giant’s kettle’ at the same locality as above, with the ‘boiler’ removed, presumably by the river. The landowner
said that a year or two prior to 1968 there had been a ‘boiler’ associated with this feature (Source: RPB).
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Broken craggy western side of Crozier Hill (Source: RPB).

Anthropogenic influences

Early map (1898) of Victor Harbor. (Source: Ian Blatchford).
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Another early map of Victor Harbor. Punt crossing of Inman River was at extension of Sandy Road towards the
Henderson house (now demolished) and swinging bridge was south of cemetery. Note the cultivation flat on site
of Victor Harbor Oval.

Inman River 1936 (Courtesy Sate Library, PRG 1605/4/49).
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View in the Inman River 1900-1912

View in the Inman River 1900-1912
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Register Newspaper of Friday 7 November 1913 reported: “The flood down the Inman Valley on Feb 13 last,
which destroyed the old bridge was responsible for the uncovering of some rock about 150 yards upstream from
Crossman’s Bridge, which is splendid evidence of the glacial period.” (Source: Ian Blatchford).

Floodplain of the Inman River upstream of the High School, photographed in the 1970s (Source: RPB).
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View of the oxbow lake towards the caravan park. Occasionally water would seep into the far right hand side
of the lake, under the main Victor Harbor-Yankalilla road+ from the main channel of the Inman River during
high flows (Source: RPB).

Broad former floodplain of Inman River. Crozier Hill on left and flat surface of Porters Hill in distance, part of the
Green Hills surface (Source: RPB).

Stream erosion

Small bedrock gorge with granite erratics near Stephens Rock (Source: RPB).
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The same gorge experiencing river flows (Source: RPB).

The same gorge experiencing river flows (Source: RPB).
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House just upstream of Glacier Rock fronted by steep bank of Inman River (Source: RPB).

Steep bank of eroding Inman River upstream of Glacier Rock (Source: RPB).
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View upstream in the Inman River ~600 m downstream of junction with Back Valley Creek, prior to the Spring floods of
2016. Note the location of the fence line and the dead tree on the right. (Source: Rosie Douglas).

Photograph of same site after the floods of mid-September 2016. Note the dangling fence line and the missing dead tree,
which was undercut and swept away. The river bank has been cut back at least 5 m. (Source: Rosie Douglas).
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Recently eroded bank in the Inman River upstream of Crozier Hill showing the variability in the nature of the
alluvial sediments. Blocky columnar clays at the base of a 3 m section are overlain by variably ferruginised sandy
sediments, a black swamp deposit and light-coloured sands eroded from upstream landscapes post-European
settlement. (Source: RPB).

Recently eroded banks of the Inman River west of Crozier Hill showing and former channel filled with light
coloured sandy sediments eroded from upstream landscapes post-European settlement, land-clearing and
agricultural activities. The channel was cut into former peaty swamp deposits. (Source: RPB).
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Section on left bank of the Inman River just upstream from Crozier Hill. The white layer, which has developed as
a result of waterlogging is overlain by PESA sediments (Source: RPB).

Occasional calcareous horizons occur in the alluvial sediments in the Inman River. A thick layer of light coloured
sands eroded from upstream landscapes post-European settlement fills a former shallow channel which truncated
older river alluvium (Source: RPB).
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Eroded bank in Inman River showing two dark-coloured peat swamp layers separated by calcareous sandy
sediments and overlain by light-coloured sands eroded from upstream landscapes post-European settlement.
Note the tunneling in the bottom sodic swamp deposit (Source: RPB)

Eroded bank in Inman River showing three peaty swamp layers interspersed with sandy alluvial sediments. (Source:
RPB).
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Rock protection on the downstream side of Memory Grove Bridge to protect it from an erosion head working its
way upstream from the sand mining site near Crozier Hill (Source: RPB).

View downstream from Memory Grove Bridge, which required protection as an erosion head worked its
way rapidly upstream from a sand mining site near Crozier Hill. In \urn, the bridge probably contributed to
erosion downstream, as sediment was trapped upstream increasing the downstream erosional potential (Source:
RPB).
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Gully erosion

Bald Hills Gully, 1968 (Source: RPB).

Headward erosion in Bald Hills Gully eats its way across a fence line and roadway (Source: RPB).
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Gullies in Back Valley (2Apr06) that have substantially stabilised. (Source: Google Earth 2016).

Landscape surrounding Welch’s ‘washout’ 26Apr06 showing ‘healed’ linear gully parallel to existing track as well as
a number of other gullies. Faint NW-SE field lines can be seen above the short gullies at left. (Source: Google
Earth 2016).
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Rehabilitated gully 26Apr06, Hancock Road, Inman Valley. (Source: Google Earth 2016).

Incipient gullies running southwards into Boundy Creek 26Apr06. (Source: Google Earth 2016).
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Gullies in 1st and 2nd order stream network near Robinson Hill on 26Apr06.
characterised by landslides (earthflows). (Source: Google Earth 2016).
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Note hummocky area (arrow)

‘Healed’ gully parallel to farm track that now concentrates rainfall runoff. Note drainage trenches constructed to
divert runoff from the track into the gully at left. (Source: ARM).
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Gully following old field line but propagating downslope mostly via tunnels/pipes in dispersive soil. (Source: ARM).

Mass movement

Comparatively recent landslump in bleached and weathered materials showing steep scarps at the head of the
structure. (Source: ARM).
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Recently reactivated landslump in black clay soils in which mobilized material at the toe of the structure has
flowed downslope over the grassed landsurface, exposing transverse fractures and scarps. Hummocky landforms
higher up the slope indicates a considerable history of slumping. (Source: ARM).

Reactivated slumping in a landslide complex on a steep slope formed in light-coloured glacigene sediments.
(Source: ARM).
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View of the western part of the Inman Catchment looking northeastwards with large landslide complexes visible
on southwest-facing hillsopes in the middle ground. (Source: ARM).

Hummocky ground on the southeastern slopes of Crozier Hill indicating a complex of minor landslumps. (Source:
ARM).
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Landslump complex (centre) in 26Apr06 in G3 soils and glacigene sediments near former Glacier Rock golf
course. (Source: Google Earth 2016).

Landslump complex on 26Apr06 south of Hancock Road showing well-formed and comparatively recent slump
structure (depression and scarp at the head of the structure; ‘bow’ wave formed of flow-out soil and sediment at
the foot) in the enlarged circle. (Source: Google Earth 2016).
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Sheetwash

Soil and sediment cover lost from surfaces of unweathered bedrock formerly protected beneath glacigene
sediments. (Source: ARM).

Current landscapes
Inman estuary

A 1949 aerial photograph of the lower Inman River showing an intricate network of channels where large volumes
of PESA sediments were deposited Occasionally pronounced calcareous layers occur in the alluvial sediments
(Source: RPB).
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The Inman River downstream of the gorge (Google Earth image).

Oblique aerial view of the lower Inman River. Note the unrestrained outlet of the Inman River, the sewag/ ponds
of the treatment works in the top left hand corner and the small artificial lake to the right of it (Source:
Department of Environment and Natural Resources).
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Aerial view in 1970s of lower Inman River. The Victor Harbor Oval and the caravan park in the centre of the
oxbow lake are on the low Breckan Filltop terrace, Victor Harbor High School lies on the Hutchinson Fillstrath
terrace, while the Encounter Bay Oval and surround occupy the Adare Filltop terrace (Source: RPB).

Aerial view of lower Inman River in the 1970s. Note the large oxbow lake in the centre of the photograph (Source:
RPB).
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Floodplain of the Inman River upstream of Victor Harbor High School in 1968 (Source: RPB).

Current mouth of the Inman River (left centre) at the coast. Accumulated brown material is seagrass. Foredune
visible centre right. (Source: ARM).

View northwards across the Inman River mouth towards the eroding coastal foredune.
material in the foreground and left centre is seagrass. (Source: ARM).

Accumulated brown
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Eroding foredune between Inman River Mouth and Granite Island causeway. (Source: ARM).
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